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A BSTRACT
With continuous technological innovation, we observe mixed reality emerging
from research labs into the mainstream. The arrival of capable mixed reality
devices transforms how we are entertained, consume information, and interact
with computing systems, with the most recent being able to present synthesized
stimuli to any of the human senses and substantially blur the boundaries between
the real and virtual worlds. In order to build expressive and practical mixed
reality experiences, designers, developers, and stakeholders need to understand
and meet its upcoming challenges. This research contributes a novel taxonomy
for categorizing mixed reality experiences and guidelines for designing mixed
reality experiences.
We present the results of seven studies examining the challenges and opportunities
of mixed reality experiences, the impact of modalities and interaction techniques
on the user experience, and how to enhance the experiences. We begin with a
study determining user attitudes towards mixed reality in domestic and educational environments, followed by six research probes that each investigate an
aspect of reality or virtuality. In the first, a levitating steerable projector enables
us to investigate how the real world can be enhanced without instrumenting the
user. We show that the presentation of in-situ instructions for navigational tasks
leads to a significantly higher ability to observe and recall real-world landmarks.
With the second probe, we enhance the perception of reality by superimposing
information usually not visible to the human eye. In amplifying the human vision,
we enable users to perceive thermal radiation visually. Further, we examine the
effect of substituting physical components with non-functional tangible proxies
or entirely virtual representations. With the third research probe, we explore how
to enhance virtuality to enable a user to input text on a physical keyboard while
being immersed in the virtual world. Our prototype tracked the user’s hands and
keyboard to enable generic text input. Our analysis of text entry performance
showed the importance and effect of different hand representations. We then
investigate how to touch virtuality by simulating generic haptic feedback for virtual reality and show how tactile feedback through quadcopters can significantly
increase the sense of presence. Our final research probe investigates the usability
and input space of smartphones within mixed reality environments, pairing the
user’s smartphone as an input device with a secondary physical screen.
Based on our learnings from these individual research probes, we developed a
novel taxonomy for categorizing mixed reality experiences and guidelines for
designing mixed reality experiences. The taxonomy is based on the human sensory
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system and human capabilities of articulation. We showcased its versatility and
set our research probes into perspective by organizing them inside the taxonomic
space. The design guidelines are divided into user-centered and technologycentered. It is our hope that these will contribute to the bright future of mixed
reality systems while emphasizing the new underlining interaction paradigm.
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Z USAMMENFASSUNG
Mixed Reality (vermischte Realitäten) gehen aufgrund kontinuierlicher technologischer Innovationen von reinen Forschungsarbeiten langsam in den Massenmarkt über. Mit der Einführung von leistungsfähigen Mixed-Reality-Geräten
verändert sich die Art und Weise, wie wir Unterhaltungsmedien und Informationen konsumieren und wie wir mit Computersystemen interagieren. Verschiedene
existierende Geräte sind in der Lage, jeden der menschlichen Sinne mit synthetischen Reizen zu stimulieren. Hierdurch verschwimmt zunehmend die Grenze
zwischen der realen und der virtuellen Welt. Um eindrucksstarke und praktische
Mixed-Reality-Erfahrungen zu kreieren, müssen Designer und Entwicklerinnen
die künftigen Herausforderungen und neuen Möglichkeiten verstehen. In dieser Dissertation präsentieren wir eine neue Taxonomie zur Kategorisierung von
Mixed-Reality-Erfahrungen sowie Richtlinien für die Gestaltung von solchen.
Wir stellen die Ergebnisse von sieben Studien vor, in denen die Herausforderungen und Chancen von Mixed-Reality-Erfahrungen, die Auswirkungen von
Modalitäten und Interaktionstechniken auf die Benutzererfahrung und die Möglichkeiten zur Verbesserung dieser Erfahrungen untersucht werden. Wir beginnen
mit einer Studie, in der die Haltung der nutzenden Person gegenüber Mixed Reality in häuslichen und Bildungsumgebungen analysiert wird. In sechs weiteren
Fallstudien wird jeweils ein Aspekt der Realität oder Virtualität untersucht. In
der ersten Fallstudie wird mithilfe eines schwebenden und steuerbaren Projektors untersucht, wie die Wahrnehmung der realen Welt erweitert werden kann,
ohne dabei die Person mit Technologie auszustatten. Wir zeigen, dass die Darstellung von in-situ-Anweisungen für Navigationsaufgaben zu einer deutlich
höheren Fähigkeit führt, Sehenswürdigkeiten der realen Welt zu beobachten und
wiederzufinden. In der zweiten Fallstudie erweitern wir die Wahrnehmung der
Realität durch Überlagerung von Echtzeitinformationen, die für das menschliche
Auge normalerweise unsichtbar sind. Durch die Erweiterung des menschlichen
Sehvermögens ermöglichen wir den Anwender:innen, Wärmestrahlung visuell
wahrzunehmen. Darüber hinaus untersuchen wir, wie sich das Ersetzen von physischen Komponenten durch nicht funktionale, aber greifbare Replikate oder
durch die vollständig virtuelle Darstellung auswirkt. In der dritten Fallstudie
untersuchen wir, wie virtuelle Realitäten verbessert werden können, damit eine
Person, die in der virtuellen Welt verweilt, Text auf einer physischen Tastatur
eingeben kann. Unser Versuchsdemonstrator detektiert die Hände und die Tastatur,
zeigt diese in der vermischen Realität an und ermöglicht somit die verbesserte
Texteingaben. Unsere Analyse der Texteingabequalität zeigte die Wichtigkeit und
Wirkung verschiedener Handdarstellungen. Anschließend untersuchen wir, wie
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man Virtualität berühren kann, indem wir generisches haptisches Feedback für
virtuelle Realitäten simulieren. Wir zeigen, wie Quadrokopter taktiles Feedback
ermöglichen und dadurch das Präsenzgefühl deutlich steigern können. Unsere
letzte Fallstudie untersucht die Benutzerfreundlichkeit und den Eingaberaum von
Smartphones in Mixed-Reality-Umgebungen. Hierbei wird das Smartphone der
Person als Eingabegerät mit einem sekundären physischen Bildschirm verbunden,
um die Ein- und Ausgabemodalitäten zu erweitern.
Basierend auf unseren Erkenntnissen aus den einzelnen Fallstudien haben wir
eine neuartige Taxonomie zur Kategorisierung von Mixed-Reality-Erfahrungen
sowie Richtlinien für die Gestaltung von solchen entwickelt. Die Taxonomie
basiert auf dem menschlichen Sinnessystem und den Artikulationsfähigkeiten.
Wir stellen die vielseitige Verwendbarkeit vor und setzen unsere Fallstudien in
Kontext, indem wir sie innerhalb des taxonomischen Raums einordnen. Die Gestaltungsrichtlinien sind in nutzerzentrierte und technologiezentrierte Richtlinien
unterteilt. Es ist unser Anliegen, dass diese Gestaltungsrichtlinien zu einer erfolgreichen Zukunft von Mixed-Reality-Systemen beitragen und gleichzeitig die
neuen Interaktionsparadigmen hervorheben.
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P REFACE
This thesis is the result of the research I carried out at the University of Stuttgart
and the LMU Munich. Numerous discussions, exchange with researchers and
practitioners at conferences, workshops, and lab visits inspired and shaped the
decisions presented in this work. Since some of the research required varying
expertise, this thesis has been done in close collaboration with partners from the
LMU Munich, University of Stuttgart, and partners within the FeuerWeRR and BeGreifen projects delivering expert knowledge from their respective fields. Further,
I supervised undergraduate student projects, Bachelor and Master theses that help
to realize my ideas, prototypes, and evaluations. Many of these collaborations
and theses resulted in publications that are a core part of this work. To emphasize
these collaborations, I chose to write this thesis using the scientific plural (“we”).
When applicable, all contributing authors of the resulting publication are cited at
the beginning of each chapter, including the publication’s reference.
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1

Introduction
An early appearance of what we now see in virtual and augmented reality came in
the science fiction literature of the early nineteenth century.. Novelists imagined
people connected with machines that overlaid all human senses and immersed
them in virtual worlds [165], or wore devices such as electronic glasses [254]
that mapped data onto the real world. The concept of Augmented Reality (AR)
and Virtual Reality (VR) has stayed alive and gradually turned science-fiction
into reality aided by increasingly sophisticated technology: Early science fiction
used painted scenery and written tales to convey ideas of imagined worlds. Later,
photography and film helped creators to share their visions, ideas, and creativity.
AR and VR have proliferated over the last years, and today’s interactive and
powerful three-dimensional simulations allow us to immerse in virtual worlds
and experience environments limited only by the imagination of the creator.
The advances in technology enable a paradigm shift in how we consume, interact
with, and explore information. Technology fosters highly personalized virtual realities through windows, films, or canvases. Artists, developers, and designers can
manipulate any aspect of the environment in real-time and dynamically present
digital stimuli. AR and VR technology have become a medium that presents
information and immerses users like never before, so that today, users can go
beyond reading and watching to interactively explore the information. This shift
fundamentally changes digital entertainment [201] and how we work and learn
with digital media. Simultaneously, new challenges regarding these interactive
systems arise. The considerable extension of input and output modalities substantially increases the potential of these new devices. Information presentation is
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no longer limited to visual and auditory impulses; existing devices can display
synthesized information to any of the human senses. Likewise, new sensors allow
for manifold user input beyond explicit device input. In synergy, highly integrated
demonstration and interaction with digital information will increasingly enable
the technology to blend unobtrusively into the background while providing great
utility to the users.
This thesis systematically investigates how to enhance interaction and perception
of reality in mixed reality environments. We demonstrate how to integrate novel
input and output concepts into enriched experiences. We approach the challenge
of blending realities from both ends of the spectrum, reality, and virtuality. We
proclaim the potential of extended realities through several research probes and
potential application scenarios and build a better understanding of how to enhance
Mixed Reality (MR) experiences. We propose best practices on the integration of
input and output modalities for compelling experiences based on the developed
probes.

1.1

Vision

In this section, we describe our vision of how VR and AR experiences will
influence and shape our future in the professional and private domain. Innovative
technology always captivates and attracts audiences. If novel technology gains
acceptance, it can fundamentally change the behavior of a society. For instance,
the invention of the automobile completely changed the paradigm of mobility.
Along with enabling people to travel, it drastically changed how business operates
and influenced the economy.
Due to the rapid development in science and technology, similar periods of
change can be witnessed in the domain of connected mobile devices. With
the presentation of the first iPhone back in 2007 and its constant development
since, many paradigms changed. Before the smartphone era, we used physical
maps, dedicated devices to listen to music, and stationary computers to browse
the internet. Today, smartphones are used everyday and on-the-go for texting,
navigation, social media, calling, browsing the internet, and taking pictures.
Customized apps can significantly extend the functionally of these devices as
more and more advanced sensors are integrated.
Peak smartphone use has not been reached yet [189]; however, the next generation
of mobile devices that will radically change how people carry out daily activities,
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learn, and interact with computing systems is approaching. In the near future, VR
and AR systems will grow more similar to one another, consequently becoming
known as MR systems. We expect that wearable MR systems will gradually
substitute today’s smartphones. As the next step beyond Weiser’s vision [255],
the technology can be woven into our clothes and accessories and will replace the
functionalities of our smartphones.
In the professional domain, MR systems can empower employees to work together
even from ad-hoc or distant locations [91], enhance learning with step-by-step instructions to help employees to acquire new skills, improve efficiency and reduce
errors [71]. For creative tasks, immersive visualizations can foster discussions
and simplify the exploration of new layouts and products [195] before they are
built as a physical model.
Also, in our daily lives, MR systems will map an analysis of the physical world
around us to present useful services. Information will be available everywhere and
blend indistinguishably into the real world. This includes information according
to the location and context, as well as very personal information. As a chaperone,
MR experiences will help us to navigate the environment, support decision
making, and interact with the environment. We also expect a substantial change in
entertainment and education. MR is the first technology that can displace people
into the experience of others, creating new means to communicate, learn, and
explore [117].
We assume that future MR systems are going to amplify all of the human senses
and not be limited to visual overlays. Although many technological advances still
need to be set in place before this vision can turn into reality, including hardware,
software, and social aspects, and potential concerns as privacy, information
overload, and immaturity. In consequence, MR technology is very likely to be
strongly interwoven with people and become an extension of themselves.
When we allow for intuitive interaction and convincing presentation, the future
for the advent of MR is bright. We believe the presented research in this thesis
and future research will shape the technology towards an appealing and useful
component of our everyday life.

1.2

Research Questions

We expect that AR and VR have the potential to become ubiquitously available.
Novel devices will progressively penetrate the technology markets and potentially
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R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
U SER -C ENTERED
RQ1

What are the users’ attitudes towards the introduction of AR at home?

RQ2

What are the scenarios that are most promising for domestic AR applications?

RQ3

What are the constraints and opportunities for future systems?

M IXED R EALITY E XPERIENCE -C ENTERED
RQ4

How to enhance reality by blending information in the real world?

RQ5

How to enhance virtual reality by adding tangibility?

RQ6

How to provide flexible haptic input and output in mixed reality?

I NTERACTION -C ENTERED
RQ7

How to interact with digital artifacts in mobile mixed reality?

RQ8

How to design a taxonomy for mixed reality experiences?

Table 1.1: Overview of the research questions addressed in this thesis.
replace smartphones due to their enhanced usability and versatility. To fully
understand the potential and identify the limitations of this emerging technology,
research is required, and the arising fundamental challenges have to be addressed.
Summarizing, our research approach is based on three major research topics investigating the essential challenges from a user-centered and a interaction-centered
perspective. In between resides the investigation of MR systems organized as an
experience-centered extension. An overview of the three themes and the specific
research questions addressed in this thesis is presented in Table 1.1.
Upcoming MR experiences can be used in a wide variety of different locations
and situations. Understanding the individual challenges and requirements helps
to design and develop fascinating and meaningful experiences for the user. The
first group of user-centered research questions focuses on the potential of MR
in domestic environments (RQ1). Further, we research potential constraints and
opportunities of future MR systems (RQ2, RQ3).
The second group of research questions focuses on the unique challenges and
opportunities of MR systems and how these experiences can be extended. Therefore, we approach MR experiences from the real and virtual extrema of the
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reality-virtuality continuum [175]. We investigate the advantages and limitations
of the facilitated technology on both ends of the spectrum. We developed research probes that blend and substitute real and virtual artifacts and introduce
new interaction modalities. For a precise investigation of the effects, we developed research probes extending reality (RQ4), and virtuality (RQ5), as well as
blending experiences (RQ6). We investigate the performance and effects of the
particular extension in a delimited application scenario with each probe.
After understanding the different aspects of dynamically blending and extending
realities, we address interaction-centered challenges. There is considerable
modality support for interaction in MR, but technological and environmental
factors influence the suitability of input modalities. Thus we explore how to
interact with these digital artifacts in mobile MR environments (RQ7). In a final
step, we explore how to design a novel taxonomy for mixed reality experiences
(RQ8) based on the human abilities.
The scope of the thesis embraces the exploration of the challenges and opportunities of MR applications. The main focus lies in overcoming the limitations and
complexity of MR systems and applications and contributing to the advancement
of input and output modalities. The overarching theme is assessing the impact of
the superimposed virtual realm and the perceived reality on the user experience
to guide the ideation, development, and evaluation of MR applications.

1.3

Methodology

The field of MR is not only driven by constant research, but also by advances
in technology. Virtual reality experiences [99] and Head-Mounted Displays
(HMDs) [241] were already suggested in the early 1960s, and since then, devices
have become more reliable, lighter, and more affordable, allowing for more
extensive studies, sometimes even outside of labs. However, there is still no
agreed understanding of how MR experiences can affect our lives positively.
To develop meaningful MR applications we followed a user-centered design
approach [4] as one of our principal methodologies. User-centered design is an
iterative design process in which developers start with a general approach and
focus on users’ feedback and needs in each iteration of the continuous design
process. We further apply design thinking methods, including paper prototypes,
wizard-of-oz prototypes, and digital mock-ups, to simulate future systems and
ideas. During the development process of our research probes, we evaluated these
in formative user studies. With our empirical research practices, we foster a better
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understanding of how humans interact in MR. Consequently, our findings provide
knowledge that enables us to create improved input and output modalities for
future systems.

1.3.1

Research Probes

Throughout the thesis, we build and evaluate several prototypes to understand the
opportunities and challenges of MR experiences development and to what extent
these experiences can be enhanced by blending with digital or physical artifacts.
Each of the research probes was developed following an iterative user-centered
design process. For the design of novel concepts of input and output for mixed
reality systems, we also applied participatory design methods and focus groups.
An overview of the built research probes is presented in Table 1.2.

1.3.2

Evaluation

With the development of the presented research probes, we pursue one overarching
objective: building a better understanding of how to enhance MR experiences.
To that extent, the novel user interfaces and MR experiences are evaluated in
controlled lab experiments and field studies.
In each study, we use a variety of qualitative and quantitative measures to evaluate
the effects of the research probe. Quantitative measures include but are not limited
to performance measures, e.g., task complexation time, error rate, memorability,
or perceived workload. Further, we collect more specific measures like presence in
VR experiences. All qualitative data were analyzed using conventional statistical
methods and tools [63].
We gathered qualitative data through semi-structured interviews, focus groups, or
online questionnaires. For qualitative data analysis, we used grounded theory in
the course of obtaining common themes. More specifically, we utilized an open
coding approach.

1.3.3

Ethics

The research and user studies presented in this thesis were conducted within
the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (German: Bundesministerium
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für Bildung und Forschung) (BMBF) funded projects Be-Greifen and FeuerWeRR. Within the Be-Greifen project, ethical, legal, and social implications were
addressed in active collaboration with Wulf Loh and Tobias Stoerzinger from
the Institute for Philosophy at the University of Stuttgart. Every development
and conducted study was intended to make the resulting technological solutions
valuable for everyone.
Each of the studies was conducted in line with the declaration of Helsinki. Starting
in May 2019, we further followed the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
2016/679 that regulates data protection and privacy.

1.4

Research Context

The research leading to this thesis and beyond was carried out between autumn
2014 and summer 2019 at the University of Stuttgart in the Human-Computer
Interaction group and the LMU Munich in the Human-Centered Ubiquitous Media
group. Many of the projects were done in collaboration with project partners that
influenced the work presented in this thesis.

1.4.1

Be-Greifen

Most of the research presented in this thesis was conducted as part of the BMBFfunded the project Be-Greifen1 . The project started in July 2016 with a term
of three years. The project aims to investigate how to support the fusion of the
real and digital world to create a strong connection between lab experiments
and theory to support learners in the Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) subjects. Together with Martin Strzys, Sebastian Kapp
from the Technical University of Kaiserslautern (TUK) and the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) we explored and evaluated how
to plan, design, and implement intuitive user interfaces to interact with scientific
experiments through a combination of tangible user interfaces and augmented
reality [135, 237, 238]. Part of this research also included the dynamic adaption of the visualization and interaction to the level of knowledge and learning
requirements of the student [138].
1

http://begreifen.dfki.de/
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Within the same BMBF call, which focuses on assistive systems for learning,
we collaborated with partners from the projects KoBeLU2 and MAL3 . Together
with Thomas Kosch (KoBeLU) we examined how assistive systems and mixed
realities can support knowledge transfer in education and which challenges need
to be tackled. In cooperation with Tanja Döring (MAL) and others, we organized
a workshop [52] on tangible interaction and brought together experts in this
domain to discuss how tangible interaction and interactive systems can support
learning [147].

1.4.2

FeuerWeRR

Further research presented in this thesis was also conducted as part of the BMBFfunded project FeuerWeRR. The research was conducted between March 2015
and February 2018. The main objective of the research consortium was to develop
and evaluate a new mobile thermal imaging camera that links depth information
of the environment with the thermal data. This real-time fusion of data would
increase firefighters’ safety and allow citizens at risk of fire to be rescued more
quickly.
The central research goal was to develop a radar sensor and the integration
into a hand-held camera that combines these two data sources. We focused
in particular on different visualizations and interaction concepts [6, 7, 8] and
the fusion of temperature data with the acquired depth information to enable
firefighters effortless process all data while keeping the overall cognitive load on
a minimum.

1.4.3

Selected Collaboration

Alongside the defined projects Be-Greifen and FeuerWeRR, we investigated in
additional collaborations the potential of Mixed Realities beyond the scope of
this thesis.
2

http://www.kobelu.de/

3

http://mal-projekt.de/
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Collaboration with University of Copenhagen
Together with Sebastian Boring and Markus Löchtefeld (Aalborg university), we
organized a workshop on interactive displays through mobile projection [263]
at the University of Copenhagen. We discussed with experts, to what extent
mobile projections would change future mobile interactions and information
visualization [262]. Furthermore, the first discussions inspired us to develop and
study the capabilities of drone-carried projectors [141].

Collaboration with Microsoft Research Cambridge
In close cooperation with Steve Hodges and the Sensors and Devices Group at
Microsoft Research, we shaped an understanding of how users can improve productivity and convenience with a secondary screen integrated into a smartphone
display cover [109]. During the development, several limitations and challenges
were tackled to allow users to work with a smartphone more productively. These
results were filed in various patents stating concepts for data transfer, power harvesting in a mobile context, and attention-based interaction [83, 84, 101, 102, 243]

University of Stuttgart
Alongside the research presented in this thesis, we realized various projects at the
University of Stuttgart. We developed several virtual environments to investigate
the effects of avatar representation on presence [222, 220, 221]. We carried out
this work mainly with Valentin Schwind and Niels Henze.
Other research was conducted in collaboration with Markus Funk, Thomas Kosch,
Lars Lischke, Paweł W. Woźniak, and Katrin Wolf. Some of the work presented
here is further based on collaborations with undergraduate students whom we supervised during the time at the University of Stuttgart in their seminars, Bachelor
and Master theses [11, 75, 93, 113, 122, 131, 168, 190, 256].

LMU Munich
From October 2017, we continued our research from the Human-Centered Ubiquitous Media group, which is part of the institute for informatics at the LudwigMaximilians-Universität München. In various projects, we studied together with
Matthias Hoppe and Thomas Kosch the effects of interactive tangible components
in MR environments [137, 142, 192], how to amplify our vision by altering time
perception [129, 139] and the integration of MR systems into sport [264]. Additional projects and works that are shown here are based on seminars, Bachelor,
and Master thesis we supervised at the LMU Munich [5, 67, 82, 100, 149, 205].
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R ESEARCH P ROBES
Prototype

Description

Chapter

Photo Elicitation App To understand how people imagine AR in their
daily lives, we developed an Android application to support photoelicitation interviews. The application allows users to annotate photographs taken with the smartphone or tablet to envision AR use-cases.
Through photo supported interviews, we obtained a better understanding of the potential, challenges, and opportunities AR in everyday life
has to offer. [145]

Chap. 3

Quadcopter Mounted Projector To enhance reality in a mobile outdoor scenario, we envisioned a projector drone, and we combined a
remote-controlled quadcopter with a wireless programmable projector.
Using this research probe, we investigated the effects of projected insitu navigation cues compared to traditional cues presented on a smartphone. [141]

Chap. 4

Augmented Thermal Perception Through a handheld or wearable AR
display, we fused real-time sensor data with the real world to amplify
the human senses and enhance the perception of reality. We combined
AR capable smartphones, AR glasses with thermal imaginer to provide
the wearer with in-situ thermal vision. We also investigated the effects
of substituting the physical components of lab experiments with tangible replicas and virtual representations within this research probe. [135].

Chap. 5

Typing in Virtual Reality To overcome the challenging task of text
input while being immersed in virtual environments, we developed a
prototype that tracks the user’s hands and a physical keyboard and visualizes them in VR. The prototype comprises a consumer VR HMD
and a precise low latency motion capturing system. Our application
simulates a virtual working environment while haptic. In a study, we
investigated the achievable text entry speed and the effect of hand representations and transparency on overall typing performance, workload,
and presence. [144]

Chap. 6

Typing in Mobile Virtual Reality Based on the experience gained from
the development of the previous research probe, we developed a mobile
prototype by replacing all specialized or stationary parts. The mobile
research probe comprises only off-the-shelf hardware, including an AR
capable smartphone, a VR viewer, and a physical keyboard. The setup
is enabling text input in the mobile virtual reality context and allows
widespread use beyond the lab. [137]

Chap. 6.7

Haptic Feedback in Virtual Reality With TactileDrone, we envisioned
and developed one of the first tactile feedback providing quadcopters for
VRenvironments. While the user is visually and acoustically immersed
in VR, small quadcopters simulate objects providing haptic feedback to
the user. The mini-quadcopters are tracked by an optical marker tracking system and controlled wirelessly through our application. [140]

Chap. 7

Interaction in MR With theSmARtphone Controller probe, we envision
a ubiquitous and highly flexible input controller for MR environments.
Repurposing a smartphone allows for multimodal input via touch, gestures, or movement of the device, while the display can act as a secondary high-resolution secondary screen. With this probe, we investigated the feasibility and usability of this in- and output modality. [133]

Chap. 8

Table 1.2: Research probes developed within the scope of this thesis. Each
research prototype is described in detail in a dedicated chapter or sections
within this thesis.

1.5 Summary of Research Contributions

1.5
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Summary of Research Contributions

This thesis’s main contributions are to the field of input and output modalities
for Mixed Reality Experiences (MREs). First, we identify challenges and opportunities coupled with potential use-cases for novel MR systems. Employing
several research probes, we then explore the effects of different interaction and
Publication

Personal Contribution

Exploring the Potential of Augmented Reality in Domestic Environments [145]

I came up with the original research idea and led the study design. Further, I developed the research probe and conducted the
study. I led an ample amount of the analyses of the interviews
and the resulting publication.

Challenges and Opportunities of Mixed Reality Systems in Education [138]

I came up with the original research idea and was the leading
author of the resulting publication.

Quadcopter-Projected In-Situ Navigation
Cues for Improved Location Awareness [141]

I was involved in the primary research ideation process, supervised the research probe’s development, and planned the userstudy. I further made contributions to all sections of the final
publication.

Tangibility is overrated: Comparing learning experiences of physical setups and
their virtual equivalent in augmented reality [134]

The original idea for this research was deduced from the funding project proposal. I developed the first prototype and supervised the refinement. Further, I planned and analyzed the user
study. I am the lead author of the resulting publication.

Look Inside: UnderstandingThermal Flux
Through Augmented Reality[135]

I adapted the idea based on the project’s proposal, created the
research probe’s architecture, and developed the first prototype,
including visualization and interaction concept.

Physical Keyboards in Virtual Reality:
Analysis of Typing Performance and Effects of Avatar Hands [144]

I developed the original research idea and study design together
with Dr. Valentin Schwind; I supervised the implementation
of the research probe and the planning and conductance of the
study; I analyzed the collected data and was the leading author
of the publication.

Opportunities and Challenges of Text Input
in Portable Virtual Reality [137]

Based on previous research [144], I initiated this research idea.
I supervised and actively participated in the development and
created the study design. I led the data analysis and was the
lead author of the resulting publication.

Tactile Drones: Providing Immersive Tactile Feedback in Virtual Reality through
Quadcopters [140]

I was involved in the ideation process of this research stream. I
was the lead developer and author of this publication.

VRHapticDrones: Providing Haptics in
Virtual Reality through Quadcopters [115]

Based on the previous research idea [140], I developed with
Matthias Hoppe this research proposal. I supervised and participated in the development and study design process. I was
actively co-authoring this submission.

The SmARtphone Controller: Leveraging
Smartphones as Input and Output Modality for Improved Interaction within Mobile
Augmented Reality Environments [133]

I came up with the original research idea. I planned the study
together with Dr. Thomas Kosch. Further, I analyzed and interpreted the study data and took the lead during the publication’s
preparation.

Table 1.3: Personal contributions to the core publications of this thesis.
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presentation techniques and contribute design recommendations for building
more advantageous MR experiences. Lastly, we contribute a new taxonomy for
classifying MR experiences based on the input and output modalities.

Research Prototypes
This thesis contributes to a diverse set of research probes. We envisioned, developed, and evaluated the prototypes to answer the research questions presented
in Table 1.1. All prototypes were built using the latest off-the-shelf hardware
and are described in detail to enable reproducibility. An overview of the prime
research probes is presented in Table 1.2.

Contributing Publications
This thesis’s core contributions are based on research published at international
conferences with a competitive peer-reviewing process. All publications benefited
from close collaboration, ideation, and discussions with the stated co-authors.
However, for the core publications that lead to this thesis, I took the lead during
the development, study design, analysis, and writing as clarified in Table 1.3. In
each chapter or a specific section, the corresponding publication is stated at the
very beginning.

1.6

Thesis Outline

This thesis contains eleven chapters. An overview of all chapters and how each
chapter relates to the former is depicted in Figure 1.1. The first two chapters
introduce the topic and provide an extensive description of virtual, augmented,
and mixed realities. The third chapter covers the requirements from an end-user
perspective and introduces mixed reality systems in domestic environments. The
following five chapters (Chapters 4 - 8) are the central part of the thesis presenting
the different research probes. The research probes cover the aspects of the
extending reality (Chapter 4 and 5) and virtuality (Chapter 6 and 7). In Chapter 9
and 10, we present the overarching results of the thesis. First, we describe a new
taxonomy for mixed reality experiences based on all the previously presented
components and sets our research probes into perspective. Later, we illustrate
the design recommendations we derived through all development conducted
throughout this thesis. With the last chapter, we conclude the thesis and present
the summary of research contributions as well as remaining future work.

1.6 Thesis Outline
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The first chapter motivates the topic of this thesis
and unfolds our vision for mixed reality experiences. Further, the chapter contains
the research context, research questions and used methodology followed by a
summary of research contributions. The chapter closes with this brief outline.
Chapter 1 - Introduction.

Chapter 2 - Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Realities In this chapter,
we define the different realities and explain the different characteristics. Further
we elaborate the concepts of presence and immersion. In the following we give
a brief introduction to the history of mixed realities. Last, different input and
output modalities and tools supporting the development of MR are discussed.
The chapter closes with a discussion of current challenges faced by industry and
research.

In this chapter, we explore how
MR could enhance everyday interaction from a user’s perspective. We conducted
an online survey and investigated the attitudes towards domestic AR. We further
explored the opportunities for AR at home in a technology probe. We show
that users are eager to benefit from on-demand information, assistance, enhanced
sensory perception, and play offered by AR across many locations at home. Based
on the results we present the derived functional and non-functional requirements
for MR systems.
Chapter 3 - Understanding the Users

With this probe we explore how we can
enhance reality through in-situ projection. As an application scenario, we evaluate
visual navigation systems that usually constrain the users to shift their attention to
the navigation system and then map the instructions to the real world. We suggest
using in-situ navigation instructions that are presented directly by augmenting
reality using a projector-quadcopter. In a user study we evaluate the concept of
enhancing reality. We show that using in-situ instructions for navigation leads to
a significantly higher ability to observe and recall real-world points of interest.
Chapter 4 - Enhancing Reality

Chapter 5 - Perceiving Reality After focusing on enhancements of the
virtual and the real world, we investigate in this chapter how to effectively
blend both worlds and create functional and non-functional representations. We
examine the effect of substituting the physical components of a lab experiment
with tangible replicas and virtual representations. The results of the user study
indicate that the substitution reduces the experiment setup duration without
affecting knowledge transfer. We conclude with further insights for creating
complex mixed reality learning environments.
Chapter 6 - Enhancing Virtuality Virtual Reality presents a challenge
when entering text to computing systems. Since neither the user’s hands nor the
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physical input devices are directly visible, conventional desktop peripherals are
very slow, imprecise, and cumbersome. In this chapter we present an apparatus
that enhances virtual reality environments. Our apparatus tracks the user’s hands
and a physical keyboard, and visualizes them in VR, t Thus, enabling users to
interact comfortably with the computing system. Results of our text input study
indicate that users almost reach outside-VR typing performance. We conclude
that to enable high typing performance, the optimization of the visualization of
hands in VR is important, especially for inexperienced typists.
In this chapter, we propose drones to
provide tactile stimulation in VR, hence enhancing the haptic sensation. While
the user is visually and acoustically immersed in VR, small drones simulate
objects that provide active or passive tactile feedback to the user. In a user study,
we demonstrate that haptic feedback provided by drones significantly increases
users’ sense of presence compared to vibrotactile controllers and interactions
without additional haptic feedback. The chapter closes with a discussion of
unobtrusive and flexible feedback provided by drones as well as insights for
future VR systems enhanced with haptic feedback.
Chapter 7 - Touching Virtuality

Fundamentals:

Chapter 1:
Introduction
Extending Reality:

Chapter 4:
Enhancing Reality
Chapter 5:
Perceiving Reality

Chapter 2:
Background

Chapter 3:
Understanding Users
Chapter 8:
Interacting in MR

Extending Virtuality:

Chapter 6:
Enhancing Virtuality
Chapter 7:
Touching Virtuality

Results:

Chapter 9:
A Taxonomy for MR

Chapter 10:
Design Recommendations

Chapter 11:
Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 1.1: Outline and grouping of this thesis’ chapters including the relation between the different chapters.
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As a last research probe, we
developed and evaluated a multimodal interaction concept by pairing a smartphone as an input controller with AR glasses. In a user study, we investigated the
effects of the novel input controller on interaction speed, accuracy, and workload
in different tasks. We can show that a smartphone-based controller results in
significantly faster and more accurate interaction and reduced cognitive workload
compared to mid-air gestures. Concluding the chapter, we discuss how future
AR systems can benefit from touchscreens as an additional and complementary
interaction modality.
Chapter 8 - Interacting in Mixed Realities

To put all
research probes into perspective and enabling the classification and comparison of
MR experiences, we propose a taxonomy that further helps gaining an overview of
the build prototypes. In the taxonomy, the different MR experiences are grouped
based on input and output dimensions and the degree of freedom or virtualization
respectively.
Chapter 9 - A Taxonomy for Mixed Reality Experiences

Through designing and developing mixed reality applications along with conducting numerous user studies
we gained considerable experience. In this chapter, we provide design recommendations drawn from our experience for the design and implementation of mixed
reality systems.
Chapter 10 - Design Recommendations

The last chapter summarizes
our research contributions and reflects back on the research questions initially
presented in this chapter. Finally, we outline remaining open questions and
potential work for future research and development.
Chapter 11 - Conclusion and Future Work
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Chapter

2

Virtual, Augmented, and
Mixed Realities
Augmented and virtual reality have immense potential to shape the way we
interact with computing interfaces and perceive our environment. Currently, we
consume information through dedicated, sometimes mobile devices that provide
content on request, but Mixed Reality (MR) devices are becoming ever more
ubiquitous and before long will provide us with information whenever needed.
This trend opens a new set of possibilities. In the future, MR devices will extend
and amplify our understanding of the environment we live in.
An essential aspect of MR experiences is to fuse digital information with the
physical environment. The visualization of media, information, or interfaces is
registered in our everyday environment and allows simple consumption. While the
current interaction with interactive systems is explicit through dedicated devices
such as smartphones, future devices like smart glasses will not be recognized as
such and can provide a continuous personalized and private information stream to
the user. Contextualized information is embedded in the physical world and will
allow for new ways of interaction. Moreover, the next generation of devices will
potentially augment additional human senses and allow for substantial changes in
the perception of the environment.
In this chapter, we will introduce the most important definitions and terms in
the field of augmented, virtual, and mixed realities. We provide a technology-
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driven and curated history of these simulated interactive experiences and elaborate
on the rise and fall of this technology. Additionally, we will describe current
developments and highlight selected prototypes and frameworks that support
the steady stream of mixed reality experiences and devices becoming gradually
mainstream.

2.1

Definitions of Realities

A Virtual Reality (VR) is an entirely computer-simulated environment that immerses the user and creates a feeling of presence. VR has the potential to lead
someone to believe in being part of the simulated environment. Any of the human
senses can be stimulated to convey the simulated environment. Today, there are
varying definitions of VR. The term can be traced back to several sources in
literature [165] and art [99]. Since technology is evolving rapidly, the definition
of VR should ideally be detached from any technological advances and emphasis
on the fundamental principles and characteristics of VR. Steuer defines VR based
on the concept of telepresence that referes to any medium-induced subjective
feeling of presence.
A Virtual Reality is defined as a real or simulated environment in which
a perceiver experiences telepresence.
Jonathan Steuer [234]
In contrast, the definition by Steven M. LaValle is expansive and driven by human
physiology and perception. This definition is neither limited to a specific stimulus
nor human species. According to LaValle, it is also about VR when, for example,
gerbils are running on a spherical treadmill and control virtual movement through
a projected maze [253].
Virtual Reality induc[es] targeted behavior in an organism by using
artificial sensory stimulation, while the organism has little or no awareness
of the interference.
Steven M. LaValle [235]

2.1 Definitions of Realities
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A Augmented Reality (AR) is a composition of computer-generated digital media,
the physical world, and the human user. The media presents stimuli to any
part of the human sensory system. Digital media is superimposed on the real
world and spatially anchored in the physical environment. Further, the media is
interactive and can be controlled and manipulated by the user. AR fosters the
inability to distinguish between the real and virtual artifacts and ultimately creates
experiences that enhance human perception.
Complementary to AR, Falk et al. defined the term Amplifying Reality [57]. In
contrast to Augmented Reality, Amplifying Reality targets the publicly visible
augmentation of expressions of objects or humans using embedded or wearable
computing. Amplifying Reality differs in key aspects to AR so is not included in
the scope of this thesis.
Augmented Reality allows the user to see the real world, with virtual
objects superimposed upon or composited with the real world. Therefore,
AR supplements reality, rather than completely replacing it. Ideally, it
would appear to the user that the virtual and real objects coexisted in
the same space [...]. AR [are] systems that have the following three
characteristics:
1. Combines real and virtual
2. Interactive in real time
3. Registered in 3-D
This definition allows other technologies besides HMDs while retaining
the essential components of AR.
Ronald Azuma [17]
If the definitions of virtual and augmented reality, or respectively the technologies
interweave, a precise classification is not always possible. Milgram defined the
AR-VR continuum ranging from the extrema of completely virtual to completely
real, namely virtuality and reality [176]. Any computer-simulated experience that
enhances or modifies the perception of the environment can be mapped in this
space to a certain degree. The described continuum is visualized in Figure 2.1.
Recently [232] investigated the diversity of different MR definitions. Still, there
is no established framework or definition. Most research in the field of MR
is derived from the definition from Milgram and Kishino work. They define
Mixed Reality as an environment in which real and virtual objects are presented in
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Real
Environment

Augmented
Reality

Augmented
Virtuality

Virtual
Environment

Virtuality Continuum

Figure 2.1: Representation of the reality–virtuality continuum [175].
coexistence through one display [175]. The proportion of virtual and real objects
can vary between the extrema of the real and virtual environments.
A Mixed Reality environment is one in which real world and virtual
world objects are presented together within a single display; that is,
anywhere between the extrema of the virtuality continuum.
Milgram and Kishino [175]
The Mixed Reality definition by Milgram is tied to graphical displays that partially
immerse the user. The derived taxonomy is composed of three dimensions:
The extent of world knowledge defines the available details of the world being
displayed; the reproduction fidelity describes the quality and realism of the
displayed world; and the extent of presence describes the degree to which the
user is immersed in the synthetic world [176]. Existing display systems drive the
definition of Mixed Reality and, therefore, are restricted to the visual sense. In
this thesis (cf. Chapter 9), we will describe an extended and broadened taxonomy
mapping all human sensors in one unified space.

2.2

Presence and Immersion

The quality of augmented and virtual reality experiences is described utilizing
the concepts of immersion and presence, where immersion [230] describes the
capability of stimulating the human senses and creating a sense of presence.

2.3 The History of Mixed Realities
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Immersion is a description of a technology, and the extent to which the
computer displays are capable of delivering an inclusive, extensive, surrounding and vivid illusion of reality to the senses of a human participant
Slater and Wilbur [230]
In this sense, immersion is realized by overlaying and stimulating as many human senses as possible. The quality of the technology and the related degree
of immersion can objectively be assessed as the characteristic of the used technologies. Immersion describes how well the illusion of the virtual environment
is transferred. For the human visual sense, this could include the quality of the
display, effects of stereopsis, Field of View (FOV), and accuracy of the facilitated
tracking technology.
Presence is both a subjective and objective description of a person’s state
with respect to an environment.
Slater and Wilbur [230]
In contrast to immersion, presence, is the subjective response of being and
acting within the immersive environment. The feeling of presence is the natural
consequence of displaying virtual stimuli to the human sensory system. Research
distinguishes between physical presence, social presence, and co-presence. In this
thesis, we focus and measure physical presence as a consequence of visual, haptic,
and auditive stimuli [261]. The recurring effort is to expose humans to highly
immersive systems that convey a virtual environment in which their interaction is
more engaging than in the real physical world.

2.3

The History of Mixed Realities

AR and VR have been worked on for several decades before achieving the
capabilities that these systems are offering today. In this section, we give a quick
technology-driven introduction to the history of augmented and virtual reality.
This overview focuses on development milestones with a shift towards hard- and
software achievements that were utilized in the course of the presented research.
A non-comprehensive chronological map laying out these events is visualized in
Figure 2.2. For an improved understanding and clarity, it is separated in VR in
the top and AR at the bottom row.
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Figure 2.2: Key milestones in Virtual and Augmented Reality history.

2.3.1

Virtual Reality

The development of the first VR system was initiated more than half a century
ago. In 1961, Morton Heilig patented a multi-sensory machine [99] that is
now considered as one of the first immersive VR systems. A year later, he
built the so-called Sensorama machine that provided auditory, visual, haptic,
and olfactory stimulation that allowed users to immerse themselves in different
scenes. Early VR development was further shaped by Ivan Sutherland with
his vision of the Ultimate Display [240]. Sutherland paved the way to what is
today known as VR, and his work in computer graphics at Harvard University on
the Sword of Damocles is considered as the first interactive VR Head-Mounted
Display (HMD) [241] that allows users to explore computer-generated virtual
worlds. To generate a sense of depth and simulate a single three-dimensional
object, Sutherland’s HMD presents two side by side stereoscopic images to each
eye of the user. These fundamental design principles of a stereoscope had already
been researched by physicist Charles Wheatstone in his first article 1838 [258]
and are still implemented in current HMDs.
The military was also exploring the potential of Virtual Reality at this time.
Comeau and Bryan developed Headsight, a motion-tracked system with a stereo
display that can be considered as a precursor to the HMD. This system allows the
user to intuitively inspect a potentially dangerous location via remote cameras
that are synchronized to the head movement.
The United States Air Force adopted this new technology and integrated virtual
reality flight simulators in training to improve pilots’ performance. Around 1986
Tom Furness directed the Air Force’s Super Cockpit program [246]. This program
aimed to create a more natural perceptual interface and reduce the complexity of
a cockpit, and enabled Furness to raise issues of human-factors that would later
confront the developers of today’s virtual reality technologies.

2.3 The History of Mixed Realities
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Continuous research and consecutively more and more devices resulted in lighter
and cheaper hardware. In the late eighties, specific peripheral devices for interactive VR environments were developed. The PowerGlove by Mattel is a glove that
is tracked in space and enables gesture input. In the same decade, Scott Fisher
integrated the first Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) into an HMD to significantly
reduce its weight [65].
Parallel to the advances of HMDs alternative setups evolved. Cruz-Neira et
al. [44] used several projectors that were directed towards walls, ceiling, and
floor of a cubic room and surrounded a viewer with projected images to present
a virtual environment. The users’ head position was tracked within this room
(CAVE) to support a viewer-based immersive virtual reality interface. They
already recognized that VR interfaces must support more than one user within the
same environment to become a successful tool. Later, this approach was further
extended with the Cybersphere [62]. The projection system uses a large semi
transparent sphere to project onto. The user is positioned within this sphere and
can freely move around in a natural way. The users’ motion is translated into the
virtual environment creating the illusion of moving towards the scene.
From 1990 VR was expected to be ready for commercialization through video
arcades. Virtuality by the Virtuality Group was one of those systems offering
the first multiplayer VR gaming experiences [14]. However, most of the implementations failed to deliver the expected results. Nintendo, for example, released
the Virtual Boy, a VR gaming HMD that commercially failed due to insufficient
comfort and interactivity due to its static setup. The expectations faded and did
not reemerge for two decades.
The second wave of VR started around 2012 with a successful crowdfunding
campaign for the Oculus Rift. The Oculus Rift Developer Kit (DK)1 HMD was
finally released in 2013 with a 90 degrees FOV and 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
head tracking. Subsequently, Oculus released its successor, the DK2, featuring
improved displays and 6 DOF head tracking. In 2014, Oculus was purchased by
Facebook.
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Compared to the Ultimate Display presented almost 50 years ago, while the
introduced devices were built on the same fundamental constructions, now the
necessary computational power was available to render compelling interactive
virtual environments in real-time. The DK1 and DK2 enabled researchers, developers, and game designers to explore the new advances at an early stage, and
confirm the already existing fundamentals.
With the release of the Google Cardboard and more than 10 million shipped units,
VR was becoming widely available for the general public. Google Cardboard
is a very low-cost VR system made out of cardboard and simple lenses, and is
powered by a smartphone. It was intended to encourage interest and development
in VR applications. Nintendo also adapted the idea and built an HMD again,
this time on the basis of the cardboard concept. By today, many major tech and
entertainment companies have developed their specific VR HMDs tailored for
diverse use-cases such as marketing, education, gaming and entertainment.

2.3.2

Augmented Reality

The early vision of what is today known and defined as Augmented Reality (AR)
was also, to a considerable extent, shaped by Ivan Sutherland and his development
of a head-mounted three-dimensional display [241]. Inspired by Sutherland’s
vision, Myron Krueger developed Videoplace: A projector-camera system that
combines the user’s live video feed with the augmented environment to create the
illusion that the participants are in an interactive environment that reacts to pose
and movement in real-time.
Early Krueger described the Videoplace as artificial reality and proposed to use
the system for teaching and to support teachers to modify how and what was
taught. Students would be able to explore the laws of cause and effect in scenarios
previously designed by a programmer. Some years later, Krueger proposed to
use Videoplace as an elementary telepresence system in which users could be
placed at remote locations but share a joint video experience to interact and
communicate [150].
The first time AR content was broadcasted on television was around 1981. Dan
Reitan and his team were primarily responsible for the first weather forecast
studio views. The early concepts only included several weather radar images
and abstract symbols that were mixed for television weather broadcasts. Quickly
stadiums were equipped with AR technology to augment sporting events and
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make important information like the first down line in Football visible to the
viewer.
With the advances in tracking technologies, computational power and live processing sporting events in complex environments without geostationary reference
points began to be augmented in real-time. The Americas Cup AC LiveLine
System, for example, inserted graphical information into the live television feed
of a sailing race that was transmitted from helicopters [111].
Increasingly industry was also investigating the potential of mixed realities to
improve product quality and efficiency as well as reduce costs. To tackle the
manufacturing challenges of sophisticated machinery, engineers at Boeing implemented a tracked see-through HMD to overlay diagrams in the real world at
specific positions to support manual assembly [37]. Caudell also coined the term
“Augmented Reality” with his work at Boeing.
Digital content that augments the environment can be displayed to the user by
either instrumenting the users with projectors, glasses or HMDs or by instrumenting the environment. One of these environment-instrumenting technological
approaches is to deploy projector-camera systems that observe and augment the
environment. With the DigitalDesk, in 1993 Wellner presented such an interactive
system that is built around an ordinary physical desk. By augmenting the tabletop and physical paper, this systeme lowered the burden of switching attention
between screen and paper [257].
With this upcoming movement and the growing research direction of wearable
computing, Steve Mann and his research group investigated new possibilities and
developed several wearable AR prototypes. In separate research, Steven Feiner
also analyzed how wearable mobile computing and AR might together support
everyday interactions. At the end of the 20th century, Feiner et al. developed
the Global Positioning System (GPS) supported AR prototype that allowed the
wearer to explore an urban environment with the untethered freedom of mobile
computing. They utilized a head-tracked, see-through, head-worn, 3D display to
implement their application [60].
Anchoring virtual content in the real world was still a cumbersome and computationally expensive task. Hirokazu Kato streamlined this process with the release
of the ARToolKit [124]. Later, this software was made available for mobile
devices to capture real-world actions and combine these with interactive virtual
objects. The highly specialized successor frameworks like ARCore [79] and
ARKit [12] took advantage of these early works. These tools and frameworks are
discussed in Section 2.4.3 in more depth. In the following years and continuing
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to this day, we have witnessed the shift from highly expensive fixed setups with
heavy backpacks and separate displays to mobile and cheaper solutions integrated
into average camera-equipped smartphones. Today, smartphones can render and
display basic AR and VR experiences and provide widespread availability.
Augmented reality gained new momentum around 2008 with the availability of
AR capable smartphones. Rather simple AR capable applications like travel
guides targeted the consumer market but did not become widely used, but over
time, technological advances replaced the bulky portable computers carried in
backpacks. Smartphones and AR capable devices became lighter, smaller, and
more powerful and are nowadays capable of displaying interactive AR content to
the user. With the release of the smartphone Application Pokémon Go in June
2016, more than 45 million users globally were soon able to experience mobile
handheld AR. The bright combination of AR and, for many users, well-known
characters created a fascination around this AR experience that continues to today.
Initialized by Steve Mann, wearable computing matured, and the first consumer
AR glasses were announced in 2012. However, the term AR glasses was misused
for marketing purposes, even though the provided hardware was not entirely
in line with established definitions of AR. In early 2012 first optical HMDs
like Google Glass or Epson Moverio BT-100 were presented, starting the era
of fast-paced evolution of head-worn displays. One of the next milestones in
hardware development was the release of the Microsoft HoloLens. The augmented
reality smartglasses combined tracking, display, battery, and processing unit in
a self-containing device allowing the user to move around untethered. The
HoloLens was utilized in multiple research projects to investigate novel AR
concepts. Several reference devices were subsequently developed, building upon
the design of the HoloLens to reduce the costs of these devices further. Recently
the second generation of the HoloLens was announced improving interaction
metaphors, the FOV, and comfort.

2.3.3

Summary

Virtual and augmented reality development has significantly progressed and is
emerging out of its infancy. It is now being used in various domains, providing immersive experiences including art, architecture, commerce, education,
entertainment, tourism, healthcare and military. The first hype of virtual and
augmented reality allowed researchers to explore and understand the fundamental
characteristics but did not reach out to the consumer market since the technology
was expensive, bulky, and content creation was cumbersome. Now, VR and AR
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can be experienced on ubiquitous devices, namely our smartphones. Hence, these
experiences are reaching out to the general public, immersing more and more
users. Nevertheless, mixed reality is not omnipresent nor has acquired a state of
everyday use. However, the fast-paced development accelerates the possibilities,
and future AR and VR experiences will become readily available.

2.4

Technology and Modalities

The human sensory system is commonly recognized as vision, hearing, touch,
taste, and olfaction [32]. In this section, we will keep to the five primary senses,
nevertheless emphasizing that the human has even more subtle senses like proprioception, balance, temperature, pain, and hunger. Today, a multitude of
technologies are available to stimulate any of these sensory systems and manipulate humans’ perception of the world around them. In this section, we will
briefly introduce various output modalities that stimulate any of the human senses.
To better understand the different technologies, we will highlight the unique
advantages and disadvantages to enable researchers and practitioners to choose
the best technology for a given purpose (cf. Chapter 10).
Similar to the presented output technologies, we will continue with the different
input modalities. In comparison to desktop computing, mobile mixed reality
environments offer advanced input modalities through the increased variability of
the systems and embodied input possibilities.

2.4.1

Output Modalities

In this section, we present and discuss different technologies to present computersynthesized stimuli to the human sensory system, including vision, hearing, touch,
taste, and olfaction.

Vision
While each sense takes an important role, humans usually tend to rely mostly
on sight. Over the last decade, various technologies have matured and are today
suitable to realize visual MR environments. Mixed reality displays can be categorized into stationary and mobile technologies, at which mobile technologies can
be further divided into wearable or handheld technologies.
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To present VR environments, large high-resolution
displays or back projection is facilitated. The presented video is continually
adjusted to the viewers’ position to retain the virtual world’s perspective and
illusion. One of the most prominent setups using back projection is the cave
automatic virtual environment (CAVE) [44]; a room whose walls, ceiling, and
floor surround the viewer with perspectively corrected images. Today, these
setups allow very controlled and high-quality presentation of content without
necessarily instrumenting the user, which allows for a natural exploration of the
space [97]. A particular issue with CAVE setups is the large physical footprint
and the high costs for the setup and maintenance.
Displays - Stationary

The latest smartphones and tablets contain high-resolution
displays, fast processing units, and sensors that allow the rendering of mobile
Mixed Reality Experiences (MREs). Spatial AR is realized by tracking the
environment and presenting the augmented live video feed of the built-in camera.
In conjunction with a head-mounted viewer for the smartphone, low-fidelity VR
can be experienced. Mixed reality presented through smartphones stands to benefit
in particular from its widespread availability and is successfully implemented
in social media platforms, games [196], or integrated marketing programs [218].
The availability of specialized developer kits simplifies the creation of mobile
AR experiences and makes them even more accessible (cf. Section 2.4.3).
Displays - Mobile

Besides back-projection for CAVE setups, projectors are utilized to directly present perspectively corrected images into the real
world, and hence directly augment the physical space. Usually, several calibrated
projector-camera pairs are used to project the virtual information onto the physical
world. Projection mapping is used to precisely align the information within the
physical space. Therefore a digital representation for the physical space is needed,
which can nowadays be created in real-time using depth sensors [94, 259].
Projection - Stationary

Currently, projected augmented reality is one of the most promising technologies
for stationary setups since it offers high-quality imaging, supports simultaneous
use, and requires little setup since advanced calibration routines exist. Further,
projected mixed reality systems circumvent the limitations of HMDs and offer
a collaborative environment. Stationary projection-based systems were successfully deployed in various domains, including art, education, entertainment, and
industry.
Due to their mobile character, portable projector-camera
systems face additional challenges and limitations in contrast to stationary setups.
Conceptually portable MR projectors do not differ from stationary setups other
than the fact that the projection mapping needs to be adapted to the dynamic
Projection - Mobile
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environment in real-time. Form factor and power supply naturally limit the
luminous intensity, and virtual objects seem to appear transparent. Most projectors
have a limited focal range and require constant refocusing if deployed in a
dynamic setup. These limitations can be circumvented by laser projectors that are
a reasonable alternative since they are focus-free by design [219]. Yet, not fully
matured, mobile MR camera-projector systems are mounted on the helmets [43,
72] or backpacks [260] for research purposes.
Head-Mounted-Displays - Wearable Recently, Head-Mounted Displays
(HMDs) gained much attention since several major companies released commercially available augmented and virtual HMDs. An overview is presented
in Section 2.4.4. Modern HMDs are very specialized and adapt technology
from the smartphone sector, including small high-resolution screens, gyroscopes,
accelerometers, and other sensors to track hands, head, or body posture.

Virtual reality HMDs are worn on the head and provide separate images for
each eye through a small opaque display and lenses. Hence, the user cannot
visually perceive the real world around them but experiences the virtual world
that adapts to the head’s movements. In contrast, augmented reality HMDs use
either video see-through or optical see-through display technology to permit
perceiving the real world. Independent of the display technology, virtual content
is superimposed onto the real world. While video see-through offers the best
flexibility if augmenting the world to a large extent, optical see-through offers an
unhindered view of the real world, accompanied by improved safety. However,
this comes at the cost of a limited FOV for augmentations. Unfortunately, today’s
devices are still bulky and cumbersome to wear for extended periods.

Touch
The human somatosensory system can distinguish between kinesthetic and tactile
feedback. Kinesthetic feedback is sensed through proprioception and is about
the position of joints and muscles. In contrast, haptic feedback is sensed through
receptors in layers of the skin that perceive pressure, vibration, temperature, and
pain [233].
Haptic feedback through vibration can be generated with eccentric rotating mass
or linear resonant actuators. In both cases, weight is moved or rotated to create a
reciprocal effect. Actuators are installed in controllers, gloves, or vests to transfer
feedback to dedicated body locations.
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Other devices4 use graspable proxies like pens or balls that are pivot-mounted and
provide computer-controlled feedback when moved. Hence, users can explore
virtual objects through the movements of the proxy. While these devices provide
precise kinesthetic feedback, the interaction and exploration space is somewhat
limited.
An array of ultrasonic transmitters can be used to emit focused ultrasound beams
that create three-dimensional haptic shapes in mid-air [159]. This technology
creates the sensation of pressure or vibration and gives the user the ability to
feel virtual objects. Similar to graspable proxies, the sensation space is small,
and the created pressure is limited. However, ultrasonic based haptic systems do
not require users to be instrumented and can provide rendering accuracy up to
millimeter scale.

Hearing
In a broader sense, two of the most prominent examples of augmented hearing are
hearing aids and active noise-canceling headphones. Both combine the same core
technology consisting of microphones, speaker drivers, and sophisticated signal
processing units that modify the audio signal to the users’ needs. Modifications
could include the intelligent improvement of speech, feedback management, or
removing unwanted ambient noise.
The human auditory system can distinguish between sounds emitted from the
front and back or up and down. To create the illusion of sound emitted from a
position in a virtual world, the timing, volume, and resonance must be carefully
controlled. To further enhance this illusion and compensate for only using a
headphone, a head-related transfer function can reproduce reflections caused by
the shape of the torso, head, and ears. Current virtual and augmented reality
engines already support the creation of spatial anchored auditory stimuli.

Taste
The human gustatory system can distinguish between the five basic tastes sweet,
sour, salty, bitter, and savory. There are two established technologies for simulating the sense of taste; digitally controlled emission of chemical substances
that stimulate the taste buds or electrical and thermal stimulation of the taste
buds [172, 184, 203]. Despite these technologies’ viability, simulating taste is
still in its infancy and requires further analysis, research, and development.
4

https://www.3dsystems.com/scanners-haptics#haptic-devices
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Olfaction
The stimulation of the olfactory system in augmented and virtual reality has been
largely neglected. Hence, technology to create olfactory stimulation is currently
limited. A stimulus is produced by vaporizing liquid gels or waxes storing the
odor, using heat or electrostatic methods. For research, computer-controlled scent
palettes with several scent chambers are used [21]. Pressurized air is used to
transfer the odors to the user. Similar to the presentation of synthesized taste,
the latest research suggests the stimulation of the olfactory system by electrical
stimulation [236].

2.4.2

Input Modalities

Novel new devices and sophisticated sensing technologies allow for an extended
range of input modalities for explicit and implicit interaction while being immersed in MREs. Here, we group the distinct input modalities into peripheral
and embodied interaction. This section comprehensively describes the different
input methods with MR systems and discusses the advantages and disadvantages.

Peripheral Interaction
Dedicated peripheral devices give users precise input control and provide natural
haptic feedback. Most handheld MR peripherals provide accurate motion tracking
and responsive touch control. In the following, we will highlight and discuss
selected peripheral devices for explicit input in MR.
Well established for desktop computing, keyboards provide easy
high-throughput generic text input for computing systems. Keyboards are also
suited for productivity and tabletop interactions in augmented reality. However, in
virtual reality scenarios, physical keyboards create unique challenges since they
cannot be perceived visibly by default. We and others have addressed these challenges in several works [85, 137, 144]. From a user experience perspective, the
keyboard is an excellent opportunity to blend familiar and new human-computer
interaction interfaces into one MR experience.
Keyboard

As outlined earlier, today’s smartphones are capable of compelling MR experiences. At the same time, the multitude of sensors allow us to
utilize them as versatile input devices. In handheld AR scenarios, direct multitouch and device orientation can be used for implicit and explicit interaction.
Alternatively, the smartphone can elegantly serve as a ubiquitous input controller
Smartphone
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in mobile MR settings. With dedicated applications, the smartphone connects to
any output modality. Then, the different sensors and the screen can be repurposed
and provide rich input possibilities (cf. Chapter 8) [19, 178].
An input controller for MR can have endless variations in shape,
utilization, and supported input functionality. The handheld remote controller
can be as simple as a single button with accelerometer reporting only simple
button presses and the controllers’ orientation or can be a fully featured controller
equipped with several analog and digital buttons, touch-pads, and full 6 DOF
motion tracking.
Controller

In addition to generic controllers providing comprehensive input possibilities,
there are also controllers, like the keyboard, serving very specific MR scenarios.
The PlayStation 4 VR Aim Controller, for example, comprises motion tracking,
used in weapon design with intuitively placed buttons to enhance VR shooter
games. For precise movement in VR environments, specialized treadmills[62]
and bikes exist that translate the physical movement into the virtual world thus
overcoming any physical space limitations.

Embodied Interaction
Humans involve the abilities of their bodies when naturally interacting with the
physical world. Embodied interaction adapts this concept and allows humans
to interact with computing interfaces by naturally using their physical body. In
the following, we present embodied interaction modalities that are suited for MR
scenarios.
Humans naturally orient the head towards the objects they want
to interact with. This concept easily translates to MR when the user is wearing
an HMD. Fusing gyroscope, compass, and accelerometer data, the head pose
can be determined. Mixed Reality applications can react to changes of the head
pose accordingly. In combination with a visual head pose pointer, users can
comfortably navigate interfaces in MR environments [151].
Head Pose

Due to the HMD and controllers, the position of head and hands
is known in typical VR setups. Additional trackers attached to the feet make a
full-body pose estimation possible. Alternatively, motion tracking or 3D-depth
cameras could be used. Tracking the body posture in real-time enables MR to
replace a person’s real body by a life-sized virtual avatar along with the possibility
for implicit interaction through specific body poses. Recently, Hoppe et al. [114]
used a pressure sensor to determine the user’s gait and changed audio feedback in
Body Pose
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a VR experience accordingly to increase the sense of presence and modify gait
behavior.
The user’s location in the real world is a piece of substantial contextual information that can be used as implicit input for any mobile MR application:
On a small scale, with cameras and stationary tracking systems; on a large scale,
with satellite-based navigation systems like GPS or Galileo. Knowing the user’s
location allows mobile MR applications to provide context-aware augmentations. Applications like Google Maps or Pokémon Go successfully integrate
location-based augmentations to enhance the user experience.
Location

Gestures have a long tradition in human-computer interaction, and
several technologies have been developed to sense gestures. For AR systems,
structured light depth sensors or Infrared Radiation (IR) stereo cameras are
used to track the hands and detect gestures. Virtual reality systems additionally
draw on sensor-equipped gloves to track hand movements. The human hand’s
flexibility and speed allow for endless uni- and bimanual gestures for implicit
and explicit interaction. Unfortunately, direct interaction with virtual objects and
non-instrumented hands lacks haptic feedback, and further, fatigue can occur
when interaction over extended periods is required.
Gestures

Current camera-based eye-tracking technology for HMDs can assess
different features of the users’ gaze and sensitive biometric data. These data can
provide essential information to enhance other input, track attention, and allow
for implicit and explicit interaction in MR environments. Moreover, advanced
cameras enable user authentication through biometric iris authentication. Thus
shared MR systems can quickly adapt settings like interpupillary distance or
account management to different users.
Eye Gaze

Unfortunately, accurate eye tracking still requires a calibration process for each
user and is therefore not suitable for spontaneous interaction. Further, the MidasTouch problem persists. Interactive systems need to distinguish between eye
movement for exploration of the physical and virtual environment and explicit
interaction. Therefore, eye tracking is often combined with other input modalities,
e.g., gesture, controller, or voice.
Voice Nowadays, voice user interfaces are the primary form to interact with
virtual assistants integrated into smartphones and smart speakers. In MR environments, voice interfaces provide an additional mode of input and can create a
natural and familiar way of interaction. Still, voice interfaces are prone to certain
limitations and offer only limited flexibility, speed, and usability [226]. When
implementing voice interfaces, it is crucial to consider the user, social context,
and environment.
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Engines, Toolkits and Frameworks

The increased prevalence of MR devices requires tools to develop interactive and
immersive experiences. Existing engines that handle complex calculations and
simulations have been extended to serve the advanced requirements to render
MR. Further, existing tracking solutions were adjusted, and new toolkits for
mobile devices were developed. This section looks at different engines, tools, and
frameworks that have accelerated MR development.
The two companies Unity Technologies5 , and Unreal Engine6 , are the leading
game engine providers. The Unity game engine is, in particular, specialized in
supplying games on mobile- and across-platforms. Unity Technologies extended
the Unity game engine to support Android and iOS powered smartphones as well
as emerging AR and VR devices. With a dedicated assets store, game developers
can now quickly purchase or import digital assets to speed up the creation process.
Unreal Engine provides with its engine the digital infrastructure for computer
games and computer-powered AR and VR experiences. Recently they partnered
with leading HMD manufacturers and optimized the engine for AR and VR
gaming.
In a mobile context, stationary tracking systems are not feasible. Smart software
solutions were invented to overcome the limitation of lacking physical space
and computational power in this context. Kato and Billinghurst proposed to use
computer vision techniques for fiducial marker tracking and thus realize an AR
conferencing system [124]. Tracking the user’s viewpoint allows displaying virtual information spatially anchored within the built-in camera feed on the mobile
display. Their approach was directed to one of the first open-source AR Software
Developer Kits (SDKs) for mobile devices, namely, the ARToolKit [123].
Using the same underlying principles of computer vision, PTC provides, with
Vuforia7 , a powerful tool to create MR experiences. The refined algorithm,
advanced processing capabilities, and sensor fusion can work alongside conventional marker tracking to track 3D objects, advanced viewpoint estimations, and
interaction by occlusion detection within the camera image.
Today, the dominant mobile operating systems, Android (Google) and iOS (Apple), provide an Application Programming Interface (API) to overlay virtual
content onto the real world seen through the smartphone built-in camera. Both
5

https://unity.com/

6

https://www.unrealengine.com/

7

https://developer.vuforia.com/
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ARKit [12] and ARCore [79] integrate marker-based and markerless motion tracking, in addition to other environmental properties like illumination. With today’s
variety of engines, toolkits, and frameworks, the barrier to create captivating MR
experiences is lowered, yet still existent.

2.4.4

Commercial Mixed Reality HMDs

Augmented and virtual reality headsets have a long history starting with development and deployment in the context of research. With smartphone technology
maturing and becoming widespread, the manufacturing costs for sensors and
displays decreased. Consequently, MR HMD became smaller, more powerful,
and finally entered the consumer market as affordable gadgets. In Figure 2.3, we
present some low fidelity and high fidelity MR devices that our research probes
are based on. In the following, we provide a selected overview of commercial MR
HMD we examined during the course of this thesis. The subsequent Table 2.1
lays out the initially supported input and output modalities of these HMDs.

Augmented Reality
The HoloLens is an untethered optical-see-through
HMD developed by Microsoft. The HMD comprises several sensors, including an Inertial mMeasurement Unit (IMU), microphone array, camera, ambient
light, and low energy depth cameras to understand the environment and users’
intentions. The wearable is equipped with a tinted visor surrounding transparent
combiner lenses in which the rendered images are displayed. In 2019, three
years after the first release, Microsoft announced the HoloLens 2 with improved
FOV, comfort, processing capabilities, and eye-tracking. Further, the interaction
concept was refined, supporting new gestures and direct manipulations.
Microsoft HoloLens

The capabilities of the MagicLeap One are very similar to
the HoloLens HMD. The most significant differences are comfort, the provided
controller, and the larger FOV. The HMD comes with a tiny wearable computer
that powers the MR experience. Hence, the HMD itself is significantly lighter. In
contrast to the HoloLens, the controller promotes 6 DOF interaction and contains
several buttons and a touchpad.
Magic Leap One

Meta is one of many startups developing augmented or virtual
reality headsets. The Meta 1 augmented reality glass is based on the reference
implementation of the Epson Moverio MT-200 [56] with an integrated depth sensor and IMU for spatial understanding. The device requires a high-performance
Meta View
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Figure 2.3: High and low-fidelity AR and VR devices. Top: Microsoft
HoloLens and Aryzon AR Headset. Bottom: Oculus Rift CV 1 and Google
Cardboard.
computer for sensor processing and rendering. The follow-up model, the Meta 2,
comprises a larger FOV, and refined tracking as well as interaction.
In 2013 Google started selling the wearable HMD in the shape
of eyeglasses to selected individuals. The mobile device features a touchpad on
the side of the frame, a camera to take pictures, videos, and remote collaboration
besides an adjustable display placed in the upper right corner of the user’s FOV.
Although the device does not fulfill all parameters of established AR definitions,
it is often labeled as AR HMD in the media. Today, Google Glass is successfully
deployed in industry scenarios, e.g. for order picking in warehouses [3].
Google Glass

The Aryzon 3D AR [2] is a low fidelity HMD made out of
cardboard, plastic lenses, and semitransparent foil. It is powered by a smartphone
that is attached to the headset, hence the quality of the experience also relies on
the input and output capabilities of the smartphone. Due to the low price tag,
this headset aims to make AR accessible to a large population. Equivalent to the
Aryzon 3D AR
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Table 2.1: Overview of out-of-the-box supported explicit interaction modalities of selected AR and VR systems separated into embodied and peripheral
(Controller (C)) interaction. fully supported, #
G partially supported, # not
supported.
Google Cardboard for VR experiences, the Aryzon 3D AR is suitable for short,
low fidelity experiences and rapid prototyping [187].

Virtual Reality
The Oculus Rift Development Kit 1 is one of the first fortunate
crowd-founded VR HMDs developed by Oculus VR. The start-up Oculus VR
aimed for the development of a consumer HMD with a gaming focus. The first
development versions with low-resolution displays and only a few sensors were
shipped in early 2013. Over time, Oculus VR refined the HMD, added handheld
controllers, and 6 DOF support for both. Today they provide a wide range of
tethered and untethered (Oculus GO) VR HMDs for professional gaming or
mobile VR experiences.
Oculus Rift

HTC developed in cooperation with Valve the HMD HTC Vive.
From the user experience, the devices resemble the Oculus Rift. However, from
HTC VIVE
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a technical point of view, they differ considerably. Compared to the outside-in
camera tracking of the Oculus Rift, HTC opts for laser-based inside-out tracking.
Similar to Oculus, the latest devices still require a workstation for rendering the
virtual environment, but the HMDs are wirelessly connected to the host to prevent
the user from getting entangled. Also, these devices now support camera-based
eye tracking.
Sony announced to develop an exclusive VR HMD
for the PlayStation 4 in 2014 and released the device later in 2016. The setup of
the device is similar to Oculus and HTC products except for details like a lower
resolution but higher refresh rate, and the proprietary connectivity.
Sony PlayStation VR

Google Daydream View and Google Cardboard are
HMDs that require a compatible smartphone as a display and processing unit.
Cardboard is the handheld low fidelity VR version contrary to the Aryzon AR
headset. The Google Daydream comes with a head strap, comfortable cushioning,
and a 3 DOF controller with buttons. Virtual reality environments can intuitively
be explored, but due to the simplicity, implicit interaction is limited.
Google Daydream

2.5

Current Challenges

In the following, we indicate some of the current challenges for the design
of MREs. These challenges can be classified into technological challenges,
interaction methods, social challenges, and content creation.
Parts of the subsequent sections are based on the following publications:
•

P. Knierim, P. W. Woźniak, Y. Abdelrahman, and A. Schmidt. Exploring
the Potential of Augmented Reality in Domestic Environments. In
Proceedings of the 21st International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services, New York, NY, USA,
2019. Association for Computing Machinery

•

P. Knierim, T. Kosch, M. Hoppe, and A. Schmidt. Challenges and
Opportunities of Mixed Reality Systems in Education. In Mensch
und Computer 2018 - Workshopband, Bonn, 2018. Gesellschaft für
Informatik e.V
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Technological Challenge

Hardware has developed rapidly over the last years, and the first completely
self-contained wearable MR devices became affordable for researchers and endusers. Still, most devices are in their infancy stage, and the next generation of
MR devices overcoming some of their limitations are soon to be released. These
technological limitations include short battery life, a small field of view, poor
image quality, and registration of content in unknown environments. Without
accurate object recognition, the real and virtual objects are not aligned to each
other, and the illusion of the strong coexistence and feeling of presence breaks.
Further, users complain about an uncomfortable feeling when wearing MR devices
for several hours. Due to the fast technical advances, these challenges will most
likely be solved in the upcoming years. Research suggests, for instance, new
optical lenses to integrate AR with the human eye. Moon et al. [179] propose
pancharatnam-berry phase lenses as a specialized combiner with a smaller form
factor and large aperture. We can expect that these technological boundaries
will be overcome in the future. Hence, the research question of how to develop
meaningful MREs is of even greater interest.

2.5.2

Interaction Methods

Past research discusses several approaches to interact with augmented and virtual
realities. Currently, most MR devices support interaction via physical remotes,
hand gestures, or speech (see Table 2.1). However, to enable collaborations with
peers and virtual elements, implicit hands-free interaction should be supported.
Speech allows this kind of hands-free interaction but is most likely to be unsuited
to situations with background noise or absence of rich feedback, and could be
socially inappropriate. Long-lasting sessions of mid-air hand gestures are also
undesirable as an input modality since they cause fatigue [29]. It still is an open
research question for the research community to identify alternative multi-modal
interaction concepts and design expressive input concepts for MREs.

2.5.3

Public Awareness

The introduction of novel technology always poses several social challenges,
including public acceptance and retention, in addition to security and privacy
concerns. This also holds for MR systems [145]. Furthermore, AR can be a
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severe risk on the physical safety of oneself or others by distracting the immersed
user from safely navigating and interacting in the real world [224]. Solutions
need to be implemented to prevent misuse of MREs on the one hand but also
prevent abuse of sensor data or the users’ privacy. However, it is as yet unknown
how to prevent information overload. Stimulating several human senses with
virtual information at once can create an overwhelming feeling. To conclude,
there is a strong need to identify new ways to manage and prioritize information.

2.5.4

Content Creation

Even though MR devices are still in their infancy, a good number of SDKs, API,
frameworks and engines exist to support the development of MREs. Nevertheless,
technical standards are present and slow down the overall development of content
since the reusability and generalisability of content is restricted.
Another challenge to content creation for MRE is the need for 3D models. However, the creation and storage of large amounts of content requires time and
investments. Platforms like the Unity Asset Store are a partial solution, but
cannot cover everything. Still, the biggest challenge of creating content is not the
development or authoring of the content itself. It is the ideation of meaningful
use-cases where the technology can deliver a quantifiable benefit. Except for
entertainment, most of today’s MREs are showcases of the technology rather than
delivering an accessible and useful experience to the users, and are far from being
desired to be used daily.

Chapter

3

Understanding the User
Mixed Reality technology proposes an exciting prospect of engaging directly
with the lived environment and augmenting everyday spaces with digital artifacts.
Augmented reality games like Pokémon Go have successfully enhanced social
interaction and active learning [224]. Despite these appealing qualities, MR is
yet to enter widespread use.
Historically, the development of interaction techniques and applications for MR
was slowed down by high equipment costs and technical complexity. However,
recent technological advances, like powerful smartphones and the continuous
development of MR glasses, indicate that MR technologies’ widespread availability is a highly probable technical future. Consequently, understanding how MR
can become part of our everyday spaces and change everyday interactions with
technology and the world emerges as a relevant user-centered research question
(RQ1-RQ3). In contrast to the majority of past research where researchers and
designers proposed potential usage scenarios, we take an alternative approach
to investigate how users perceive viable use-cases for MRE. In this chapter,
we help to understand the design constraints and consequences of deploying
MR systems in domestic environments. We investigate the users’ visions and
attitudes towards MR in domestic environments as a fundamental prerequisite
to enhance interaction in MR and circumvent potential pitfalls when developing
future MREs.
In this chapter, we first review related works that address MR technologies and
technology probes in a domestic environment. We then describe the methodology
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of the survey and probe in detail, accompanied by the results of these studies.
Finally, we discuss insights, challenges, and opportunities for MR applications in
domestic environments and beyond.
This chapter is based on the following publications:
•

P. Knierim, P. W. Woźniak, Y. Abdelrahman, and A. Schmidt. Exploring
the Potential of Augmented Reality in Domestic Environments. In
Proceedings of the 21st International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services, New York, NY, USA,
2019. Association for Computing Machinery

•

P. Knierim, T. Kosch, M. Hoppe, and A. Schmidt. Challenges and
Opportunities of Mixed Reality Systems in Education. In Mensch
und Computer 2018 - Workshopband, Bonn, 2018. Gesellschaft für
Informatik e.V

3.1

Related Work

The work presented in this chapter builds on past advances in AR and the development of technology probes as a research methodology. Here, we review research
that motivated our study of domestication in AR and informed our choice of
methodology.

3.1.1

Applications of Augmented Reality

AR is a combination of the virtual and real world, where virtual objects are
superimposed in the surrounding environment in real time to enhance reality
and user experience [17]. Past research explored extensively where and how AR
could be applied to improve user experience or task efficiency. Thomas et al.
explored how AR can be used to create playful experiences [244]. They designed
ARQuake; an outdoor mobile AR game. While the game was positively perceived
by the users, many interaction issues specific to AR were revealed. These include
effective item selection, tracking, and multi-person collaboration. AR has also
been used for therapy and studies showed that AR could be effective in other
medical circumstances, such as treating phobias by reducing people’s fear of
insects or animals [157].
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Education is another field of opportunity for AR. Lucklin et al. showed that AR
systems could be used to motivate and engage children in learning activities [162].
AR learning experiences can also foster improved knowledge sharing [210] and
make the unseen visible in physics lab courses [238]. Industrial applications have
also been explored. Funk et al. showed that projected AR could contribute to
efficiently training assembly line workers [70]. Further, Liu et al. showed that
handheld AR devices with real-time feedback outperformed paper and picture
instruction [156] in providing contextual training queues. The works listed
above were included in a recent review of AR user studies by Dey et al. [47].
The review identified that past application areas for AR which were subject to
user studies were primarily professional environments or actions connected with
entertainment. The review also highlighted that user knowledge in the AR field is
primarily based on technology-driven within-subjects experimental research and
more engagement with users in the field was required.
Our work is interestingly different from past efforts as it explores a frontier
beyond the usual scope of AR applications — users at home. Further, instead of
adapting a conservative experimental approach, we use a user-driven approach
where we identify application scenarios through engaging with users in context.

3.1.2

AR systems with Potential for Home Use

Another topic addressed by AR research that could find its use at home was
providing augmented senses. Fan et al. built SpiderVision [58]; a device that
extended the field of view of the human eye. People using this device adapted
to using a backward-facing camera as a ‘third eye’ attached to the back of their
heads. Through AR technology, Jang and Bednarz enabled users to perceive
and interact with real-time data provided by smart-home sensors [119]. They
envision extending this concept to other domains like health. The AR health
Application Mime [50] helps patients to analyze their blood at home. In this case
study Djajadiningrat et al. illustrate the challenges of unassisted care at home and
highlight that AR can act as an in-context manual for a novice user.
These design examples have shown that potential applications of AR may find use
at home, helping users in everyday tasks and increasing their safety. In order to
deploy these technologies in everyday settings, we must first know if and how they
can be integrated into home environments. Our work aims at providing insights
that could help translate existing knowledge about designing AR applications to
design for the home.
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Studying the Experience of Technology at Home

Our work uses a probe to study AR technology at home. Cultural Probes were
first initiated by a group of designers under the lead of Bill Gaver. They wanted
to explore new techniques to increase the engagement of the elderly in their local
communities [28, 73]. The probes are inspirational objects designed specifically
to prompt users to record their private life, ideas, and experiences [167]. The term
‘cultural’ indicates the type of the technique used. Thus, it can be replaced with
other techniques such as empathy or technology [28]. Probe kits can include items
such as disposable cameras, maps, stickers, lists of instructions, diaries, illustrated cards, and pre-stamped postcards accompanied by open-ended provocative
tasks [167].
Gaver and his team describe the probes to the participants as a tool through
which designers could understand users and vice versa. Probes create a bidirectional understanding between the designers and the participants [73, 74],
allowing users to become active co-creators in the design process through giving the designers the chance to deeply understand their culture, aspirations,
dreams, and needs [28, 225]. What is important to our work is that a probe is a
practice-oriented alternative to social science approaches to understand a user’s
environment [28]. Additionally, a probe can overcome problems in traditional
data collecting methods such as limiting the view into a specific area, by acquiring
an extended view into the user’s life style [167]. However, traditional methods
like interviews can also be employed as an assistant factor for probes to acquire a
deeper insight into the user’s life.
Culture probes are mostly used in two scenarios: First, exploring the implications
of a new technology before making them publicly available [225]; and second,
identifying problem statements, and exploring novel and creative ideas inspired
by the participants. Here, we are more concerned with the first usage. Although
prototyping techniques seem efficient in such cases and can be used to simulate
the interactions with a new technology, they would not guarantee the same deep
understanding of active engagement of participants [225].
We utilize the concepts of cultural probes in terms of a technology probe to
investigate AR in domestic environments. The extensive history of probes in
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) inspired us to explore AR at home using a
probe.

3.2 Technology Probe

3.2
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Next, we endeavoured to build a deeper understanding of the possible augmentations for everyday objects that we observed in the survey. As survey participants
were eager to suggest AR solutions, we also explored what potential benefits
of AR they identified and they anticipated their experience of everyday tasks to
change when using AR. To that end, we used a hybrid methodology that combines
a technology probe with photo elicitation.
We encouraged participants to generate AR user scenarios and interact with
the technology. We combined a complete introduction to AR with a photo
elicitation approach [80] and pre- and post-study semi-structured-interviews
using the contextual laddering technique [249] to explore implicit insights on
domestic AR usage. To facilitate the photo elicitation, we built an application
inspired by Snapchat. The application enabled the participant to quickly take
pictures and annotate them with stickers, emojis or text. All annotations were
freely positioned, scaled, and rotated. After annotating, the original and annotated
images were automatically saved to a cloud service. In contrast to previous
works, where disposable cameras were deployed [73], storing images in the cloud
allowed us to observe the study process remotely. Each participating household
was given a Nexus 9 tablet with Android Nougat. The application including the
user interface for annotating images is depicted in Figure 3.1. Thus, our solution
combined the immediate access of a cultural probe with the illustrative benefits
of photo elicitation. The study set-up enabled us to prompt users to imagine their
desired experiences with AR and create them in a rapid. The visual qualities of
an annotated photo helped communicate their visions effectively. This way, we
opted for providing the participants with extensive means of expression rather
than asking them to build prototypes.

3.2.1

Participants

We tried to invite a diverse set of people living in varying households. We
managed to invite families, shared flat communities as well as couples who live
together. Further, we attempted to ask people with different backgrounds. We
conducted our technology probe with 13 participants in four households. All the
households had two to four individuals. One household was a shared flat and
one kept a cat. Participants (6 female) aged from 11 to 48 (M = 26.8, SD = 10.8)
took part in the technology probe and the interviews. Their occupations included
pupils and students with different majors, teachers, consultants, and lawyers. Six
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Figure 3.1: Tablet application to take pictures and annotate them. Top-right
icons allow the user to add text and stickers or delete them. A news sticker is
placed on the table.
were familiar with mixed reality applications, and one had used the Microsoft
HoloLens before. Guardian consent was acquired for the participation of the
minors in the study. Households ranged from 60 to 140 square meters (M = 103,
SD = 28.7) in size with two to six rooms. Table 3.2.1 shows details about the
participants of the probe.

3.2.2

Procedure

The probe lasted for 14 days and was divided to three stages. We outline the
stages below.
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ID

House

Occupation

Gender

Age

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

H1
H1
H1
H1
H2
H2
H2
H3
H3
H3
H3
H4
H4

student
undergraduate
student
graduate
student
student
teaching assistant
teacher
teacher
pupil
pupil
lawyer
consultant

male
male
male
female
female
male
male
male
female
female
female
female
male

24
22
22
25
27
20
27
48
46
11
13
33
31

MRE

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Table 3.1: Demographics and previews experience of mixed reality applications of the technology probe participants.

Introduction to Augmented Reality
Before starting the study, we visited the participants’ households. We collected
their consent for taking part in the study and processing the images, and conducted
a pre-interview to collect their demographics as well as their experience with
AR. We then introduced the participants into AR, based on the definition of
Azuma [17]. Afterwards, we explained the Microsoft HoloLens and gave each
participant two small demonstrations. First, we showed them three holograms:
a browser attached to a wall, a small city placed on a desk, and a globe set midspace. Participants were instructed to walk around the holograms to understand
that they are three-dimensional and fixed in the environment. Secondly, we
demonstrated an interactive application which provides the ability to measure
distances by placing two points in the environment. After setting the second point,
a line connecting both points and the distance was shown. To prevent bias, we
did not introduce speech and gesture interaction and used the provided clicker
and gaze for interaction.

Start of the Probe
After the introduction to AR we set up the tablet and explained the photoelicitation application to the participants. We explained in detail how to take
pictures, annotate them and save them to the cloud. Participants were asked to
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place the tablet in a location in the home that would be accessible to all participants of the household. They were also asked to document their ideas using
pictures and annotations.

Semi-structured Interviews
After 14 days, we revisited the participants’ households to conduct the semistructured group interview. In preparation for the interview, we copied all annotated images from the cloud to a separate tablet and preselected ten annotated
images based on uniqueness and relevance to the online survey results for a detailed discussion. In addition to Figure 3.2 a more extensive selection of annotated
images is archived online8 .
The first part of the interview focused on general AR usage in a domestic environment. We asked questions to understand how the families imagined using
AR on a daily basis. We continued with the ten preselected images to get deeper
insights about the favorite use cases and most useful situations. Participants
had the chance to skim through all pictures afterward to recall any situation
not mentioned before. The second part of the interview concentrated on social
implications, concerns, and form factor.
We audio recorded the interviews and transcribed the interviews verbatim for
post-hoc analysis. In an initial round, two coders used open coding to analyze
25% of the data gathered, then met to establish a coding tree. One researcher
analyzed the remaining material. A final meeting was held to refine the coding
tree and establish the emergent themes.

3.2.3

Findings

In this section, we present the findings of our probe. All study participants were
positive towards the prospect of using AR every day. Most participants requested
that AR capabilities be embedded in objects that they were already using on a
regular basis, such as spectacles:
Since I need glasses anyway, I would definitely wear it all the time. –P2
Further, we observed that some users welcomed features that required AR to
be perpetually active. One wanted to use AR-based reminders because they
considered themselves forgetful:
8

https://github.com/pknierim/Augmented-Reality-in-Domestic-Environments
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Well, I would definitely wear it all the time because I know I’m someone who
needs to be reminded. –P3
In contrast, some participants indicated that they envisioned that the usage of AR
should be limited to the privacy of a home. They believed that AR devices could
be problematic in social contexts:
I would rather use it in private situations when none is around. I don’t think
that’s appropriate in a group. –P9
We observed that, despite different views on the depth of AR adoption, all users
contributed eagerly to possible users’ scenarios and described their experience
with AR extensively in the interviews. Our data analysis process revealed six
themes of the experience of AR domestication: assistance, enhancing perception,
social activity, device augmentation, and concerns. Next, we describe the themes
in detail.

Assistance
We observed that participants often saw AR as a way to provide contextualized
assistance. Users were eager to contribute new ideas for scenarios in which AR
could overlay additional information. The context of specific actions was often
explored. An often-mentioned use case was cooking:
First, we thought the recipe on the kitchen wall would be great, but then we
figured out that we could have a real virtual coach who could stand next to
you and assist you while cooking. –P8
The family continued describing a fictional cooking scenario where a famous TV
chef would provide cues on how to prepare the dish. They also reflected that they
would have liked the cook to give them freedom and only appear when assistance
was required. Participants also reported the desire to receive assistance based on
location. Overlaying navigation cue using AR was mentioned by all households
in our probe. One participant pointed to a scenario where they were riding their
bike and both of their hands were holding the handlebars:
While riding my bike, I imagine navigation cues in front of my eyes. It could
be so easy if it (AR) was always around. –P11
Further, participants recognized that AR could be useful in scenarios that required
the use of their entire body. An often-mentioned use case was sports. One user
imagined a virtual trainer who could provide necessary exercise instruction:
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Figure 3.2: Four images created during the technology probe. From left to
right: Assistance during exercise, enhanced perception due to magnifying
glasses, an augmented stove with smart timer, and a door providing plenty of
valuable information.
She (the virtual trainer) should see what I do and talk to me. I’d like it if
someone was around to correct my mistakes to prevent injuries. –P12
We also observed that users were eager to use AR in tasks that require an extended
sense of spatiality, i.e. getting an overview of a larger space, dealing with distances
between objects, spreading or aligning artefacts evenly. Home furnishing was
one cited scenario:
For example, I could place the (virtual) shelf on the wall and check how it
would look. Would it fit the new sofa that we are planning to order? –P9
Finally, users would often cite AR as an opportunity to use their smartphone
less in the context of assistance. Many participants remarked that information
that they currently obtained using a mobile device could be displayed in the
environment thus reducing the need for touch interaction:
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You wouldn’t have to pull out your phone and go to an app. Information
would be shown to me directly in the real world, like the WiFi signal strength
for example. –P5

Enhancing Perception
The participants in our probe also considered how the application of AR could
offer them new possibilities to perceive the world. Users contributed insights on
how they would like AR to augment their senses. One participant expressed that
they would like AR glasses to replace conventional corrective spectacles:
It would be great if I did not have to change my reading glasses and varifocals all the time. –P2
Other users explored scenarios with more elaborate sensing capabilities that
would give them new skills. For example, mood detection was discussed in one
of the households:
[ . . . ] if you could actually see a mood of a person. –P6
Further, participants wondered if they could use AR to make themselves more
aware of possible dangers or consequences of their actions:
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What is bad for the environment OR what am I allergic to... I am wondering if there are any toxic or environmentally harmful ingredients in the
shampoo. –P3
Obtaining additional non-sensory information about the environment was another
often-cited case. Some participants wanted to interface with the history of the
surroundings:
I would like to see additional information for a specific building or place of
interest. For example, how did people live here back in the old days? –P8
We also noted that participants desired not only to be more aware of the properties
of their environment but also about other people. A father expressed a wish for
AR to allow him to monitor his children better:
If you have a baby and you are in the kitchen and the baby in the living room,
I want to see the baby without leaving the kitchen. Like X-ray vision. –P13

Social Activity
Next, we show how participants imagined the role of AR in various social settings.
All of the households recognized AR’s potential to offer remote presence. One
participant considered using AR to socialize instead of commuting to a sewing
group meeting, which was troublesome. Interestingly, they suggested that using
AR would enable them to participate in an organized group activity while still
enjoying the comforts of their own home:
It is very time-consuming, and the sewing machine is heavy, but I like going
to the meetings. Having a virtual meeting would be great. You could talk
and listen to the people and the course instructor while working on your
machine at home. –P2
Our participants also expressed that they envisioned AR helping with social
coordination. Users built scenarios where a cue embedded in the environment
provided a point of reference and helped build mutual understanding. One user
reflected that the process of choosing a film to watch could be more effective if
augmented with AR:
If we planned to go to the cinema, we’d look together at the program. It’s
great when we see the same information so you can point to it. –P10
Some Participants remarked that they were open to sustained presence through
VR and willing to engage with a virtual character over longer periods of time.
Engaging with virtual companions through AR was an interesting perspective:
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Having a virtual pet, like a Tamagotchi 3.0, could prevent someone from
feeling lonely, or ensure that the family is ready for a real pet. –P13
Sharing content through AR and simultaneous media access was also seen as
beneficial. Users remarked that AR offered opportunities for rapid media sharing
with specific counterparts:
It would be wicked if I could share an article I was reading with a housemate
just with a swipe. –P2

Augmenting Devices
Another observation that emerged in our study was that users often wished to use
AR to add new or better functionalities to devices they already possessed. As
household artefacts were considered well integrated into the home environment,
AR presented the opportunity to enhance the device without interfering with
its structure or simply needing to buy a new better one. For example, one user
reflected how AR could enhance the experience of weighing oneself:
AR glasses could display a scanned image of the body and visualize how
much body lean and fat you have and a compare how it was four weeks
ago. –P3
Device augmentation was not only to be performed at home. Participants also
remarked that they would use it for daily shopping:
First, it (shopping list) is in the kitchen, then it is attached to the shopping
cart, and I can tick items. I could freely walk through the store and glance
at the list without picking up my phone all the time. –P6
Another user expressed the wish for AR to enhance their perception of quantities
in the kitchen. They believed that AR could increase their cooking repertoire and
enhance cooking skills simply through providing extra information and reducing
the need for new equipment:
Sometimes I have this problem: I want to bake something. And actually, I’ve
no idea how to bake, because the amount of butter or some ingredients are
always so exact and I don’t have some volume measure - I only have some
random bowl or plate [ . . . ]. Since AR can measure distance and areas, I
guess maybe it could help me to measure ingredients. –P7
We also observed that users requested functionalities that many commercially
available household objects already offer. In the following passage, the user
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requested an AR-based indicator for pan temperature, while pans with built-in
temperature gauges are now easily available.
I would like something to tell me that the pan is relatively hot at the moment
and I can start cooking. –P6

Concerns
Here, we note some negative reactions that the perspective of using AR every
day produced in users. These primarily fell into two categories: privacy and
information overload.
The users in our study understood that extensive sensing was required
to offer them an AR experience. As a consequence, they were worried that future
AR devices would constantly record their actions and thus pose a threat to privacy:
Privacy

The glasses sense all information around me. Everything that the camera,
microphone and other sensors can capture. –P9
In contrast, AR was also perceived as a way to embed confidential information in
the environment. Users envisioned that an AR system would control access to
parts of the AR environment and only allow specified users to see parts of the AR
world:
Wi-Fi passwords, something only house mates can see [ . . . ] the benefit is
that I am the only one seeing the information and no one else. That means I
am not disturbed by others while sitting in public transport. –P8
On a larger scale, one user proposed to adorn the house for a social gathering.
Here, only invited or paying guests could enjoy the visually enhanced location:
It would also be interesting if you want to do decorations. It’s good for a
party, and then everyone who’s invited can see it. –P2
Another concern was receiving too much information.
Some users were afraid that excessive information embedded in the surroundings
would provide too much stimulus and overwhelm them:
Information Overload

I am concerned that I get too much information all the time. Information
should be presented only on request. –P9
Further, participants recognized that a possible future proliferation of AR would
imply the need for finding new ways to manage and prioritize information. One
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user commented that they would require a systematic way to access information
in AR:
If information comes to you all at once, it is a little bit too annoying, but if
there’s a way that it can be systematically organized, and it is prioritized
in such a way that the most important one is at a particular point, this is
something I’ll definitely always wear. –P2

3.2.4

Discussion

We explored the design space of AR at home with two studies and found that
users reported a large variety of possible usage scenarios. Our results show
that users generally welcomed AR as part of their everyday experience. Entire
families participated in our probe and AR-based activities fostered interaction
and discussion in the families.

AR systems as personal technologies
Firstly, our studies showed that users envisioned using AR for personal means, in
personal spaces, which is in stark contrast to what the majority of past research
efforts explored [47]. The initial survey showed that AR was perceived as useful
all around the home and our interviews showed that users envisioned employing
AR even in simple tasks. This suggests that there is space for new exploration
for HCI, widening the domestic frontier of AR applications. While past efforts
explored AR’s affordances for rendering complex tasks simpler or aiding in coordinating, our work shows that users expect AR to be deployed in more simplistic
tasks. Next, we summarise more detailed findings and discuss challenges and
opportunities for future work on domestic AR.

Users see AR primarily as a means of providing assistance
We observed that users were highly interested in AR providing ASSISTANCE
throughout the day. While we do recognize that this may have many positive
effects, such as fostering good habits or skill development, ubiquitous assistance
may pose some problems. The threat of providing too much help and essentially
rendering everyday life boring is a known issue in Ubicomp literature [207]. Our
study shows that this potential issue is very relevant in the case of domestic AR.
Thus, future designs of AR for the home should prioritize engaging experiences
to avoid rendering everyday life facile. Further, the survey and the probe show
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that AR was often seen as a smartphone replacement or even a substitute for other
information artefacts (e.g. replacing one’s paper shopping list). This implies
that past opinions in the literature about the blurring boundary between mobile
interaction and AR [68] are also perceived by everyday users. While these uses
may seem attractive to the users in the photos they contributed, it remains a
challenge for HCI to explore how effectively AR could replace well-established
interaction modalities.

Enhanced perception was an expected benefit of AR
Participants in both studies were eager to enhance their sensory perception through
AR. We see that this may have many benefits such as an increased awareness of
environmental dangers or a better understanding of their natural surroundings. Yet,
increased awareness may come at a cost. As we observed in the CONCERNS theme,
users are aware of their limited cognitive capacity. As enhanced senses generate
vast amounts of information, cognitive overload becomes a threat. Further, as
our senses are biologically limited, channelling additional sensing input through
AR may interfere with regular vision thus essentially limiting perception. While
augmented perception offers interesting opportunities, designers must be wary
as the consequences of amplified perception have not been fully explored [214].
The users’ willingness to accept augmented perception systems at home offers
an exciting opportunity for new designs, but it also calls for making sure that
augmented sense systems are safe and reliable.

AR-enhanced household goods are likely to be domesticated
We observed that users were eager to augment everyday objects with functionalities provided by AR. Participants in the survey listed many objects and probe
participants provided many examples in the AUGMENTING DEVICES theme.
This implies that future household goods could take simpler forms as some controls may be replaced by AR. Augmented household goods can not only lead to
increased aesthetics and reduced production costs but also enable more customization. These findings resonate with our past work [88], where users proposed to
replace or enhance the functionalities of household goods. The fact that users
find turning everyday objects into interactive artefacts implies that many existing
techniques for augmentation, e.g. WorldKit by Xiao et al. [266], can be deployed
at home. We observed users envision interactions similar to annexing real objects
as proposed by past work [1]. Our study shows that the domestication of AR may
have implications for the design of household goods. As a consequence, designers
of future interactive artefacts for the home should consider enabling AR-based
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functionalities. Further research is required on how existing AR techniques can
be effectively applied to existing domestic artefacts.

Privacy and transparency are critical factors for AR domestication
We noted that some users expressed concern about whether AR could be used in
all social contexts or if it could produce information overload. This highlights the
need for further work on context awareness for domestic AR. Further research is
required to understand how to design privacy protocols for AR at home. Further,
our findings show a need for developing AR interactions that respect existing
social structures [223] and support SOCIAL ACTIVITY. As AR is already used in
social settings, most prominently through the game Pokémon Go [196], future
AR applications will need to effectively navigate social structures, especially if
they are to be used at home. In the survey, users envisioned that AR may enter all
rooms in their homes. This poses the challenge of designing AR technologies that
support social coordination and acceptability. New social contacts about AR at
home may be required, as suggested by past work [46]. Consequently, designing
AR systems that respect the users’ privacy and communicate openly how the
users are protected is necessary for AR to enter the domestic application area.

Limitations
While our probe and survey were designed to be comprehensive and address a
wide user group, the studies are prone to certain limitations. Firstly, we recognize
that our work surveyed only a Western European population. The domestication
of AR is certainly affected by cultural factors that should be studied in future
work.
Further, we see that, for financial and legal reasons, we were not able to let
families use the HoloLens or any other advanced AR device over a longer period
of time. While we are confident that our Snapchat-like app elicited rich feedback
from the users, deploying a fully functional AR device in the household may
have offered more ecological validity. To the best of our knowledge, none of
the currently available devices can offer a lightweight head mounted-display
experience that would enable spontaneous experience sharing. Consequently, our
design emphasized the serendipity of idea generation over staying true to the form
factor. We recognize that a different focus may have yielded alternative results.
Finally, we recognize that visions of AR are highly present in mainstream media
and thus produce a certain hype effect in users. In our analysis, we tried to
focus on recurring patterns and themes to reduce the impact of the novelty effect.
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However, we recognize that users’ attitudes towards the domestication of AR will
evolve over time while new technology arise.

3.3

Beyond Domestic Environments

In the previous sections, we presented an in-depth analysis of the users’ attitudes
and understanding of augmented reality in a domestic environment. Through the
course of this thesis, we further developed and investigated research probes for
different contexts and scenarios. We directed special attention to MR applications
in learning scenarios. Since the impact and long-term effects of MR applications
are unknown, there is a need to investigate them with precaution. In the following,
we present a brief overview of the usage scenarios and discuss the opportunities and constraints for new learning and teaching methods through novel MR
applications targeting teaching environments.
Usually, teaching methods include the presentation of different disciplines in front
of several students. A proficient person transfers knowledge in this area, such as
teachers or scholars. Since the overall education quality depends on the teacherto-student ratio, information is diversely perceived by students. Larger classes
require a generalization of content and increase the overall workload of teachers
when it comes to supporting students individually [125]. The understanding of
new topics for students is, therefore, be negatively affected [76].
Modern MR systems became an integral part of conveying knowledge within
educational institutes to foster individual learning skills and alleviate the workload
of supervisors [197, 147]. Such systems do not depend on external instructors and
can be used at suitable times for students to learn new skills. Cognitive assistance
is also provided, where visualizations are displayed in-situ to parallel occurring
lecture sessions (cf. Chapter 5). For example, Billinghurst [25, 26] surveyed
and demonstrated the use of low-cost technology to provide immersive MR
experiences during different learning scenarios. However, presented information
remains static and often does not offer user interaction, making it not much
different from a regular textbook. While the vision of ubiquitous computing
is still an ongoing research challenge [255], current state-of-the-art teaching
modalities do not blend educational information with their environment. In
contrast to information displayed on a stationary screen, MR technologies offer
new possibilities to engage directly with interactive digital content presented in a
real environment [17].
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Of course, a student can also teach themselves autonomously by e.g., reading a
book. Students are autonomous regarding the time and length of lessons as they
are not dependent on another person, such as a teacher. Nevertheless, this limits
the way information can be conveyed as they are not included in the real world,
and it is not possible to show information depending on the context or being able
to adapt the information on the level of knowledge and skill of the reader.
However, with the enhanced hardware and software solutions available, applications have been explored beyond the lab by various researchers. We recently
showed that using MR glasses do visualize the current state of an experiment in
physics class and foster a greater understanding of the teaching material [237].
But a comprehensive analysis of 87 MR learning applications, including an indepth analysis of seven applications, reveals that MR applications have diverse
effects on the students’ performance [211]. The impact of deploying MR applications in educational settings should be discussed critically since the design of
MR applications in education opens new design spaces.
Suitable content and elaborated knowledge sharing, as well as interaction concepts, need to be incorporated to transfer the capabilities of MR to educational
establishments. In particular, since previsions work has shown that MR applications can quickly harm the overall learning performance if not carefully thought
through.

3.3.1

Mixed Reality in Learning Environments

Based on the developed prototypes, conducted workshops, and studies during
the project Be-Greifen (cf. Section 1.4.1), we highlight four themes where we
consider the usage of MR applications in education as beneficial. Primarily,
we think of the enormous potential of MR environments when deployed in
universities to support the comprehension of complex scenarios in applied science
and lab courses.

Improve Learning though Amplification
When making efforts to improve learning ability, human memory, and recall
research proposes to spread out the learning process and information presentation [48]. In a recent lab study, we found indications that complex experiments
could benefit from augmentation using MR glasses [237]. This trend motivates
enriching further learning material to foster a better understanding of complex
relationships. It is promising to apply these new technologies within practical lab
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courses. We suggest developing MR applications that enable learners to see and
understand the fundamental facts. Specialized sensors can measure environmental
data or the current status of an experiment. Voltage and current could be directly
displayed within the wires during electrical engineering classes [22] or heat propagation in metals within physic classes [237]. MR displays, in combination with
sensors, allows us to extend the human vision and visualize in-depth details of
learning material in place of occurrence.

Personalized Learning
According to the National Educational Technology Plan [245] personalized learning allows each learner to learn at an optimized personal pace and the instructional
approach. Current interactive learning applications follow this idea and optimize
learning material to be meaningful and relevant to the learner. In MR learning
experiences, this concept can be adapted and even developed further. While
consuming difficult material or conducting advanced experiments, learners could
receive tailored and immediate feedback through AR overlays. While learning or
running MR supported experiments, the system can video record the environment,
experiment, and virtual overlay. Difficult learning material can later be revisited
or even be played back in VR. Further, learners could create personal notebooks
of AR experiences recordings on the fly.

Extension
Many educational establishments are limited regarding their financial resource.
These have a direct impact on the quality of teaching and education. Once deployed, MR systems can overcome this limitation and enhance learning. Besides,
interactive learning and exploring environments can be created that extend the
current body of learning material. We envision interactive experiments that were
not possible to realize before because of time, financial, or security constraints.
For example, chemistry students could safely explore chemical reactions with
hazardous elements or biology students can examine samples under an augmented
microscope that are usually not accessible.

Ubiquitous Learning
Learning can be considered as an ongoing, voluntary, and self-motivated pursuit
of knowledge [41]. MR systems can support continuous learning by presenting
chunks of knowledge spatially and temporally distributed. Research showed that
ubiquitous learning could be more productive and engaging [116]. While this may
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apply for language learning, it is an open research question of how ubiquitous
MR learning systems should be integrated into everyday life.

3.4

Conclusion

This chapter contributes toward the understanding of how people imagine MREs
in their daily life and presents answers to the user-centered research questions
(RQ1-RQ3). We explored how MR can blend into our homes and how users can
benefit from it in a domestic environment and beyond.
We conducted an online survey and a technology probe to explore potential MR
domestication. The survey helped us identify initial opportunities for exploring
the design space of MR at home. Later, we explored these opportunities in
detail in the technology probe. We developed a tailor-made mobile application to
enable users to suggest possible MR applications at home. From the photos and
semi-structured interviews, we identified and discussed five themes of domestic
MR: assistance, enhancing perception, social activity, device augmentation, and
concerns.
Our results of the survey and the technology probe showed that users engage with
MR experiences when excessive cognitive load can be avoided. While concerns
about privacy and transparency exist, participants were eager to experiment
with AR and saw the potential for long-term use. We highlighted that future
system designers should carefully choose the degree of assistance provided to
avoid cognitive overload when designing for augmented perception, explore the
design space of MR-enhanced domestic equipment and derive new privacy and
transparency rules for domestic MR.
Besides the focus on domestic environments, we discussed how MR systems
could open new opportunities in the education sector. In particular, we highlighted
pedagogical and challenges as well as the broad options of personalized, improved,
and ubiquitous learning.
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4

Enhancing Reality
The perception of reality can be enhanced through limitless analog or digital
artifacts. Spectacles can revive human vision, while night vision equipment can
enhance visual perception during darkness. When it comes to information access,
we no longer rely on books but smartphones, whether we are at home or on the
go.
With emerging Mixed Reality Experience (MRE), it is possible to display contextaware information directly in the real world. In this chapter, we explore the effects
of enhancing reality by blending context-aware information into the real world.
Following the theme of Assistance from the previous chapter, we developed a
quadcopter-mounted projector by combining a remote-controlled quadcopter with
a wireless programmable projector enabling the projection of in-situ information
in the real world.
With this probe, we explore how we can enhance the perception of reality through
in-situ projection. To that end, we facilitate the research probe to investigate the
effect of extended reality by projecting contextual information directly within the
vivid environment without instrumenting the users, thus extending the perceived
reality around them. As an application scenario, we evaluate visual navigation
systems that usually constrain the users to shift their attention to the navigation
system, e.g. a printed map or navigational system, and then transfer the navigation
cues to the real world.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first review related works addressing the
challenges of pedestrian navigation, and recent quadcopter supported concepts.
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We then present our research probe for extending reality with an in-situ projection
quadcopter capable of projecting ahead and below the quadcopter. In a lab study,
we show that extending reality through in-situ instructions for navigation using a
quadcopter leads to a significantly higher ability to observe and recall real-world
points of interest. Finally, we discuss the effect of enhancing reality by blending
information in the real world (RQ4).
This chapter is based on the following publication:
•

4.1

P. Knierim, S. Maurer, K. Wolf, and M. Funk. Quadcopter-Projected InSitu Navigation Cues for Improved Location Awareness. In Proceedings
of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,
pages 1–6, New York, NY, USA, 2018. Association for Computing
Machinery

Related Work

To improve the sightseeing experience, it has been suggested to use visual landmarks or POIs as a navigation aid [169]. This has been evaluated, and has
been found to improve the navigation experience [105]. Recently, Wakamiya
et al. [250] suggested using this fact for generating memorable routes based
on useful visual landmarks. However, using a smartphone while walking not
only limits the sightseeing experience; it can also be dangerous. According to
a study [186], the number of pedestrian accidents in the United States which
involved a pedestrian talking or texting on a mobile phone while walking has
increased over the last years. This is because even more pedestrians are immersed
in using their phone and do not pay attention to their surroundings anymore.
In the following sections, we present previous work focusing on multimodal
navigational systems and quadcopter supported navigational systems, which
inspired the presented work.

4.1.1

Multimodal Navigation Systems

Although the traditional smartphone-based navigation is one of the most used,
different navigation systems have been suggested. These navigation systems are
not limited to visual navigation cues; in fact, over the last decades, a number of
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navigation systems have begun or have proposed using haptic, auditory, or visual
navigation cues. Considering haptic navigation systems, Heuten et al. [104] use
a belt that provides tactile navigation cues. Similarly, Pfeiffer et al. [198] use
electronic muscle stimulation to remote control a pedestrian’s route. In the area
of auditory navigation, Baus et al. [20] are investigating auditory landmarks as
navigation aids. Further, Lokki and Grohn [158] found that using auditory navigation in addition to visual cues is beneficial for navigation in virtual environments.
Finally, regarding visual navigation cues, the state-of-the-art is traditional turn-byturn navigation instructions, which are presented on the screen of a smartphone.
These can be found on the pre-installed Maps applications in Android or iOS.
Research also suggested using in-situ projection [200]. E.g. Winkler et al. [260]
are presenting a body-worn system which can present in-situ navigation instructions. Their system is further capable of presenting public and private projected
content. Moreover, for receiving projected navigation instructions while riding
a bike, Dancu et al. [45] proposed mounting a projector and a smartphone on a
bike. All presented systems require a shift of attention from the environment to
the display. AR solutions overcome this limitation by presenting the information
directly in the environment. Narzt et al. [185] describes a visualization paradigm
for in-car AR navigation systems. Rehrl et al. [206] conducted a study comparing
navigation performance using voice, digital map and AR cues and report that AR
presented on a smartphone causes significantly worse navigation performance.
AR solutions still lack comfort and require the user to carry a separate, often
bulky device [206, 260].

4.1.2

Quadcopter as Display

We are observing a trend of quadcopters becoming more widely used in
navigation-related applications. In a sports context, Müller & Muirhead [181]
have proposed using a quadcopter as a jogging companion. They were using a
fully autonomous flying quadcopter which can follow a previously defined route.
For providing a clean environment, Obaid et al. [194] are using quadcopters
to locate, then encourage people to clean up trash. Schneegass et al. [216] are
suggesting to use free-floating displays mounted on a quadcopter to create temporary navigation signs to control crowd movements in emergency situations.
Scheible, Funk, and Nozaki [212, 193] present two similar concepts using a
projector and a canvas attached to a single quadcopter to provide information to
people. Matrosov et al. [166] additionally added a depth camera to the downfacing projector to facilitate a tangible interaction projection surface. Moreover,
Avila et al. [15] suggested using small nano quadcopters to navigate blind and
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visually impaired travelers using the sound which a quadcopter naturally emits.
Recently, Kim et al. [127] proposed to use a quadcopter as a navigation aid to get
home safely when walking alone in the dark and Colley et al. [42] explored the
potential to communicate navigation cues just with the quadcopters’ movements.
In conclusion, quadcopters are currently used to control crowds in emergency
situations [216], display information during sports [181, 216], and display tourist
information [216]. However, we want to explore how to extend these scenarios
by combining quadcopters with additional technology.

4.2

Quadcopter-Mounted Projector

Figure 4.1: The research probe of the steerable levitating projector.
Our research probe is a quadcopter-mounted projector. The levitating projector
can present wirelessly streamed content onto surfaces underneath or in front
of the projector. Inspired by Wilson et al. [259], we use a steerable mirror to
change the angle of projection and therefore the surface which is projected on.
All components of the prototype are depicted in Figure 4.1.
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The starting point of our levitating projector is a DJI Phantom 2 quadcopter. This
quadcopter was chosen because of the additional take-off weight of 1300 g with a
flight time of up to 25 minutes. Additionally, it offers advanced GPS-supported
flight assistance systems. We use a Phillips PicoPix PPX3610/EU projector.
It weighs only 284 g and is battery powered with a runtime of 90 minutes at
60 lumen. Further, the projector has built-in WiFi and is running Android 2.3.1.
A small mirror was glued to a light servo and placed next to the projector to
deflect the projectors light cone. The servo is connected to an Arduino Yún which
includes a separate WiFi module. The Arduino Yún is USB powered by the
projector and is running a server application receiving commands to adjust the
angle of the mirror. Depending on this angle the projected image is in front of the
quadcopter, directly underneath it or slightly behind it.
We developed two applications which we connected via WiFi. One runs on
the projector and controls the projected navigation instructions. Based on the
mirror position the projected image is mirrored horizontally to compensate for
the effect of the mirror. The second application runs on a mobile device and sends
the navigation instructions to the projector as well as the required angle to the
Arduino Yún. During our study, this application was operated by a Wizard of Oz.
As a control condition, participants had to use simple graphical navigation instructions presented on a smartphone. In this condition, we showed the same
visualization that was presented using the in-situ projection quadcopter. In fact,
the smartphone was running the same application as the projector, displaying
the navigation instructions controlled by the Wizard of Oz with the subtle difference that the content never got mirrored. To facilitate future replications of this
work a detailed description of the assembled hardware and developed software is
available online9 .

4.3

Method

To evaluate the effect of enhanced reality through in-situ navigation instructions,
we conducted a user study. Using the previously introduced quadcopter-mounted
projector allows for blending information in the real world. As a baseline, we
choose the presentation of visual navigation cues presented on a smartphone.
We designed the study following a repeated measures design with the used instruction method (in-situ instructions by levitating projector and smartphone
9

https://github.com/pknierim/QuadcopterProjectedNavigationCues
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Figure 4.2: We conducted a user study comparing (left) projected in-situ
navigation instructions to (right) traditional navigation instructions presented
on a smartphone.
navigation) as the only independent variable. As dependent variables, we measured the Task Completion Time (TCT), the NASA-TLX [95], and the error
distance between the actual location of the Point of Interests (POIs) and where
the participants remembered them (DISTANCE POI ). We treat the ORDER of the
routes that were used in the study as a between-subjects variable.
The apparatus used in the study was the two prototypes that were presented
previously; i.e. we were using the in-situ projection quadcopter and the smartphone navigation as a control condition. We defined two different routes starting
and ending at distinct points (e.g. at a crossing or a landmark). The routes had
approximately the same length (510 m and 530 m). Both routes are depicted in
Figure 4.3. The walking time at a slow paced walking speed is approximately 6
minutes for each of the routes. Each participant walked both routes once – one
route with the quadcopter navigation system and one route with the smartphone
navigation system. We counterbalanced the order of the navigation systems and
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the order of the routes in a way that each route and each navigation system was
used equally during the study. To ensure a good visibility of the projected navigation information, the study was conducted at dusk (between 7 pm and 9 pm). We
only conducted the study on days with good weather and clear sky.
As we are interested in analyzing the memorability of the surroundings, we
introduced points of interest (POIs) located at buildings or crossings along the
route. During each route we presented three POIs, which were visualized using a
geometric shape (blue circle, red rectangle, and orange triangle). The geometric
shapes were presented on the smartphone or by the levitating projector when the
participant reached the position of the POI with an accuracy of 1 m (also depicted
in Figure 4.3). The POIs in the first route were a distinctive set of stairs, a small
alley, and a big sign. For the second route the POIs were another distinctive set
of stairs, a noticeable balcony, and a container. All POIs were not directly on the
path of the route; rather on the sides. When choosing the POIs for the study, we
made sure that they were distinctive points along the way which could be used
for memorizing the way afterwards.

4.3.1

Procedure

After explaining the course of the study, the participants were asked to sign a
consent form, which informed the participant about potential risks of participating
in the study and explained which data would be collected. We further instructed
the participants to always be aware of their surroundings. Further, we instructed
the participants to walk at a comfortable pace. As a first priority we defined
following the navigation instructions, and as a second priority we instructed the
participants to memorize the location of the POIs. After briefing the participants,
we made them familiar with the first navigation system. Both the levitating
projector and the smartphone navigation system were presented as fully automated
systems. In the in-situ condition, two study assistants acted as a Wizard of Oz.
The first wizard was operating the quadcopter at a distance of 5 m in front of
the participant. The second was controlling the projected navigation instructions
using a tablet computer. In the smartphone condition, only one wizard was
needed to control the presented navigation instructions. Once the participants
were familiar with the task and the navigation system, we started the study. The
two wizards were walking behind the participants at a distance of approximately
2 m. After each route, we asked the participants to fill out an NASA-TLX
questionnaire and to recall the position of the POIs by walking back along the
route and telling the experimenter the position of the POIs.
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Figure 4.3: The routes that were walked by the participants in our user study.
Both routes are approximately 500m long and consist of 8 turns. The S
indicates the start of the route and the E indicates the end of the route. The
location of the POIs are marked with the geometric shapes (circle, rectangle,
and triangle) as they were used in the study.
The experimenter logged the position of the recalled POI using a smartphone
application, which determines the recalled POI using GPS. Afterwards, the real
POI GPS location is compared with the perceived POI GPS location to calculate
the distance between perceived location and real location using the Haversine
formula. Afterwards, we repeated the procedure with the other route for the
second condition.

4.4 Results
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Participants

We recruited 16 participants (7 female, 9 male) via our university’s mailing
list and personal contacts of one of the authors. The participants were aged
from 18 to 62 years (M = 33.7 years, SD = 13.9 years). They were mostly
students with various majors or persons working in a variety of industry jobs. All
participants owned a smartphone. The participants were rewarded with candies
for participating in our study. As we conducted the study at a remote part of the
campus, none of the participants were familiar with it.

4.4

Results

We statistically compared the TCT, the NASA-TLX, and the DISTANCE POI using
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with the order of the routes (ORDER) as a
between-subjects variable. A graphical representation of the results can be seen
in Figure 4.4.
First, we analyzed the average time the participants needed to walk the routes
(TCT). The smartphone navigation condition (M = 314.62 s, SD = 43.55 s) was
faster than the in-situ projection condition (M = 368.69 s, SD = 77.88 s). A
one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect between
the approaches, F(1, 15) = 7.33, p = .017. The effect size estimate shows a large
effect (h 2 = .301). There was no interaction effect for TCT ⇥ ORDER.
Considering the RTLX, representing the perceived subjective workload the participants had while consuming navigation instructions, the in-situ projection
condition led to a lower perceived workload (M = 17.14, SD = 8.11) compared
to the smartphone condition (M = 21.82, SD = 12.35). A one-way repeated
measures ANOVA could not reveal a significant difference between the two conditions (p > 0.05). Also there was no significant interaction effect for RTLX ⇥
ORDER .
Finally, when comparing the DISTANCE POI , the in-situ condition led to a smaller
error in the distance between the POIs and the recalled position of the POIs (M
= 15.16 m, SD = 6.33 m) compared to the smartphone condition (M = 30.25 m,
SD = 22.46 m). A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
difference between the approaches, F(1, 13) = 6.384, p = .027. The effect size
estimate shows a large effect (h 2 = .347). There was no interaction effect for
DISTANCE POI ⇥ ORDER of the routes. It has to be mentioned that two participants
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Figure 4.4: The results of the user study. (left) The Task Completion Time in
seconds needed for each condition. (center) The perceived cognitive workload
represented by a NASA-TLX score. (right) The error distance the participants
made when trying to recall points of interest. All error bars depict the standard
error. The * indicates a statistically significant difference.
were not able to remember one of the presented POIs. One could not remember
a POI in the in-situ condition and another could not remember a POI in the
smartphone condition.
After conducting the user study, we asked the participants to provide additional
qualitative feedback through a semi-structured interview. Considering the quadcopter condition, three participants (P2, P3, P16) were “a little scared of the
quadcopter” and therefore told us that “[they] reduced [their] walking speed not
to come too close to the quadcopter”. Further, some participants felt that our
prototype of the projector quadcopter is “too loud for using it in an everyday
setting” (P6, P7, P12). When we asked them if they followed the quadcopter
instead of the in-situ navigation instructions, P4 stated that the quadcopter was
“flying too high to just follow the quadcopter. Therefore, the projected navigation
instructions were very useful”. Similarly, considering the POIs, P1 stated that
he “like[s] that the drone is projecting the points of interest directly into the real
world. This helps to not miss any of them.” (P1) In the smartphone condition, P1
had problems noticing the POIs as he was concentrating on his walking and not
continuously looking at the screen of the smartphone.

4.5

Discussion

Considering the TCT, we found that the smartphone-based navigation led to a
significantly faster TCT. Qualitative analysis revealed that this was mainly due to
participants being careful about walking too close to the quadcopter. As we did
not want to rush the participants, we instructed the two Wizards-of-Oz to always
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retain a fixed distance between the quadcopter and the participant. Defining a
fixed speed for the quadcopter might have yielded different results considering the
TCT. We could not find a significant effect between the two navigation systems
considering the Raw NASA Taskload Index (RTLX) score. However, when
comparing the DISTANCE POI between the two conditions, we found that the insitu navigation instructions provided by the levitating quadcopter were leading to a
significantly shorter DISTANCE POI compared to the smartphone-based navigation
instructions. Additionally, during the smartphone control condition of our user
study, we had to intervene twice verbally. Once because P7 almost ran into a
wall and P13 respectively falling over a concrete barrier. Both participants were
entirely focused on the phone in their hands, trying to identify POI that they
could not perceive their surroundings anymore.

4.5.1

Limitations

Our implementation of the proposed quadcopter-mounted projector for visually
extending reality comes with certain limitations.
During the study, some participants mentioned that the quadcopter we were using
was loud. The participants thought that in an everyday scenario, this would distract
passersby. However, while conducting the study, passersby were very interested
in the prototype and the reality extending capabilities. This opens up exciting
possibilities for investigating whether personal companion quadcopters could
foster social interaction. Despite the in-situ navigation instructions, our projector
quadcopter additionally presents two more navigation aids: the quadcopter itself
and the sound that it emits naturally [15]. We asked the participants whether they
followed the quadcopter or the instructions, and all except one stated that they
were following the projected instructions. Further, our system was only tested
at dusk and night. With the current prototype, projected navigation instructions
are barely visible in daylight due to the low luminous intensity of the projector.
However, we believe that using an advanced monochrome laser projector could
solve this issue.

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the effect of enhancing reality by blending information directly into the real world (RQ4). The developed research-probe
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comprises a quadcopter-mounted projector for extending reality with projected
information. As an application scenario, we chose pedestrian navigation in urban
environments. Navigation instructions were displayed in-situ as an alternative
to traditional smartphone navigation instructions. In a user study, we compared
these in-situ navigation instructions to state-of-the-art smartphone navigation.
The results reveal that although participants required considerably more time to
complete a route using in-situ navigation instructions with a levitating projector,
the participants could memorize points of interest significantly more accurately.
We conclude that extending reality through in-situ navigation instructions leads
to a higher memorability and awareness of the surroundings. Beyond this thesis [170], we envision quadcopters as a versatile instrument and smart personal
companion to enhance the perception of reality in sports or outdoor sightseeing
scenarios.

Chapter

5

Perceiving Reality
The fundamental characteristic of MR systems is blending the virtual and physical worlds into a coherent environment. In addition to displaying context-aware
information like navigation cues, MREs can also be implemented to present the
human senses with supplementary real-time information that is usually not perceivable by the human sensory system. Outperforming sensors can be employed
to overcome the limited and restricted human senses and either extend or amplify
the perception of reality. Mixed reality applications offer a potential solution to
visualize more detailed information or abstract quantities that are not directly
perceivable by humans.
The previous chapter’s results indicated that spatially anchored visual cues help to
better retrieve and remember information. In the next step, we further investigate
the effect of enhanced perception of reality by blending real-time information into
the environment. Therefore, we choose a physics lab experiment as an application
scenario, and examine the effect of substituting the physical components of the
environment with tangible or virtual replicas.
In this chapter, we present the development of an MR research probe enabling students to observe the heat flux through a metallic rod. A thermal camera observes
the experiment and provides real-time information about the heat gradient and
physical effects taking place. A virtual graph floats above the setup, augmenting
it and visualizing the real-time temperature values. Based on this physics lab
experiment, we developed two additional abstraction levels by substituting the
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physical pieces of the experiment with non-functional replicas or entirely virtual
representations, allowing us to study the quality knowledge transfer.
This chapter is based on the following publications:
•

P. Knierim, F. Kiss, M. Rauh, and A. Schmidt. Tangibility is overrated:
Comparing learning experiences of physical setups and their virtual
equivalent in augmented reality. In Proceedings of the 19th International
Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia (MUM), 2020

•

P. Knierim, F. Kiss, and A. Schmidt. Look Inside: Understanding
Thermal Flux Through Augmented Reality. In 2018 IEEE International
Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality Adjunct (ISMAR-Adjunct),
pages 170–171, Oct. 2018

5.1

Related Work

In the following sections, we will give a brief overview of the concept of augmentation in simulation-based learning environments.
AR learning environments provide a unique set of features and affordances that
are often adopted from other domains as ubiquitous and mobile computing [265].
New learning opportunities include individual learning pace to alleviate the
overall workload of supervisors and students [147]. Such AR systems offer
new possibilities to manipulate and engage directly with the interactive content
presented in the real environment [17] and do not rely on external supervision.
Simulations enable further abstraction from the real learning material. Students
that used computer-supported experiences and learned with AR performed better
on conceptual questions and developed a greater facility at manipulating a real
object. Computers further promote student learning and skill development in
reasoning and manipulating if well designed [64].
Prior this work, we already pointed out, that teaching is improved using AR to
display invisible properties [238]. With the same augmented thermodynamics
experiment [143] we evaluated the effects of real-time AR overlays and highlight
the positive effect of AR in physic lab courses [237]. These results are supported
by research that shows how students benefit from AR when learning about
circuits [22]. In contrast, Radu et al. explored how more abstract material, such
as fractions and numbers, can be taught to elementary school students [202].

5.2 Realizing the Thermal Experiment
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In traditional teaching scenarios, teachers usually educate using a whiteboard,
writing, and handheld teaching aids. These teacher-based methods allow a structured and guided learning experience. However, students may lack the chance
to develop learning autonomy. DiSessa [49] argues that computers can be fundamental for new literacy that can change how students think. Further, he critically
discusses how new immersive technologies can be integrated into learning to
keep them exciting and intellectually generative. Without a clear focus, learning
material may not foster knowledge. In other studies [55], researchers highlight
the unique strength of AR to foster engaging and interactive well situated and
collaborative problem solving. However, new technological, managerial, and
cognitive challenges arise.
Learning also includes collaboration and dialogue with peers, but integrating these
characteristics into an AR environment can be particularly challenging. Having a
heterogeneous group with non-immersed collaborators adds an additional level
of complexity [112]. Researchers have found that concepts like face-to-face
communication [26], shared spaces and objects, as well as new forms of user
interaction, can enhance collaboration, and several AR and VR experiences have
been developed to investigate how to collaboratively solve tasks as a group [180].
There is still an open discussion to what extent AR and VR environments can
support learning. An extensive analysis of 87 research articles showed a small
adverse effect to a significant effect [210]. AR is emerging in the field of education
and literature already identified affordances and limitations related to teaching,
learning. Dunleavy identified three instructive design principals namely challenge,
fantasy, and curiosity [55]. With this work, we focus on curiosity and make the
unseens visible. We further investigate this area of research and focus on the
effects of substitution of functional items in real physical experiments.

5.2

Realizing the Thermal Experiment

We tailored our augmented reality application to teach heat conduction in metals
for an introductory laboratory course in thermodynamics. Previously, students
had been required to take snapshots with a handheld thermal camera to acquire
data and do an offline analysis. With our application, students get real-time
feedback and enhanced data visualization of the experiment and can observe the
thermal flux. Fist results of a user study using the prototype showed a small
positive effect of augmented reality on students’ performance with regards to
acquired knowledge in thermodynamics [238].
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Figure 5.1: Thermal flux lab experiment with components substituted by
non-functional replicas. Augmentations and simulation on smartphone enable
functionality and interactivity of the experiment.

Our system comprises the thermal experiment itself,
an infrared camera attached to a server and an augmented reality display acting
as a client. Our simple server-client architecture supports multiple users to enable
collaborative experiment execution. An overview of all components is depicted
in Figure 5.2.
System Architecture

The thermal experiment itself consists of several metallic rods made of aluminum,
copper or brass. A power adapter supplying 12 volts is used to control the
temperature of one end of the metallic rod. Further, there are insulated rods to
generate different thermal flux properties.
The thermal camera is centered in front of the metallic rod to capture real-time
temperature values. These are forwarded to the server for further processing. The
infrared imager is connected via USB to a computer running a server application
and image processing pipeline. The captured infrared video feed is analyzed
and based on the temperature signature the metallic rod is registered within the
data. The sampled temperature data is recorded and sent wirelessly via a simple
communication protocol to the client on request.
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Figure 5.2: Architecture of the research probe comprising a server that
streams real-time experiment data to the HoloLens client.

The augmented reality display is in charge of rendering the
false-color representation on-top of the metallic rod as well as plotting the floating
graph above the experiment setup representing the real-time data. To enable
correct augmentation of the experiment, the AR display needs to register the
setup in space. For our research-probe, we specifically utilize a smartphone that
supports advanced AR capabilities. To register the experiment in space, we use
the Vuforia framework10 , the back facing camera of the smartphone and printed
a marker to identify the experiment’s location in space. Finally, the augmented
reality display gives in-situ hints and additional information to guide the students
through the experiment.
AR Application

5.3

Method

To investigate the effect of the different levels of virtual abstraction of the experiment, we conducted a user study. The Independent Variable (IV) A PPARATUS
consisted of three levels of abstraction: real, replica and virtual. Since none of
the participants should conduct the physical experiment twice A PPARATUS was
used as the between-subject variable.
10

https://library.vuforia.com/
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Figure 5.3: Entities for experimental assembly for all three versions.
left) real: Power supply, metal probe, thermal camera, wires, smartphone
and stopwatch. center) replica: wooden power supply replica, wooden probe
replica, wires, smartphone and stopwatch. right) virtual: smartphone and
stopwatch.

5.3.1

Conditions

Each participant was invited to conduct the thermal experiment in one of the three
conditions described below. An overview of all three set-ups, including the AR
overlays, is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Condition 1: Real Setup
The real setup condition comprised the original thermal flux experiment that is
currently conducted by students in the Physics lab. Students could observe the
experiment through the augmented reality display and get live data captured from
the thermal camera. In the real setup condition, participants were asked to execute
the full experimental set up which includes probe set up, camera calibration,
wiring and operating the power supply. All necessary hardware components are
depicted in Figure 5.3. The setup including AR overlay is depicted in Figure 5.4.

Condition 2: Replica Setup
In the second condition, we replaced the original brass probe with a wooden
replica of the same size and shape. Thus, the replica could be mounted on the
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Figure 5.4: Three experiment condition setups from top to bottom: real,
replica, and virtual. Each without (left) and with (right) augmentation of the
experimental area. Augmented images are screen captures recorded during
the experiment.
same tripods. The power supply was also replaced by a wooden replica including
wooden elements indicating a display and plugs. Both the probe and the power
supply replica had color-coded drilled holes to allow to plug in regular laboratorystyle banana plug cables. The smartphone application was extended by the ability
to augment the power supply and visualize a virtual power button and display to
present the current values for electric potential and electric current. In contrast
to the real setup, in this condition participants were not required to set up and
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calibrate the camera. Instead, previously recorded data was streamed from the
server and visualized respectively to the status of the power supply.

Condition 3: Virtual Setup
In the virtual setup condition, no physical components except of the smartphone
and stopwatch were involved. The experimental probe, thermal camera, power
supply, and wires were replaced by their virtual counterparts and rendered within
the AR display. Again, the power supply had a virtual power switch to turn
on the supply and start the experiment. Thermal data was provided from the
previously recorded data set and was overlaid in exactly the same way as in the
other conditions.

5.3.2

Apparatus

Our server application ran on a RasperyPi 3. This application provides a user
interface and live stream for the thermal camera for calibration for the real
condition as well as data streaming of recorded or real-time thermal data. In
the real condition, we utilized an Optris PiConnect 160 infrared camera with an
optical resolution of 160 x 120 pixels at 120 Hz and a spectral range of 7.5 to
13 µm. We used the Google Pixel XL with 64 GB as AR display showing our
previously outlined overlays.

5.3.3

Task

In this study the participants had to conduct a simple thermal flux experiment
that is widely used in laboratory classes. They were asked to set up the thermal
flux experiment according to the printed manual. Depending on the APPARATUS
this task involved different steps. For the real or replica condition, the metallic
rod sample, camera, and power supply or the wooden replicas needed to be
placed in the experiment area; and the power supply (real or wooden) needed
to be connected to the heating and cooling element. For the real setup, the
thermal camera needed to be aligned and calibrated. Since the replica and virtual
condition do not rely on live data, the camera was not involved in this setups. For
the virtual setup, only the smartphone was used and no other components had
to be set up. After successfully setting up the experiment, participants had to
switch the power supply and start the stopwatch. During the heating process, the
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participants’ task was to record the minimal and maximal temperature at intervals
of 2 minutes for 10 minutes.

5.3.4

Procedure

After welcoming the participants, we asked them to sign the consent form and take
a seat next to the dedicated experimental setup area. We gave a brief introduction
into the thermal flux experiment and explained the study. We assigned each
participant randomly to one of the conditions and showed them to the appropriate
table next to the setup area that contained all the components. The different
components for each condition are shown in Figure 5.3. We explained how
to start and use the AR application and handed the participants the assembly
instruction and task description. They set up and conducted their experiment,
observing the thermal flux and recording the temperature values. Throughout the
study, we gave advice on request and manually logged time and errors made. After
finishing the experiment and answering the knowledge questions, the participants
filled out the RTLX [95] and System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [31].
In the last step, we collected demographic data and the participants filled in the
compensation form. Including debriefing, the participants completed the study in
25 to 40 minutes.

5.3.5

Participants

We recruited 30 participants (8 female, 22 male) aged from 18 to 55 years
(M = 28, 45y, SD = 7, 77) via our university mailing list and social media. All
were undergraduate students with mostly technical background. However, non of
the participants had additional physics knowledge extending secondary school
knowledge. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and 23 of
them had previously experienced AR. Participants received a small gratuity and
either course credits for the computer science lecture or 5 EUR as compensation
for their participation.

5.3.6

Measures

In this user study, we measured the setup time, perceived task load, system usability, and the quality of acquired thermal values. We measured the setup time
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Figure 5.5: Mean values for set up time in seconds (left), complexity as sum
of errors and given assistance (center) and quality of measures (right) for
each condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean (SE). Asterisk
indicate statistically significant differences between conditions.

starting with handing over the printed manual to the participant until switching physically or virtually the power supply to heat up the probe. We assessed
SUS [31] and RTLX [95] through questionnaires presented in a browser. We
evaluated the understanding of the experiment itself through free text questions
which we ranked by quality. Questions were adapted from the Heat and Temperature Conceptual Evaluation (HTCE) [247] questionnaire and included the
identification of the temperature distribution curve out of six possible graphs and
a non-fit option as well as questions targeted on temporal and spatial properties
of the probe. We also manually recorded the necessary help or errors during the
setup or execution of the experiment.

5.4

Results

To analyze our data, we conducted multiple one-way independent-measure
ANOVA with the between-subjects variable A PPARATUS. The homogeneity
of variances was tested using Levene’s test. All significance levels are at a = .05.
The results are visualized in Figure 5.5.

5.4.1

Task Load Index (RAW NASA-TLX)

To assess the users’ perceived task load while conducting the thermal flux experiment, we used the TLX score of the NASA-TLX questionnaire. All recorded
NASA-TLX scores are very similar with real (M = 29.80, SD = 14.28), replica
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(M = 29.80, SD = 12.73) and virtual condition (M = 30.20, SD = 15.53). Hence,
a one-way independent-measures ANOVA could not reveal a significant effect of
A PPARATUS on one of the three conditions (p > 0.05).

5.4.2

System Usability Scale

Considering the SUS, representing the subjective usability of the system, the
real setup condition led to a higher subjective usability (M = 89.25, SD = 6.877)
compared to the replica (M = 86.75, SD = 6.877) and virtual (M = 84.00, SD =
8.991) condition. A one-way independent-measures ANOVA could not reveal a
significant difference between the three conditions (p > 0.05).

5.4.3

Setup time

Setting up and calibrating all components of a physical experiment consumes time.
After handing out the experiment instructions to the participant, we recorded the
time (in sec.) it took them to prepare and initiate the thermal flux experiment (see
Figure 5.5 left). The virtual setup condition led to the lowest setup time (M =
71.40 sec, SD = 24.99) followed by the replica (M = 152.10 sec, SD = 61.25) and
real (M = 335.20 sec, SD = 89.10) A one-way independent-measures ANOVA
revealed a significant difference between the conditions F(2, 27) = 44.51, p <
.001, h 2 = .767.
Post hoc analysis was performed using Bonferroni corrected pairwise t-tests to
determine statistically significant differences between all conditions. Post hoc
comparisons of the average set up time until experiment start revealed significant
differences between all three conditions. (all with p < .05). Further, Cohen’s
effect size value (all d > 1.7) suggested a large practical significance.

5.4.4

Quality of aquired Thermal Values

To determine the quality of the acquired thermal values we calculated the absolute
difference in Celsius from of measurement to the average as quality of measure
(qom) as follows:
qom = Mmin(t) (i)

N

Ân=0

Mmin(t) (n)
N

(5.1)
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Here, M is the minimum or maximum measure at time t (interval of 2 minues)
for participant i. n is the the amount of samples per condition (n = 10). Given the
formula, a smaller qom indicates less variation and fluctuation in the measurement.
To determine if there was significant difference between the absolute difference
of the three conditions, we performed a one-way independent measure ANOVA
(see Figure 5.5 right). Results show a significant main effect of A PPARATUS on
the quality of measurement (F(2, 291) = 55.29, p < .001, h 2 = .275)
Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between the real (M = .767, SD = .570) and the replica (M = .357, SD = .447),
(p < .001) condition, real and virtual (M = .144, SD = .143), (p < .001) as well
as replica and virtual (p = .003).

5.4.5

Knowledge Transfer & Complexity

Questions were ranked by the laboratory assistant from wrong (1), neutral (2)
to correct (3) allowing a total score of nine points. Replica led to the best results (M = 5.6, SD = 1.71) followed by virtual (M = 5.5, SD = 2.21) and real
(M = 4.6, SD = 2.63). A one-way independent-measures ANOVA revealed no
significant difference between the conditions (all p > .05). We summed up all
errors and required assistance during the implementation of the experiment as
a measurement of complexity (see Figure 5.5 center). In the replica condition,
participants required least assistance (M = 1.4, SD = 1.17) followed by virtual
(M = 1.8, SD = 1.03) and real (M = 2.7, SD = 1.63). Though statistical analysis
of the results revealed no significant difference between the conditions, participants in particular struggled during calibration and setting up the thermal camera
and required assistance on the AR application start.

5.5

Discussion

The proposed system enables students to perceive physical phenomena in a novel
and more relatable way. Our results show that the setup time using the abstracted
more virtual versions of the experiment was significantly reduced compared to
the original lab experiment. Spending less time on setup and calibration allows
investing more time in complex tasks like knowledge transfer or understanding the
experiments and underlying concepts. It remains an open question if and to what
extent experiment preparation contributes to the knowledge fostering process.
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However, several works evaluating augmented learning environments show that
students perform significantly better when relying on AR and simulations [22, 64,
81].
As we found no effect between the conditions for Task Load Index (TLX) and
SUS, we cannot confirm that reducing functionality by substituting real objects
with their virtual equivalent reduces workload or increases usability on a large
scale although the data indicate lower complexity for the abstracted experimental
setups. Therefore, we expect higher possibilities to run lab experiments at home
without external guidance correctly.
Our results imply a significantly higher quality of measures for the more virtual
experiments. We are confident that higher errors are a combination of camera
orientation, calibration, distraction and error in measurement. For an adequate
offline analysis of the experiment, exact measurements are crucial to derive correct
conclusions. Hence, data acquisition based on simulated data could reduce the
frustration of students caused by noisy data recordings.
Setting the invested time, quality of measurement, knowledge transfer, and complexity in contrast, our results suggest that it is possible to run augmented experiments of abstract concepts with reduced complexity. We recommend lower
complexity, in particular, if no technical assistant is available to assist students.
For future systems that support the implementation of an augmented experiment
to foster learning, our findings recommend running the real experiment once
and repeatedly running slightly adapted versions with nonfunctional augmented
replicas. We assume students will further benefit from the opportunity to retake
an experiment based on simulated or recorded data.

5.5.1

Limitations

Participants were mostly students with a technical background; however, we did
not invite students from the field of Physics to the user-study. Consequently, the
findings may not fully apply to all teaching scenarios. Nevertheless, considering
more heterogeneous groups as usually such as those we used our findings are
very applicable.
Measuring knowledge transfer is challenging, and we only scratched the surface to
investigate overall knowledge gain. In particular, we did not investigate the longterm effects of substitution and augmentation. We believe that a long-term study
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will provide more insights into the effects that augmentation and substitution can
produce on learning.
We argue that substituting experiments with carefully considered mixed reality
environments can outperform real-world experiments. Students can particularly
benefit from simulations, enhanced perception of reality, and a more extensive
variety of experiments since virtual adaptations of the experiments in size, shape,
material, or the like will be feasible.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we further investigated the effect of enhanced perception of reality
through MREs in the context of education. We based our research-probe on an
existing physics lab course experiment since many physical concepts are based
on abstract non-visible quantities. Our probe enabled students to observe the
thermal flux in situ. Moreover, we studied the effect of substituting the real
pieces with non-functional replicas and virtual representations. The results of
the conducted user study indicate improved setup times and increased quality of
measurements. Nevertheless, we could not show improved fostering of knowledge
or comprehension using any of the simplified lab experiments.
Based on our findings, we argue for combining real experiments enriched by
variations using MR enhanced experiments. Additionally, the use of entirely virtual experiments could strengthen existing knowledge by intrinsically motivated
repetitions.

Chapter

6

Enhancing Virtuality
Present HMDs deliver rich and high immersion due to the latest technology
advances. They deliberately limit the connection to the real world to create a high
level of immersion and strong sensation of presence. Unfortunately, visual immersion not only substitutes real world distractions but also limits the connection
to the real world and considerably decreases the possibility of interacting within
the real environment. To overcome this limitation, we investigate the feasibility
and effect of enhancing VR environments by blending physical objects into the
virtual space.
We introduce typewriting in VR as an application scenario for our investigation.
To enable users to input text or work as efficiently in a virtual environment as
in a real office, they require high performance input devices. This is especially
true for users who are not fluent touch typists, where text input quickly becomes
tiresome if they cannot see their hands or the keyboard [173]. VR systems with
efficient keyboard based text input can offer great potential to create pleasant
working or study environments. Commuters in trains and cars [174], or employees
working from home could wear an HMD to sit virtually in their familiar working
environment or attend business meetings far away. External visual and auditory
distractions can be blocked entirely, which would aid productive and focused
work. Furthermore, VR allows the creation of entirely new environments with
vast three-dimensional display space in any direction. VR user interfaces are no
longer bound to rectangular two-dimensional displays limited by the size of our
desks.
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To that end, different solutions have been proposed for text input while immersed
in VR. They embrace point and click solutions with tracked controllers, handwriting with a pen on a tablet, and speech. Others overlay the virtual environment
with a cropped video stream of the real world. However, none of these solutions
can facilitate high-performance text input known from real world typing. Of
course, the user can take off the HMD every time a text input needs to be made,
but this quickly becomes inconvenient and destroys the immersion.
In this chapter, we pave the way for efficient work due to new techniques for
generic text input in VR. We first review related solutions enabling text input in
VR and the effects of different avatar representations on presence. We then present
our developed research probe that enables efficient typing in VR. Our prototype
visually represents the user’s hands and the physical keyboard of a desktop
workspace in VR. The keyboard and fingers are tracked and visualized in real time
to support the user visually to interact with the peripheral. In the accompanied
user-study, we evaluate typing speed and accuracy in contrast to real life typing.
Based on these results, we further developed a portable implementation for text
input in VR to research the unique challenges and opportunities when blending
real and virtual in a portable configuration.
This chapter is based on the following publications:

1

•

P. Knierim, V. Schwind, A. M. Feit, F. Nieuwenhuizen, and N. Henze.
Physical Keyboards in Virtual Reality: Analysis of Typing Performance
and Effects of Avatar Hands. In Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, pages 1–9, New York,
NY, USA, 2018. Association for Computing Machinery1

•

P. Knierim, T. Kosch, J. Groschopp, and A. Schmidt. Opportunities
and Challenges of Text Input in Portable Virtual Reality. In Extended
Abstracts of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, pages 1–8, New York, NY, USA, 2020. Association for
Computing Machinery

Parts of this paper are also included in the PhD thesis of Valentin Schwind.

6.1

Related Work

The first Virtual Reality HMD system was created in 1968 by computer scientist
Ivan Sutherland [241]. With new technology advances companies like HTC,
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Oculus and Sony recently catapulted virtual reality into the living rooms. However,
the potential which lies within education and business and beyond gaming is
largely under-explored. We review text input solutions tailored for VR and works
exploring the effect of avatar hands on VR environments.

6.1.1

Text Input

Current game-controllers or gesture interfaces are suitable for micro inputs and
games. Unfortunately, they fail to support high bandwidth generic input. Researchers, developers, and stakeholders have proposed a wide variety of different
text input solutions for VR. A comparison of early works using pen, keyboard
and gesture-based techniques showed that the achieved text input rates of less
than 14 Words per Minute (WPM) stay far behind real world typing speeds on a
physical keyboard [30]. Gonzales et al. [78] confirmed these results analyzing a
different set of input devices developed for text input in VR.
All commercially available controllers enclosed with the HMD of HTC, Oculus
and Sony support text input on a virtual keyboard. Users point a virtual ray
with the controller onto a character and confirm the selection with a button
press. Alternatively, a built-in touch pad can be used to move the pointer around.
Similarly, R. Kim and J. Kim [128] use the touch screen with hovering capabilities
of a smartphone for selecting characters on a virtual keyboard. With their input
technique they achieve up to 9.2 WPM.
The Microsoft HoloLens supports text input in augmented reality applications
through a holographic keyboard and a pointer which is controlled using head
rotation. Yu et al. [268] also studied head-based text entry for VR and combined
the concept with gesture-word recognition whereby experienced users perform
up to 25 WPM. The VR system FaceTouch [87] leverages a touch-sensitive front
cover of the HMD and the sense of proprioception to enable text input with up to
ten WPM on a virtual keyboard.
None of these approaches can keep up high input speed and usability known from
typing on a physical keyboard. Recently, researchers focused on augmenting
VR by incorporating a video stream of reality into the virtual environment to
compensate typing performance decrease [173]. Lin et al. [152] extend this
approach by utilizing a depth camera to display a point cloud of a user’s hands
beside a rendered virtual representation of the physical keyboard. To compensate
for the increased error rate introduced while typing in VR, Walker et al. propose to
use decoders known from text entry on touchscreens to correct errors [251, 252].
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Overall, it remains an open challenge how to build a VR system that supports
accurate and fast text input that can compete with typing on a regular desktop
setup.

6.1.2

Avatar Hands

The effectiveness of virtual environments has been linked to the subjective experience of being and acting at one place while physically situated at another [261].
New sensors can easily determine the hands pose and position to render them in
VR accordingly. Displaying them increases the immersion and presence and further enables natural user interaction within the virtual environment [16]. Schwind
et al. [222] investigated the effect of different hand renderings on presence. Results highlight the importance of users’ diversity when designing virtual reality
experiences.
We take the current body of related work and investigate how hand representation
regarding model, texture, and transparency affect typing performance, workload
and felt presence. We restrict the physical environment to a seated setup while
the user feeds text into the system via a physical keyboard.

6.2

Realizing Typing in Virtual Reality

For any physical keyboard based text input users execute, they need to localize
and reach out to the keyboard in a first step. Localizing could either happen
visually or haptically using the surface features of the keyboard. VR HMDs
prevent the user from visually localizing any physical peripherals. A system
realizing effortless typing in virtual realities should support the user with an easy
to understand representation of the keyboard’s location in relation to their fingers.
According to Feit et al. [61], non-touch typists’ gaze switches up to 1.2 times
between the display and the keyboard within a sentence. They spend up to 41%
of their attention looking at the keyboard. Hence, an accurate representation of
the keyboard and hands seems necessary particularly for this group of typists.

6.3 Implementation
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Figure 6.1: Side by side illustration of the real environment (left) and the
virtual reality replica (right).

6.3

Implementation

To investigate the different aspects of typing in a virtual environment, we implemented our VR apparatus using an Oculus Rift CV 1. The Oculus camera tracks
the headsets position. We incorporated a motion tracking system comprising eight
OptiTrack 13W cameras and the Motive 1.10 motion capture software for very
accurate finger and keyboard tracking. Twenty-three 4 mm retroreflective markers
are affixed to anatomical landmarks of each hand ensure precise tracking of each
joint and bone of the hand. During the application startup, markers are seamlessly
analyzed and automatically mapped to the virtual skeleton. In case of losing track
of a marker during typing due to occlusion, our software automatically reassigns
it, when it reappears, to untracked joints following a nearest neighbor approach.
The layout of the markers is depicted in Figure 6.2.
A second generation Apple wireless keyboard is used for text input. Four retroreflective markers are attached to the top of the keyboard to enable repositioning of
the keyboard during runtime to allow comfortable typing. The precise and inter-
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active virtual replica of the keyboard is rendered according to physical position
and keypresses in the virtual environment.
Our apparatus uses the OptiTrack NetNat SDK for streaming position data of
bones, joints, and keyboard in real time. Our application and the virtual environment are implemented using the Unity game engine 5.4.0.

Figure 6.2: Hand with 23 retroreflective markers (left) and the hardware
setup for finger and keyboard tracking (right).

6.4

Method

Our apparatus enables users to see the virtual representation of a physical keyboard and their own hands. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect of
virtual hand representation and hand transparency on typing performance of
experienced and inexperienced typists in VR. Further, we investigate the overall
typing experience by measuring the task load and sense of presence. We used
a mixed nested factorial design with the nested within-subject variable H AND
and T RANSPARENCY and the between-subject variable T YPING E XPERIENCE.
For H AND we had three different levels. All hands were presented with 0% and
50% T RANSPARENCY. In addition, we use 100% T RANSPARENCY resulting
in no hand visualization and the real world scenario. An overview of all eight
conditions is shown in Figure 6.3. Typing performance was measured while
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Figure 6.3: Pictures of the eight hand visualizations used in the study. Realistic, abstract, fingertips with no transparency and real hands (1st row) as
well as 50% transparency and no hands (2nd row).
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participants typed outside of VR on the real world apparatus, or inside of VR
seeing different hands with varying transparency levels.

6.4.1

Participants

In a first step, we asked 80 (5 female) participants to conduct a simple online
typing test.11 Based on their results (M = 53.3 WPM, SD = 18.8), we invited
a random sample of 16 participants with more and 16 participants with less
than 53.3 WPM to shape groups of inexperienced and experienced typists. The
32 participants (three female) were aged from 18 to 27 (M = 21.9, SD = 2.3).
Thirteen participants had previous experience with VR. Fourteen of them were
wearing corrective lenses during the study. Participants received a small gratuity
and either 10 EUR or course credits as compensation for their participation.

6.4.2

Apparatus

The apparatus for this study comprised two individual setups. One facilitated the
real world typing task, the other allowed users to type on a physical keyboard
while immersed in VR.

Real World Apparatus
The real world setup served as a baseline and consisted of a sixth generation
27 inch Apple iMac with Intel Core i5 and a second generation Apple wireless
keyboard. The computer was running a full-screen typing application showing
one stimulus after another at the display. It was developed in Unity game engine
5.4.0.

Virtual Reality Apparatus
For the virtual reality setup, we used our developed VR apparatus. We designed
an alike looking virtual environment representation of our laboratory including
the real world study apparatus comprising the iMac. The real world apparatus
next to the virtual replica is shown in Figure 6.1.
11

https://10fastfingers.com
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Our experiment was running on a Windows PC with an Intel i7-6700, 16GB
RAM, and a Nvidia GTX980. The target frame rate was set to 90 Frames per
Second (FPS) to match the refresh rate of the Oculus Rift CV 1. Of course, there
is a latency between a user’s finger movement and photons hitting the user’s
retina. We used the provided performance toolboxes to monitor the latency. The
summed up calculated latency caused by motion tracking, rendering pipeline, and
HMD never exceeded 30 ms during the study.

6.4.3

Task

In this study participants had to accomplish a simple text input task on a physical
keyboard. Participants were asked to place their hands left and right next to
the keyboard to mimic aperiodic typing. Being in this resting pose, a 3-second
countdown, displayed on the (virtual) iMac, started. After it elapsed, a random
phrase from the MacKenzie and Soukoreff [164] phrase set was displayed. Participants were asked to enter the phrase as accurately and fast as possible. Phrases
were presented at the top of the (virtual) display while participants’ input was
shown underneath. Participants were allowed to correct errors but also to confirm
inaccurate or incomplete phrases. Pressing the enter key confirmed the input and
the next phrase was displayed. For each condition, participants performed three
sets of ten phrases. In between each set participants had to place their hands in
the resting position again and wait for the countdown to elapse. The task was the
same for all conditions inside and outside of the VR.

6.4.4

Procedure

After welcoming the participants, we asked them to sign the consent form and
take a seat next to the apparatus. While attaching the 23 self-adhesive markers to
each hand, we explained all devices and the course of the study to the participants.
Afterward, the participant placed his hands within the tracking volume, and we
defined the four markers at the dorsum of the hand as rigid bodies. In the last
preparation step, we adjusted the HMD to the participant’s head and calibrated it
to the participant’s inter pupil distance for best visual results. Then participants
started with the typing task. After each task (three sets of 10 phrases), they had to
fill out the NASA-TLX [95] and presence questionnaire (PQ) [261]. Subsequently,
they repeated the procedure using the next hand representation. The first set of
ten phrases at the start of each condition was a practice set to familiarize the
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participant with the different appearances. We did not include this set in our
analysis. For the baseline outside of V IRTUAL R EALITY, participants had to
take off the HMD and move to the real setup to continue with the text input task.
H ANDS and V IRTUAL R EALITY were presented in a counterbalanced order using
a full latin square to prevent sequence effects. Throughout the study, we logged
every keystroke including the timestamp for offline analyses. After all eight
iterations, we asked for comments about their experience, typing performance,
and which hand representation they finally preferred. Including debriefing and
detaching the self-adhesive markers, participants completed the study in 70 to
110 minutes.

6.5

Results

We conducted multiple four-way repeated measure analyses of variance (RMANOVA) with the within-subjects variables V IRTUAL R EALITY, H AND, T RANS PARENCY , and the between-subjects variable T YPING E XPERIENCE . As previously mentioned, the within-subjects factor H AND is a nested factor of the
V IRTUAL R EALITY condition. T RANSPARENCY is nested into H ANDS, which
means that conditions of a nested factor cannot be compared with levels of factors
above (e.g., there is no transparency in the Real World condition). All significance
levels are at a = .05.

6.5.1

Objective Measures

One participant was removed from the analysis of the objective measures due
to missing correct inputs (error rate: 100%) in multiple conditions. Hence, we
invited one more participant from the same group of typists to compensate for the
deficit. In total participants wrote 7680 phrases and we analyzed 5120 phrases
since the first ten phrases of each condition were assigned for training. The results
of the objective measures are shown in Figure 6.4. The mean values of all metrics
are listed in the Appendix.

Words per Minute (WPM)
The average typing performance is calculated in WPM where one word is defined
to be five characters long [231]. Based on the logged keystrokes, we divided the
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Table 6.1: Means and Standard Deviations (SD) of the typing performance indices of inexperienced and experienced
typists: words per minute (WPM), error rate, corrected characters per phrase, and the time for the 1st correct keypress.
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Figure 6.4: Mean values of words per minute for each condition. Error bars
show standard error of the mean (SE). Exact values are also listed in the
Appendix.

length of the final input by the time the participant took to enter the phrase. We
measured the time from the first to the confirm keypress to calculate the WPM.
We found a significant effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY, F(1, 30) = 22.97, p <
.001, and an interaction effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE,
F(1, 30) = 22.97, p < .001. Furthermore, we found a significant effect of H AND,
F(3, 90) = 8.336, p < .001, but no interaction effect of H AND ⇥ T YPING E X PERIENCE , F(3, 90) = .439, p < .726. And we found no significant effects of
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T RANSPARENCY, F(3, 90) = 1.596, p = .196, and no interaction of T RANS PARENCY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE , F(3, 90) = 1.022, p = .387.
Post-hoc analysis was performed using Bonferroni corrected pairwise t-tests
to determine statistically significant differences between the conditions. Due
to the significant effects of T YPING E XPERIENCE, we compared the measures
between experienced and inexperienced users separately. Due to no statistically
significant effects of T RANSPARENCY, the data were aggregated across the
transparency levels. For inexperienced users and the H AND factor we found
significant differences between No Hands and the Real World condition (p <
.001), No Hands and Abstract Hands (p = .024), between Finger Tips and Real
World (p = .006), between Abstract Hands and the Real World condition (p <
.001), and between Real World and the Realistic Hands (p = .041). No significant
differences were found by comparing the other hand pairs (all with p > .05).
Furthermore, we found no significant differences between the hand conditions
only considering experienced typing users in VR (all with p = 1).
We summarize that the rendering of hands in VR has a significant effect on the
typing performance measured using the WPM for inexperienced users in VR.
The actual appearance of hands had no significant effect on the WPM measure of
experienced users in typing.

Error Rate
One measure as an indicator of the users’ typing performance alongside the WPM
is the number of errors in the transcribed string. The Error Rate is given by
the minimum string distance (MSD) between the transcribed string (T ) and the
MSD(P,T )
presented phrase (P). The Error Rate in percent is: ErrorRate = max(|P|,|T
| ⇥ 100.
It captures the minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions we have
to perform to change one phrase into another [231].
We found a significant effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY, F(1, 30) = 6.463, p =
.016, but no interaction effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE,
F(1, 30) = 3.086, p = .089 on the correction measure. There was no significant effect of H AND, F(3, 90) = 2.389, p < .073 and no significant interaction
of H AND ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE, F(3, 90) = 1.034, p = .381. Both T RANS PARENCY , F(3, 90) = .158, p = .924, as well as the interaction of T RANS PARENCY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE , F(3, 90) = .337, p = .799, were not significant. Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the corrections showed no differences
between the conditions of experienced and inexperienced users (all with p > .05)
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Corrections
Neither WPM nor Error Rate captures the number of corrections and edits made
during text input. The Corrected Error Rate [231] represents the effort put into
correcting errors. We calculated the Corrected Error Rate by offline analysis of
the keystroke log file. Therefore, we analyzed the log file and sought characters
appearing in the keystroke log file, but not in the final transcribed text.
We found a significant effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY, F(1, 30) = 14.4, p <
.001, and an interaction effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE,
F(1, 30) = 18.4, p < .001 on the corrected error rate. There was a significant effect of H AND, F(3, 90) = 9.933, p < .001, however, not interaction
of H AND ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE, F(3, 90) = 2.03, p = .115. Both T RANS PARENCY , F(3, 90) = 1.006, p = .393, as well as the interaction of T RANS PARENCY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE, F(3, 90) = 2.527, p = .062, were not significant.
Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the ratio between corrected and overall inputs
considering inexperienced users in typing showed significant differences between
all hands and the No Hands condition (all with p < .05). Further pairwise
comparisons considering other pairs and pairwise comparisons of experienced
typists were not significant (all with p > .05).

Response Time Until the 1st Correct Keypress
For several applications, the time to react on a specific event using keyboard input
is a critical measure of typing performance. After the expiration of the countdown,
we recorded the time (in s) a user needed for the first correct keyboard input.
V IRTUAL R EALITY had a significant effect on the reaction time, F(1, 30) =
22.85, p < .001, however, there was no interaction of V IRTUAL R EAL ITY ⇥ T YPING E XPERIENCE , F(1, 30) = .19, p = .666. We found a significant
effect of H AND, F(3, 90) = 17.947, p < .001, however, not on H AND ⇥ T YPING
E XPERIENCE, F(3, 90) = .374, p = .772. There were no effects of T RANS PARENCY , F(3, 87) = 1.324, p = .271, or T RANSPARENCY ⇥ T YPING E XPERI ENCE , F(3, 90) = .872, p = .459).
Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the average response times until the first correct
keyboard input revealed significant differences between all hands and the No
Hands condition for inexperienced as well as experienced users in typing (all
with p < .001). Other pairwise comparisons of the reaction time measure were
not significant (all with p > .05). Thus, particularly to have No Hands in VR
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affected the initial response time for the first keyboard event negatively for both
inexperienced and experienced users in typing.

Figure 6.5: Subjective assessments of task load. Error bars show standard
error of the mean (SE).

6.5.2

Subjective Measures

Further analyses were conducted to assess how the participants subjectively
perceived the virtual hands. We asked for perceived work load and presence. All
measures are shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Subjective assessments of the sense of presence. Error bars show
standard error of the mean (SE).

Task Load Index (NASA-TLX)
To assess the users’ perceived task load of each hand we used the TLX score of
the NASA-TLX questionnaire. We found significant main effects of V IRTUAL
R EALITY, F(1, 30) = 17.514, p < .001, and H AND, F(3, 90) = 13.735, p < .001,
but no effect of T RANSPARENCY, F(3, 90) = 0.676, p = .569. There were no
interaction effects and none of the TLX measures was significantly affected by
T YPING E XPERIENCE (all with p > .05).
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Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of typing accuracy between the conditions
considering the aggregated TLX measures across T RANSPARENCY and T YP ING E XPERIENCE show statistically significant differences between No Hands
(M = 9.906, SD = 3.583) and Finger Tips Hands (M = 7.698, SD = 3.463, with
p = .025), between No Hands and Abstract Hands (M = 7.021, SD = 3.348, with
p < .001), between No Hands and Real Hands (M = 5.542, SD = 3.500, with
p < .001), between No Hands and Realistic Hands (M = 6.625, SD = 2.954, with
p < .001), and between Finger Tips Hands and Real Hands (p = .030).
We summarize that having No Hands caused a significantly higher workload than
the other conditions for both experienced as well as inexperienced users in typing.
The lowest TLX score within the conditions of V IRTUAL R EALITY was achieved
by using Realistic Hands.

Presence
The Presence Questionnaire (PQ) was primarily designed to compare experiences
in VR [261]. For the sake of completeness and to avoid potential biases, we asked
for presence in the Real World condition as well. The overall score was averaged.
Subscales are not considered in the following analysis. We found a significant
effect of V IRTUAL R EALITY, F(1, 30) = 99.62, p < .001, and H AND, F(3, 90) =
13.269, p < .001, but no effect of T RANSPARENCY, F(3, 90) = .549, p = .650.
There were no interaction effects and none of the PQ measures was significantly
affected by T YPING E XPERIENCE (all with p > .05).
Pairwise post-hoc comparisons of the measures between the conditions considering the aggregated PQ scores across T RANSPARENCY and T YPING E XPERIENCE
show statistically significant differences between No Hands (M = 4.438, SD =
.890) and Abstract Hands (M = 5.151, SD = .744, with p = .002), between No
Hands and Real Hands (M = 6.155, SD = .806, with p = .001), between No
Hands and Finger Tips Hands (M = 4.929, SD = .806, with p < .010), between
No Hands and Realistic Hands (M = 5.253, SD = .753, with p < .001), between
Finger Tips Hands (M = 9.906, SD = 3.583) and Real Hands (M = 7.698, SD =
3.463, with p < .001), between Abstract and Real Hands (with p < .001), and
between Real World and Realistic Hands (p < .001). Other pairwise comparisons
(Finger Tips and Abstract Hands, Finger Tips and Realistic Hands, Abstract and
Realistic Hands) were not significant (all with p = 1.000).
We summarize that the perceived presence was significantly affected by V IRTUAL
R EALITY and H ANDS. The highest presence score was achieved using Realistic
Hands while No Hands and Finger Tips Hands received the lowest presence
scores.
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Discussion

Our results show that the typing performance of mainly inexperienced users using
a physical keyboard in VR was significantly decreased compared to real world text
input. This is confirmed by several works evaluating typing in VR [152, 173, 252].
Experienced typists’ text input performances were not significantly affected by
missing hands or the different hand visualizations. However, rendering virtual
avatar hands significantly increases the typing performance, response time, and
typing accuracy of inexperienced users. Renderings of each virtual hand pair
brought their typing performance back to a level that did not significantly differ
from measurements in the real world.
Our results neither confirm an effect of appearance nor of transparency. Related to
the degree of realism or human likeness of a virtual avatar, previous work suggests
an effect of the Uncanny Valley. As we found no effects between abstract and
very realistic hands, we cannot confirm an effect of the Uncanny Valley on the
typing performance in VR.
Since the mental workload increases while typing in the virtual world, we assume
that users are rather focused on the typing task than on the appearance of their
hands. This finding is supported by two studies by Schwind et al. [220, 222]
which reported that participants were highly focused while performing a typing
task using virtual hands and non-physical keyboards in VR. In the present study,
we confirm these observations even using a physical keyboard in VR.
Our results show that the workload is statistically higher for all typists when
no hands are visible. However, experienced typists’ workload is not affected
by typing in VR as long as hands are rendered. This leads to the assumption
that hand rendering has less impact on typing performance since experienced
typists do not rely as much on the visual cues. Further, Realistic Hands caused
the lowest workload for all, while maintaining the highest presence scores for
typing in VR. Abstract or the absence of hands causes lower presences and a
higher workload. We assume that the possible negative effect of latency, tracking
errors as well as limited headset resolution and field of view contribute to the
increased workload for inexperienced typists since they rely on seeing the own
hands while typing [61]. Video see-through solutions [173] could minimize some
of this factors like tracking errors or latency, though at the expense of full control
over the hand and keyboard rendering as well as higher levels of immersion.
Setting typing performance, workload, and measured presence into contrast, our
results suggest a correlation in particular for inexperienced typists, who seem to
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struggle more with abstract hand representations. We assume they need more
visual guidance and abstract hands look less familiar to them. For future systems
that enable typing in VR, our findings imply rendering realistic looking hands for
best typing performance as well as high presence.

6.6.1

Lessons Learned

To achieve precise tracking and visual accuracy, our research probe relays on
a high-quality motion capturing system. Hence, our setup is not mobile and
self-adhesive retroreflective markers need to be attached to each hand. Large
occlusion of markers or palm up-facing hand poses cause the tracking to fail.
We evaluated the Leap Motion12 , a small sensor specific for hand tracking, to
build a mobile version of our apparatus. Positional tracking is almost accurate
enough, however, cannot match the precision of a professional motion capturing
system. In the next section, we present our approach to overcome this limitation
with current of-the-shelf hardware and present the development of a truly mobile
setup.

6.7

Beyond Stationary Setups

As already outline, the fundamental requirement for realizing effortless typing on
a physical keyboard in mixed reality is to enable the user to localize and reach
out for the keyboard and understand the keyboard’s location in relation to their
fingers.
To investigate the effect of enhanced virtuality in a low-fidelity portable mixed
reality environment, we implemented an additional research-probe using a Google
Pixel 2 XL as the main component. We incorporated the smartphone with the
Google Daydream VR viewer to create an HMD. To enable 6 DOF tracking,
and to capture the environment, the smartphone’s inertial measurement unit and
camera are used. Since the heat sink of the VR viewer blocks the camera, we
drilled a notch into it.
A wireless physical keyboard is used for text input. A printed visual marker is
attached above the keyboard to enable visual tracking of the keyboard. Following
the approach of Feiner et al. [59], we use the smartphone’s camera during runtime
12

https://www.leapmotion.com/
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Figure 6.7: Left: Our vision of a user copy editing text in a relaxing virtual
world provided by a portable HMD setup. Right: Our mixed reality apparatus
for text input comprises a Google Daydream HMD [a], a Google Pixel 2 XL
[b], and a wireless keyboard [d].
to create a cropped video texture of the keyboard, which is dynamically anchored
to the physical position of the keyboard within the virtual environment. Similar to
the previously presented stationary research-probe, this one allows for enhancing
virtuality by blending the video texture of reality. In contrast, this setup does not
require any instrumentation of the environment or user, yet it is fully portable. All
components of our apparatus are shown in Figure 6.7. The virtual environment,
including the cropped and arranged video, is demonstrated in Figure 6.8.

6.7.1

Method

Our mobile apparatus enables users to visually perceive the physical keyboard and
their own hands while being immersed in a virtual environment. The objective
of the following study is to evaluate the text input and editing performance
using a mobile low-fidelity setup in contrast to today’s smartphone input. We
investigate the overall user experience by assessing system usability scale [31],
NASA-TLX [95], and AttrakDiff [96]. We used a 3⇥1 factorial design with the
within-subject variable S ETUP. We employed three different levels for S ETUP:
Mixed Reality, Smartphone + Keyboard, and Smartphone. Both conditions that
include the keyboard are shown in Figure 6.9. The typing performance was
measured while employing a physical keyboard using the MR apparatus, the
smartphone display, or direct typing using the smartphone soft keyboard.
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Figure 6.8: Left: The mixed reality environment with keyboard video texture
and large floating display. Right: Untethered user typing with our mixed
reality apparatus.

Subjects
In total, we recruited 24 participants via social media and our university’s mailinglist to participate in our user study. The participants (six female) were aged
from 19 to 38 (M = 27, SD = 4.66). Five participants were wearing corrective
lenses during the study. Participants received either 5 EUR or course credits as
compensation for their participation.

Apparatus
The apparatus for this study comprised thee individual setups sharing the same
three, but individual combination of components: smartphone, keyboard, and MR
HMD. The latter was only facilitated for the Mixed Reality condition.
The smartphone setup served as a baseline and consisted only
of a Google Pixel 2 XL running Android Pie. The smartphone was running our
application in portrait mode showing the stimulus and text edit field at the top of
the screen and below the google stock soft keyboard.
Smartphone

For the second setup, we facilitated an Apple
Magic Keyboard, which pairs wireless with the smartphone. This time the
smartphone is placed above the keyboard in landscape mode serving as a portable
display showing only the stimulus.
Smartphone + Keyboard

For the mixed reality setup, we used our developed MR apparatus comprising the modified Google Daydream View 2, smartphone, and
keyboard. We designed a virtual environment showing a room with a large screen
displaying the stimulus. The cropped video of the physical keyboard and hands is
displayed within the virtual environment at the corresponding physical location.
Mixed Reality
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All smartphone applications were developed with the Unity game engine 2018.3.
For head and keyboard tracking, we employed the Vuforia Engine 7.5.

Figure 6.9: Participants typing text during the user study. Left: Mixed Reality
condition; Right: Smartphone + Keyboard condition.

Task
In the user study, participants had to accomplish two simple tasks. First, a simple
text input task and second a copy editing task requiring to remove spelling error
and adding or removing words. Participants started in a resting position with their
hands placed next to the keyboard or smartphone. While being in this pose, a
3-second countdown elapsed on the smartphone or virtual display, indicating the
start of either the text input or copy editing task.
For the text input task, a random sentence from the MacKenzie and
Soukoreff [164] phrase set was displayed. Participants were asked to enter the
phrase as fast and accurately as possible. Participants could correct errors during
input but were also allowed to confirm inaccurate or incomplete phrases. With
the enter key, participants confirmed the input, and the next phrase was displayed.
For each condition, participants performed three sets of ten phrases. The task was
the same for all conditions.
Text Input

For the copy editing task, the participants had to review and
correct three different texts. Each text consisted of 12 modified sentences from
the MacKenzie and Soukoreff [164] phrase set. The required corrections were
indicated between the lines highlighted in green. Participants were asked to edit
as fast as possible all corrections. Except for the Mixed Reality condition, the edit
cursor could be placed by touching the screen or with the arrow keys of the keyboard. We compensate for potential complexity differences by counterbalancing
the prepared texts across all conditions.
Copy Editing
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Procedure
After welcoming the participants, we asked them to sign the consent form and
explained the apparatus as well as the course of the study. Afterward, we asked
participants to put on the HMD to adjust it to the head for the best visual results.
Before starting with the typing task, participants were asked to get familiar with
the virtual environment and get used to the tracking and visualization of the
keyboard. After finishing both tasks (input and copy edit), participants had to
fill out the RAW NASA-TLX [95], the AttrakDiff, and the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [31] questionnaire. This procedure was subsequently repeated for all
conditions. The first set of ten phrases at the start of each condition was a practice
set to familiarize the participant with the apparatus. We did not include this set
in our analysis. S ETUP was presented in a counterbalanced order using a full
Latin square to prevent sequence effects. After finishing the third iteration, we
conducted a short semi-structured interview and asked for comments about their
performance, user experience, and personal preference. Including the debriefing,
participants completed the study between 60 to 90 minutes.

6.7.2

Results

We conducted multiple one-way repeated measure analyses of variance (RMANOVA) in order to reveal statistically significant effects of the within-subjects
variables S ETUP. All significance levels are set to a = .05.

Words Per Minute (WPM)
For the text input task, participants entered a total of 2160 sentences. Since we
discarded the first ten sentences of each participant, only 1440 sentences were
used for analyses. We used the logged keystrokes to calculate the WPM by
dividing the length of the final input by the time required to input the presented
phrase [231]. The calculated WPM provides a measure for the average typing
performance. We found a significant effect of S ETUP on the typing speed, F(1.23,
28.28) = 31.22, p < .001. Furthermore, post hoc tests revealed a significant
difference between the conditions Smartphone + Keyboard and Smartphone (M
= 17.97, SE = 2.18, with p < .001), between Smartphone + Keyboard and Mixed
Reality (M = 10.14, SE = 1.37, with p<.001) and between Smartphone and Mixed
Reality (M = -7.82, SE = 2.99, with p = .046).
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Figure 6.10: Mean values of words per minute (text input task), and NASATLX score (both tasks) for each condition. Error bars show the standard error
of the mean (SE).

Error Rate
Besides the WPM, the typing and editing performance can also be expressed
through the Error Rate. We calculated the ratio of the length of the input and
the minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions that are needed
to transform the presented text into the transcribed on [164]. The results neither
show a significant effect of S ETUP on the Error Rate for the typing task, F(1.81,
41.68) = 1.109, p = .339 nor for the copy editing task F(1.93, 44.40) = .702, p =
.496. Besides, we calculated the Corrected Error Rate [231], which represents
the effort put into correcting errors. We found no significant effect of S ETUP
regarding the number of corrections, F(1.37, 31.41) = 0.301, p = .658.

Task Completion Time (TCT)
For the copy editing task, we measured the TCT as a performance indicator. We
measured from the very first keypress to the confirmation keypress for each text.
We found a significant main effect of S ETUP on the TCTs of the copy editing
task, F(2, 46) = 25.86, p < .001. A post-hoc tests revealed significant differences
between Smartphone + Keyboard and Mixed Reality (M = -102.41, E = 21.93,
with p < .001), between Smartphone and Mixed Reality (M = -140.60, SE = 20.92,
with p < .001), but no significant effect between Smartphone + Keyboard and
Smartphone (p = .120).
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Task Load Index
We assessed the raw score of the NASA-TLX [95], representing the perceived
subjective workload the participants had while inputting or copy editing text. We
found a significant main effect of S ETUP on the perceived workload, F(1.61,
36.93) = 13.83, p < .001. Post-hoc tests revealed a significant difference between
Smartphone + Keyboard and Smartphone (M = -2.22, SE = 0.52, with p < .001),
between Smartphone + Keyboard and Mixed Reality (M = -3.54, SE = 0.63, with
p < .001), but no significant effect between Smartphone and Mixed Reality (p =
.393).

System Usability Scale (SUS)
To receive an indication of the overall usability of our apparatus, we assessed
the SUS [31]. We found a significant effect of S ETUP, F(1.74, 39.97) = 32.70,
p < .001. Post-hoc tests revealed a significant difference between the conditions
Smartphone + Keyboard and Mixed Reality (M = 23.16, SE = 3.29, with p < .001),
between Smartphone and Mixed Reality (M = 19.27, SE = 3.51, with p < .001),
but no significant difference between Smartphone + Keyboard and Smartphone
(p = .295).

AttrakDiff
To gain further insights into the perceived user experience, we used the AttrakDiff
questionnaire, which accesses the user experience divided into pragmatic and
hedonic quality. Participants rated the system by ranking word pairs of different
dimensions. The results are shown in Figure 6.11. The top diagram classifies the
apparatus into character areas (i.e., self-oriented or action-oriented). The bottom
diagram shows the mean values of the dimensions of AttrakDiff. The results
show that the Mixed Reality setup has the highest hedonic quality, but the lowest
pragmatic quality. According to the diagram, the characteristics of the apparatus
is not unambiguous and lies between the areas neutral and self-oriented. The other
two setups, Smartphone + Keyboard and Smartphone lie in the characteristics
area of action-oriented, thus were rated more practical.

Personal Preferences and Qualitative Results
After conducting the user study, we asked the participants regarding their preferred S ETUP and to provide additional qualitative feedback. Participants ranked
Smartphone + Keyboard as the best solution for portable text input and editing,
followed by the Mixed Reality, which is directly followed by the Smartphone
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Figure 6.11: Diagrams from the AttrakDiff questionnaire revealing the characteristics including the pragmatic quality (PQ) and hedonic quality (HQ)
(top diagram) and the mean values of the dimensions (bottom diagram).
setup. Participants endorsed the great display-space and privacy in MR, however,
complained about occasional orientation problems due to the limited field of view
of the HMD.

6.7.3

Discussion

Considering text input, we found that our mixed reality apparatus led to significant
higher words per minute compared to soft keyboard input. Results did not show
significant changes in the error rates of the typed text. Further analysis revealed
that the slightly higher workload and lower usability caused by the HMD was
mainly compensated through the support of the physical keyboard. For copy
editing texts, the mixed reality led to a significantly higher task completion time
(TCT) compared to both the smartphones soft keyboard and the smartphone and
keyboard combination. Further, the analysis revealed that participants benefit
from the large virtual display space but got thwarted by the lacking opportunity
to quickly navigating the text (e.g., touch or mouse). Adding mouse support or
alternative methods to place the cursor quickly might have yielded different results
considering the TCT. The analysis of additional qualitative feedback unfolded that
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participants overall enjoyed our apparatus. They envisaged working in enhanced
virtuality and highlighted the larger display area and the possibility to collaborate
in future scenarios. We argue that optimizing the setup and further improve
the interaction modalities is necessary. Improved positioning of the keyboard
visualizations and multimodal input for copy editing are relevant parameters to
improve portable mixed reality text entry.

6.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented our work on exploring the effects and potential of
enhanced virtuality through blending reality back into the virtual realm. More
specifically, we have shown VR’s potential for a wide variety of use cases by enabling natural generic text input on a physical keyboard while being immersed in
a virtual environment. We present our research-probe that comprises calibrationfree, low latency, and accurate finger tracking with an HMD. Thus we can create
virtual environments allowing for effortless typing in VR.
The results of the conducted user-study indicate no significant difference in typing
speed for the experienced typists while being immersed in the enhanced virtuality.
Further, results show that all typists benefit from seeing a representation of their
hands during non-contiguous typing.
Based on these results, we further investigated a portable low-fidelity solution
for text input in mixed realities. To achieve this we developed a second researchprobe t comprising a smartphone, a virtual reality viewer, and a wireless keyboard.
We compared state-of-the-art smartphone soft keyboards to physical keyboard
input and our mixed reality approach.
The study results indicate that participants have significantly higher input speeds
when immersed in mixed reality compared to regular smartphone input, while
error rates remain low. Furthermore, our participants enjoyed interacting with the
large virtual display, even though copy editing required considerably more time
to complete.
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Chapter

7

Touching Virtuality
Current VR consumer devices comprise visual and auditory displays capable of
providing very high degrees of realism and thus allow the sensation of high levels
of presence. However, VR technologies are lacking in presenting the virtual
environment’s appearance to the other human senses. In particular, there has been
less emphasis on stimulating the different components of the haptic system even
though it can increase immersion [110] and users’ performance [242].
Recently, researchers have addressed the challenges of providing appropriate
stimuli for simulating pressure, vibration, touch, temperature, or pain. Current
solutions include vibrotactile gloves [27], belts [248], or wests [154]. However,
these approaches have specific limitations, such as carrying additional hardware,
insufficient expressiveness, or limited feedback areas. Since the users’ sense
of presence in VR is a crucial factor for the overall user experience and haptic
feedback is an essential component for interactions in VR [148] we explore how
levitating tangible elements can further enhance the experience of VR environments.
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of enhancing virtual reality by incorporating levitating tangible objects that provide flexible haptic input and output.
First, we present previous works that influenced our design decisions. Then, we
introduce the development and implementation of the research probe; a system
that utilizes autonomous flying quadcopters as levitating haptic feedback proxy
in VR. Quadcopters are dynamically positioned in the physical interaction space
to provide haptic feedback according to the VR environment. The user can freely
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explore and interact with the VR environment and sense haptic stimuli while not
being required to wear any additional devices. In a user study, we explore how the
haptic feedback provided by the quadcopters affects the users’ sense of presence
compared to vibrotactile controllers. Finally, we present possible application
scenarios and discuss guidelines for building convincing haptic experiences using
levitating haptic proxies.
Parts of this chapter are based on the following publications:
•

P. Knierim, T. Kosch, V. Schwind, M. Funk, F. Kiss, S. Schneegass,
and N. Henze. Tactile Drones - Providing Immersive Tactile Feedback
in Virtual Reality through Quadcopters. In Proceedings of the 2017
CHI Conference Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, pages 433–436, New York, NY, USA, 2017. Association for
Computing Machinery

•

M. Hoppe, P. Knierim, T. Kosch, M. Funk, L. Futami, S. Schneegass,
N. Henze, A. Schmidt, and T. Machulla. VRHapticDrones: Providing
Haptics in Virtual Reality through Quadcopters. In Proceedings of the
17th International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia,
pages 7–18, New York, New York, USA, Nov. 2018. ACM

7.1

Related Work

In this section, we introduce the two streams of research that inspired our development. Specifically, haptic feedback in VR and human-quadcopter interaction.

7.1.1

Haptic Feedback in VR

Most commercial VR devices provide haptic feedback through vibrotactile actuators, integrated into handheld controllers. However, there are other wearable
devices to provide haptic feedback in VR, e.g. using electrical muscle stimulation [160, 161], vibrotactile vests [155], head-worn motors [89] and gloves [35],
and exoskeletons [183]. Previous work also developed approaches for providing
realistic feedback for handheld devices. For example, [103] presented a new
handheld haptic device which uses propeller propulsion to generate 3-DOF force
feedback that is generated by six motors that are attached to a handheld frame.
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Benko et al. [24] proposed to augment a handheld controller with a device that
can convey the shape of an object in VR and its texture using a 4 ⇥ 4 matrix
actuated pins. To overcome the fact that the users still have to hold a controller,
Gu et al. [86] presented an exoskeleton which is mounted on the user’s hand to
provide haptic feedback in VR. As the exoskeleton prevents fingers from moving
when a virtual object is in reach, the user has the feeling of haptic resistance
from the virtual object. To provide haptic feedback at different body locations,
Signer and Curtin [228] developed a body-worn construction, which is overlaid
by holograms for providing a tangible and haptic AR experience. Systems using
this technique will soon become commercially available. Further, Schmidt et
al. [215] created a user-mounted device for simulating steps in VR.
To provide highly realistic haptic feedback, Simeone et al. [229] proposed to
repurpose objects that are already in the environment of the user. The authors arrange a virtual environment according to the physical environment to use existing
objects for their – already existing – haptic capabilities. By scaling this down to
an object granularity, Hettiarachchi and Wigdor [1] use the physical properties of
objects to spontaneously create haptic experiences, while Sun et al [239] scale
up this approach to a world level. Furthermore, Cheng et al. [38] recognized
the capabilities of using humans for their ability to spontaneously create haptic
experiences, which they could scale up to providing haptic walls [39].
Another trend is to build systems for providing haptic feedback that is scalable,
programmable, and can be placed in the environment. For example, Araujo
et al. [13] use a robotic arm and a cube with different surfaces for providing
different haptic experiences to a user wearing an HMD. Depending on where the
user touches a virtual object, the robotic arm rotates the cube in a way such that
always the correct surface is being touched. Furthermore, He et al. [98] suggest
using small mobile robots as a haptic proxy for VR tabletop applications, while
Jeong et al. [120] suggests creating haptic experiences using movable wires. Also,
regular objects, e.g. furniture can be augmented to create a haptic experience [90].
Another system that augments a tabletop has been presented by Follmer et al. [66].
The authors purpose a dynamic shape display for displaying forms and shapes
according to the digital input. This can be used to dynamically provide haptic
feedback for VR scenarios at a fixed position. Conversely, instead of making
the environment scalable, other research focuses on making the user believe
that the haptics of the environment is matching the virtual scene. Azmandian et
al. [16] propose a technique called haptic retargeting for physical feedback in VR.
Thereby, the user’s hand is redirected to touch a single object that is in the user’s
proximity, while the user believes that multiple objects are present.
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Figure 7.1: TactileDrone supports three different feedback modes: (left)
Passive: The object is levitating and the user can touch it. (center) Active:
The object is proactively bumping into the user. (right) Proxy: The object can
be grasp and moved by the user.

7.1.2

Human-Quadcopter Interaction

Since the proliferation of small quadcopters in the research domain of HumanComputer Interaction [69], they were mostly used as a flying camera [213] or
for navigation purposes [15, 42, 141] as outlined in Chapter 4. This changed
when Gomes et al. [77] proposed BitDrones, quadcopters that can be tracked
and controlled. The quadcopters are equipped with LEDs, screens, and a cage to
make them graspable. The BitDrones project is one of the first approaches to use
quadcopters as flying input devices. In contrary, Kosch et al. [146] show how a
remote control can be used as input for quadcopters. Abtahi et al. [10] investigated
the social interaction properties of quadcopters in a cage and quadcopters without
a cage. Additionally, Yamaguchi et al. [267] proposed using a quadcopter that is
carrying a canvas as a haptic target for a sword fight. In their prototype, they use
the drone as a resistor that the user feels to have hit the enemy. Recently, Knierim
et al. [136, 140] showcased using autonomous drones as haptic agents that make
contact with the users to provide feedback that is passively received by the user.
Abdullah et al. [9] use a quadcopter and hand tracking for providing 1D haptic
feedback.
Overall, related work recognized the need for haptic feedback to make VR
experiences more immersive. Other related work used quadcopters as an input
device and a haptic target. To combine these two aspects a scalable platform for
managing quadcopters to stimulate the user at the right body positions is required.
In this chapter, we extend previous work by using quadcopters to provide active
haptic feedback in VR, where the user is actively reaching out to make contact
with quadcopters that are used as haptic proxies in order to simulate the surfaces
of virtual objects.

7.2 Realizing Haptic Feedback through Quadcopters
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Figure 7.2: Quadcopter prototypes to deliver different types of feedback.
(left) passive feedback, (center) active feedback, (right) haptic proxy feedback.

7.2

Realizing Haptic Feedback through
Quadcopters

With the TactileDrone research probe we can dynamically provide haptic feedback in VR thorough levitating tangibles. TactileDrone adds haptics to virtual
objects and allows the user to sense a haptic stimulus while immersed in a VR
environment. To flexible enhance virtuality, we envision to provide three different
types of haptic feedback in VR: passive, active, and positioning haptic proxies.
We showcase these three types of haptic feedback using the underwater world
scenario depicted in Figure 7.1.

7.2.1

Passive Feedback

While users are immersed in our underwater world, they begin in a dim surrounding with only one glowing sphere floating in front of them. Users can explore
the dark space by walking and looking around. Not being limited to looking and
walking users can also haptically explore the surroundings. When reaching out
with their hands to touch the glowing sphere, they can feel the resistance of it.
After touching the sphere, the scene gets illuminated. An anglerfish (Figure 7.1
left) becomes visible and swims away.
The haptic sensation is provided by an encased quadcopter with a passive surface
by levitating at the virtual position of the sphere. For any virtual object which
should provide a haptic stimulus when touched the TactileDrone system dynamically aligns a touchable surface of a quadcopter with the virtual objects. This is
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not only limited for objects but can also be facilitated for user interface elements
like buttons. Figure 7.2 showcases the modified quadcopters.

7.2.2

Active Feedback

As a second feedback category, our underwater scenario contains elements that
actively engage with the user. A shark is appearing in the users’ vicinity and
directly swims towards them. Active feedback is provided to amplify the impact
of the shark nudging the user. In such a scenario, quadcopters are controlled
to actively contact the user’s body-parts according to the location of the virtual
object. The shark nudging the user is illustrated in Figure 7.1 (center). Figure 7.2
(center) shows how we implemented the concept using a quadcopter.

7.2.3

Haptic Proxy Feedback

For more complex haptic feedback, which goes beyond active and passive exploration, TactileDrone can provide haptic proxies. Haptic proxies are small and
lightweight tokens the user can touch and interact with. Quadcopters place these
proxies at the required position to enable seamless interaction. Figure 7.1 (right)
shows a worm attached to a fish hook, which is lowered to the seabed. Users can
grab the worm and take it as a trophy. A rubber worm is attached to the quadcopter
as a haptic proxy to enable this kind of interaction. The quadcopter is hovering,
whereby the proxy’s physical location matches the virtual one. Figure 7.2 (right)
shows a quadcopter capable of providing haptic proxy feedback.

7.3

Implementation

TactileDrone, comprises a high-speed motion tracking system, quadcopters as
haptic feedback appliance, a VR HMD and a software backend. The motion
tracking System captures the position of the user’s HMD and the quadcopter and
streams it to the TactileDrone backend core. The core processes all data and
sends updates regarding the quadcopter’s position to the PID-Controller and scene
events to the VR Renderer. The PID-Controller takes care of maneuvering the
quadcopters, while the VR renderer processes updates from the core and displays
the VR scene on the HMD. An overview of all components and connections is
shown in Figure 7.3.

7.3 Implementation
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The system tracks the HMD, quadcopters and defined
body parts. All data is streamed to the TactileDrone backend. We set up a
Motive OptiTrack motion capturing system with 12 Flex 3 cameras covering an
interaction space of 4 m ⇥ 4 m ⇥ 3 m. It samples with 100 Hz at a millimeter
accuracy. Quadcopters can hover anywhere around the user inside this volume. A
Leap Motion sensor is mounted at the front of the HMD and is used for tracking
the user’s hands, which enables to include them into the TactileDrone system.
Tracking System

Each quadcopter is used as a haptic feedback interface. Different lightweight haptic extentions can be attached to the quadcopters (see figure
7.2). Our implementation is based on the commercially available Parrot Rolling
Spider quadcopter. They are powered by a 550 mAh battery, providing approximately 6 min of flight time depending on the attached haptic proxy. We removed
all the unnecessary panels, such as casings, to increase the payload capacity.
The maximum weight of the haptic proxy including the markers for the tracking
system is 10 g. The quadcopter connects via Bluetooth low energy to our TactileDrone backend. The underlying Linux OS processes steering commands with
20 Hz.
Haptic Drone

The TactileDrone Backend interconnects the VR
rendering engine, the quadcopter control, and the motion tracking system. Our
system runs on a workstation with an Intel i7-6700 processor, 16 GB of RAM,
and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 running Windows 10.
TactileDrone Backend

Our software backend core processes the streamed location data and
controls the quadcopter. Furthermore, trajectory planning and synchronization
with the virtual world renderer are processed inside this component. Further, it
maintains quadcopter, users, and interaction states and manages the application
behavior.
Core

The VR scenarios are rendered by the Unity3D game engine
and are displayed on an Oculus Rift HMD. The VR Headset equipped with a Leap
Motion for displaying the user’s hands within VR. As proposed by Schwind et
al. [222], we used a neutral hand style representation to avoid potential biases of
our participants. A set of reflective markers are attached to the HMD. Positional
data is forwarded from the TactileDrone core to the rendering engine and is
rendered accordingly. The game engine further calculates collisions between
virtual objects represented by either quadcopters or human body parts and reports
back to the TactileDrone core.
VR Renderer

The PID-Controller component wirelessly sends control signals to the quadcopter over Bluetooth LE to direct the quadcopter to a particular
PID-Controller
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Figure 7.3: All components of the TactileDrone system.
location. Data transmission is exposed through a local nodeJS server application.
A set of four Proportional, Integral and Differential (PID) loops to control the
movement of the quadcopter towards the positions managed by the TactileDrone
core. During hovering, the quadcopter relies on its own IMU, ultrasonic sensor
and down facing the camera to stay at a fixed position.

7.4

Method

In this study, we focused on providing a physical surface that delivers haptic
feedback when the user explores virtual objects. We assume that interactions
that involve the user’s hands result in a higher presence when hand-held devices
are not needed for interaction or haptic feedback. Therefore, we conducted a
user study to examine the increase of presence which typically accompanies by
increased immersion.
We used Unity3D to create a scene that resembles a birthday party. Participants
interacted playfully with a balloon in VR. We hypothesized that adding haptic
feedback via a quadcopter-positioned surface to hand tracking would result in a
higher presence than providing no haptic feedback while using hand tracking or
providing state-of-the-art feedback through a controller with vibration.
We defined the feedback modality as the only independent variable with three
levels: No Haptic Feedback (1), Vibrotactile Feedback (2), and Quadcopter
Feedback (3) delivered by TactileDrone. In each of the experimental conditions,
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participants saw a virtual representation of their hands, as such visualizations are
essential parts of interactions. Haptic feedback is only triggered when the balloon
in the virtual scene is touched by the participant.

7.4.1

Participants

We recruited 12 participants (6 female; 6 male) aged from 17 to 28 (M = 21.6,
SD = 1.84) via the local university mailing lists. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Participants who were in need of vision correction
had to wear contact lenses to avoid wearing glasses under the HMD.
Five participants had no VR experience, seven had minor experience with VR, i.e.
five minutes up to three hours. Except for one participant, none had experience
with the Leap Motion sensor.

7.4.2

Apparatus

The apparatus consists of an Oculus Rift and noise-canceling headphones to
negate the buzzing produced by the drone. For the Vibrotactile Feedback condition
(2), we used the Oculus Touch controller as well as the Oculus tracking system.
For the No Haptic Feedback (1) and Quadcopter Feedback (3) conditions we
used a Leap Motion sensor attached to the front of the HMD for hand tracking.
The positional tracking of the participant’s hands was of equal quality in each
condition. The hand models were adjusted to look like the Oculus Touch hand
models used in the Vibrotactile Feedback condition (2).
We used the OptiTrack system for positional tracking during the Vibrotactile
Feedback (2) and Quadcopter Feedback (3) condition. For the Quadcopter
Feedback condition (3), we used a Parrot Rolling Spider quadcopter, including
attached wheels with tulle-textile covers as the touchable surface (as depicted in
Figure 7.4).
The physical interaction with the balloon was only affecting the back and forward
movement of the balloon i.e. moving away from the participant in the room. The
up and down and sideways movement was animated via unity physics to ensure
a balloon-like behavior. This restriction ensured comparable balloon behaviors
between the three conditions. As participants only interacted with the front-side
of the objects, the touch surface did not only provided feedback but also served
as a protection to not get in contact with the quadcopter’s rotors.
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Figure 7.4: Participant exploring the virtual balloon during the first user
study through touching and pushing.

7.4.3

Procedure

After being introduced to the system and task the participant filled out the consent form and the demographic questionnaire. When the participant put on the
HMD, he or she was immersed by the virtual birthday party scene. The experimenter asked the participant to interact with the balloon. The balloons responded
naturally to interactions such as touching and pushing.
We used a within-subject design, hence each participant performed all three
conditions. The order of the conditions was counter-balanced across participants
using a Balanced Latin Square design. Participants interacted with the balloon for
3-5 minutes and were encouraged to start with an extended index finger and to try
out different hand postures in each condition. After each condition, participants
filled out a Presence Questionnaire (PQ) [261]. While being interviewed by
the experimenter, the participants were encouraged to provide suggestions and
concerns about the system. After completing each condition, the participants
answered questions regarding the comparison and liking of each condition.
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Figure 7.5: Mean values of visuohaptic correspondence and realism for each
condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean (SE).

7.5

Results

The results of the full-scale PQ for each condition are: No Haptic Feedback 142.5
points (SD = 20.2), Vibrotactile Feedback 142.0 points (SD = 16.1), Quadcopter
Feedback 164.5 points (SD = 15.8) (see Figure 7.6). Presence ratings differed
significantly between the three conditions (Friedman test, c 2 (2) = 18.681, p <
.05). Wilcoxon tests were used to follow-up on this finding (Holm-Bonferroni
corrections were applied to control the family-wise error rate). We found that
using Quadcopter Feedback (3) significantly improved presence ratings compared
to using No Haptic Feedback (1) (p = .004) or using Vibrotactile Feedback (2)
(p = .003). Using a controller does not increase presence when compared to the
hands only condition (p = .326).
A closer look at the subscales of the PQ reveals that the difference in presence can
be traced back to an increase in the Haptic Visual Fidelity-subscale ratings. The
quadcopter condition is rated higher than the controller (p = .002) and the handsonly condition (p = .006). Furthermore, the Adaptation/Immersion-subscale rating
of the quadcopter condition is rated higher than the controller (p = .004) and the
hands-only condition (p = .019).
To further evaluate the experience provided by TactileDrone, we presented three
Likert-items to the participants, that specifically targeted the haptic feedback. In
particular, we asked participants to rate on a scale from 1 to 7 how much they
agree with each of the following statements: (1) “The visuals match what I feel.“,
(2) “How realistic did it feel? “ and (3) “I was able to pass through the object.“ We
used Wilcoxon tests to perform pair-wise comparisons between the ratings for the
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Figure 7.6: Mean values of impermeability and presence score (PQ) for each
condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean (SE).
conditions. The results demonstrate that our system improves the correspondence
between haptic and visual feedback. The quadcopter condition is rated higher
than the controller (p = .003) and the hands-only condition (p = .003). It also
increases the realism. The Quadcopter Feedback condition is rated higher than
either the Vibrotactile Feedback (p = .005) or No Haptic Feedback condition (p =
.008). Furthermore, it improves the perceived solidity of objects. The Quadcopter
Feedback condition is rated higher than either the Vibrotactile Feedback (p =
.041) or No Haptic Feedback (p = .012). Overall, the results show that providing
haptic feedback via a quadcopter creates a higher level of immersion compared to
state-of-the-art controllers. Therefore, this induces a stronger feeling of presence
in the participants as this kind of feedback represents an exploration that is closer
to the real world experience of touching an object.

Subjective Comments
One participant mentioned that using the controller (Vibrotactile Feedback) felt
like holding an object that is used to push the balloon. Another participant noted
the same experience and added that
“[. . . ]it did not feel like a balloon because you can feel the controller and
the vibration was only in the palm and not on the fingertips.” (P1)
These comment show that interacting with a controller lacks direct and unintrusive
feedback and interaction and is hence inappropriate / not mature enough for a
having a realistic VR experience.
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Two participants commented that they preferred the hand tracking via the Leap
Motion sensor.
“[. . . ]the controller was not able to detect that [hand posture] type of detail
and did not reflect it visually” (P6)
The state-of-the-art Oculus Touch controllers do not allow accurate hand tracking
and are only able to provide a fixed approximation of hands divided into discrete
hands postures.
Nine participants explicitly valued that the quadcopter combined both a mature
hand tracking while still being able to provide haptic feedback. Six participants
remarked that the quadcopter feedback felt real and natural.
“It is really exciting! I didn’t expect it to work that well already. Even
the “Hands-Only“ condition was working really well, despite the lack of
feedback. Controllers are annoying because you have to hold something in
your hands. The “quadcopter“ was cool because there even was something
there where I touched the balloon.” (P2)
After experiencing the quadcopter’s haptic feedback, participants already imagined further use cases. The quadcopter could be used for providing improved
feedback in 3D drawing apps. These do not have any feedback other than vibration while drawing in the air or when two brush strokes collide. A further use
case was using the quadcopter as and flying inventory to select usable items.

7.5.1

Discussion

The results of the user study indicate that our research probe outperforms on
state-of-the-art interactions in VR environments concerning haptically exploring
and interacting with virtual objects. The feedback is perceived as more immersive,
realistic, and better suited to the visuals of the virtual object. Haptic feedback
that is provided by controllers, which are currently the most readily available
technology, lacks in comparison behind. When quadcopter-mediated haptic
feedback is provided, participants report a higher sense of presence and find the
interaction method less intrusive.
While haptic feedback that is mediated via quadcopter-positioned surfaces has
various advantages, the variety of objects that can be presented is still restricted
by the force that the quadcopter can generate. Objects with a higher mass or
stationary objects do not easily yield to pressure when touched or prodded. In
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contrast, the quadcopter-positioned surface will not remain stationary if the force
applied by the user is larger than the counterforce provided by the quadcopter.
On the other hand, this allows for providing more dynamic feedback. This
can result in objects exhibiting haptic properties that do not comply with the
physical expectation, such as a solid wall feeling unbalanced. It also can be used
intentionally since other feedback methods are not able to provide such a feeling.
While humans tolerate some discrepancy between visual and haptic experiences,
the cohesion of the multisensory percept will be diminished if the discrepancy
becomes too large. In other words, the haptic experience will no longer appear
realistic.

Limitations
The current implementation of the research probe and the presented study is still
prone to certain limitations. The general limitations of human-drone interaction
apply for our research probe. Theses include limited payload and flight time of
the quadcopters and audible noise. However, in our setup, we can compensate for
these challenges with multiple alternating quadcopters and active noise-canceling
headphones.
During the study, we used only one quadcopter at a time. This choice reduces the
complexity of our flight control component in the first place. However, the used
Bluetooth stack supports a simultaneous connection to up to five quadcopters.
Using several quadcopters at the same time may increase complexity in trajectory
planning, collision prevention, and noise level, but it allows higher frequencies of
multiple feedback interfaces at a time. Further, we only explored the appearance
of one virtual object. Further investigations of the influence of the expected mass
and behavior of different objects are presented in our full publication.

7.5.2

Application Scenarios

The ability to provide passive, active, and proxy-based feedback makes TactileDrone very versatile. We envision dynamic haptic feedback thought quadcopters
in several use cases, which we present in the following.

Gaming and Entertainment
Besides the described underwater world, TactileDrone offers the potential to
further enhance games and entertainment. Passive feedback for almost any virtual
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Figure 7.7: Showcase of virtual UI elements with haptic feedback provided
by quadcopter. Top: button element with passive feedback quadcopter ,
Bottom: slider element with haptic proxy quadcopter.
object can be provided. We esteem feedback to be especially valuable when users
interact with the environment. In a game, players could be asked to open a door
(passive feedback). When the door swings open arrows are shot at the player
from behind the door (active feedback). To stop getting shot by arrows the player
must pull out a spring from a device to disarm the arrow trap.

Construction and Design
We also envision application scenarios in the construction and design domains.
Car designers can benefit from TactileDrone during the design process while
potential customers can virtually touch (passive feedback) their new car before
ordering. Further, customers could go for a virtual ride supported by several
haptic proxies surrounding the user, such as the knob to turn on the air condition.
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User Interface Elements
While using cameras that track the user’s hands in VR, such as the Leap Motion, no haptic feedback is provided when interacting with User Interface (UI)
elements. Our System can represent haptic virtual buttons (passive feedback)
while maintaining hands-free interaction. Further, elements or notifications not
in the field of view of the user could gain attention by nudging the users’ left or
right shoulder (active feedback). Finally, virtual sliders could have a haptic proxy
anywhere in space to facilitate intuitive usage (haptic proxy). Virtual UI elements
and their haptic counterpart are showcased in Figure 7.7.

7.6

Conclusion

We explored with this research probe how to provide flexible haptic input and
output in VR and how VR environments can be enhanced through levitating tangible objects. The developed TactileDrone apparatus supports three different types
of haptic feedback; namely, passive, active, and proxy-based feedback. Further,
the apparatus can provide different types of feedback with various positions and
various intensities depending on the current VR environment.
We conducted a user study showing that haptic feedback provided by quadcopters
significantly increases the user’s sense of presence in the VR environment compared to traditional vibrotactile feedback or no haptic feedback. While we used
only a single quadcopter at a time, this research can lead to scalable and unintrusive haptic feedback for large VR environments. Therefore, we already present
different application scenarios that could benefit from haptic feedback.

Chapter

8

Interacting in Mixed Realities
Current MR devices offer only a limited set of interaction capabilities, that lack
expressiveness. Voice commands, for example, are primarily supported but can
be unreliable under excessively loud conditions. Further, using voice commands
to interact with an MR system is not widely prevalent. Mid-air hand gestures are
an alternative input method to interact with the MR system. Besides the gesture
itself users need to learn about the approximate boundaries of the gesture-sensing
space in which they can interact not to break the gesture tacking space. Despite
mid-air gestures being known to cause fatigue, many MR glasses rely heavily on
gestures as the primary interaction method (cf. Section 2.4.4).
In order to enhance the interaction within MREs, past research proposed various
systems combining HMD and novel controllers. Smartphones were facilitated as
secondary output screens or as input devices using touch or other built-in sensors.
However, the potential of smartphones as an MR controller has not yet been fully
exploited.
In this chapter, we present and evaluate a multimodal interaction concept by
pairing a smart-phone as an input controller with AR glasses. In a user study, we
investigate the effects on interaction speed, accuracy, and workload in different
tasks. We can show that our smartphone-based controller results in significantly
faster and more accurate interaction and reduced cognitive workload compared to
state-of-the-art mid-air gestures. Concluding the chapter, we discuss how future
AR systems can benefit from touchscreens as an additional and complementary
interaction modality.
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The chapter is structured as follows. First, we review relevant related works that
address the challenges of interaction in MR. We then describe our approach of
facilitating dynamic MR interfaces that allow for higher bandwidth of input and
output. Following this, we present the methodology of two user studies, accompanied by the results. Finally, we discuss insights, challenges, and opportunities
for smartphones as a ubiquitous controller for MR experiences.
Parts of this chapter are based on the following publication:
•

8.1

P. Knierim, D. Hein, A. Schmidt, and T. Kosch. The SmARtphone
Controller: Leveraging Smartphones as Input and Output Modality for
Improved Interaction within Mobile Augmented Reality Environments.
i-com Journal of Interactive Media, 20(1):49–61, 2021

Related Work

The developed research-probe builds on past research in AR and the development
of novel interaction concepts for AR, VR, and mobile devices. Here, we review
research that motivated our development and work that explores the interaction
space for mobile AR. Afterward, we summarize and discuss the interaction
capabilities of selected commercially available AR and VR devices.

8.1.1

Interaction Concepts in AR and VR

Today, we use smartphones as a ubiquitous computing device to interact with
our environment [19]. We control our home appliances, buy tickets, navigate
or engage with location-based games. Current smartphones are equipped with
numerous sensors that facilitate a good understanding of the environment. Further,
devices are becoming more connected than ever and act a remote interface for
current cameras13 , speakers14 , or toys15 .
There is a large body of work, and various input techniques have been proposed
to interact with virtual elements presented by an HMD in a mobile augmented
13

GoPro gopro.com/en/us/shop/softwareandapp

14

Spotify - spotify.com/us/connect/

15

Parrot - parrot.com/us/freeflight-6
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environment. From mid-air hand gestures to foot-tapping [182] viability solution
for interacting with virtual elements exist. In smartphone-enabled handheld
mobile AR experiences, direct selection and manipulation of objects give a
natural and convenient user experience. However, maintaining visual tracking
while holding the smartphone in one hand and interaction via touch with other is
challenging [18, 121]. With the availability of optical see-through smartglasses
novel interaction techniques where investigated. Wearable input is often facilitated
through touch surfaces encircling users’ clothes [51, 217] or even fully garmentintegrated sensors [130] that are enriched by AR. Others used sensor-enabled
smartwatches to provide natural interaction with virtual objects [108, 126].
With hybrid systems that are comprising AR, VR or large displays as primary
screen technology and an additional handled secondary display or smartphone as
a controller enable seamless advanced interaction in mobile context [33, 92]. Similarly, bring-your-own-device approaches have been proposed before to support
spontaneous interaction with large public displays via the user’s smartphone [199]
and were also deployed for multiplayer gaming [171].
Prominent interaction metaphors for object selection and manipulation are image
plane based or ray casting techniques. Motions of the controller are translated
to a spatial ray or are projected onto a plane to support interaction. The IMU
integrated in tangible interfaces [40] or smartphones [92] senses the orientation
that is directly translated into the interaction space [107]. Sophisticated and highly
specialized handheld controller were build. Incorporated with a touchscreen,
6 DOF tracking, and tactile buttons, interaction with immersive applications
for VR and AR are viable [177, 209]. Recently, Mohr et al. developed an
application, that turns a regular smartphone into a 6 DOF pointing and selection
device to retrofit AR or VR HMDs. They confirmed the feasibility of repurposing
smartphones as an input controller without any hardware modifications.

8.1.2

Current Interaction Concepts

The development of new AR and VR HMDs has ramped up over the last years.
Mayor technology and entertainment companies have released the second to
the third iteration of HMDs to the mass market. Comfort, weight, FOV, visual,
and audio quality have been continuously improved. Nevertheless, interaction
concepts have not changed significantly. In the domain of VR, interaction is
mainly controller driven, allowing to intuitively grab, throw or precisely modify
the virtual environment. Typically controllers require to be calibrated and are
therefore unsuitable for mobile setups. New approaches using ultrasonic and
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magnetic sensors fused with gyroscope and accelerometer are promising but are
still in its infancy. Unlike, commercial AR solutions offerer a more fragmented
interaction space. Hand gestures, in combination with head pose are the most
prominent ones. Lately, eye gaze was added to support more advanced and
meaningfully interaction.
In a nutshell, VR environment interaction is controller based while AR mostly
relates to embodied interactions. Integrating smartphones as a ubiquitous input
and output device is still underrepresented and underestimated given the past
research and possibilities that emerge by advances in smartphones.

8.2

Smartphone Supported Interaction in
Mixed Realities

Figure 8.1: We conducted a user study comparing traditional mid-air hand
gestures (left) to hybrid interaction with a smartphone (right) as in and output
controller in Augmented Reality environments.
Current interaction with AR applications can be divided into pointing or selection and point manipulations in space. Interaction with free-floating Graphical
User-interfaces (GUIs) or menus can be reduced as a combination of pointing
and selection. The combination of these two interactions is the fundamental
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requirement for any interaction with AR environments. Our approach targets an
easy to understand system, that utilizes known gestures and paradigms. For object
manipulation, we focus on an eyes-free operation to do not distract the user from
the AR elements and keep the cognitive load low, while keeping the flexibility
and functionality high. Users can manipulate elements with high fidelity via
swipes and touch gestures, buttons, and more sophisticated user interfaces can
be displayed on the smartphones’ multi-touch screen for fast and intuitive touch
interactions. In both cases, kinesthetic as well as tactile feedback is provided
through the smartphone. Auditive feedback is either provided via the smartphone
or the HMDs speakers to guide the user’s attention.

8.2.1

Object Manipulation

Object manipulation can be separated into translation, rotation, and scaling along
the three different axes (i.e., the x-, y-, and z-axis). For object translation, users
can move the focused object horizontally (along the x- and z-axes) by touching
the screen and swiping horizontally or vertically. Users can adjust the height (yaxis) of an object by double-tapping with and subsequent swipe. For an intuitive
translation, a reference coordinate system is created every time the user begins
a translation. The coordinate system is created according to the head position
concerning the object. Early user tests showed that the decoupling of head and
smartphone rotation and position while translating objects is very intuitive and
coherent to the user.
For the rotation around the y-axis, we selected a common approach known from
map interactions with smartphones. Rotation is initiated by touching the screen
with two fingers and then continuously rotate them around each other. To adjust
the scale, we adopted the pinch gesture done with two fingers. The space between
the fingers is translated directly to the size of the object that is modified. During
object manipulation, no information is visible on the display. The interaction
design is represented in figure 8.2. For comparison, we depicted the elaborated
mid-air gestures supported by commercial AR HMDs in figure 8.3.

8.2.2

Secondary Screen Support

Supplementary to object modifications, AR applications often require input on
free-floating or space anchored 2D GUIs. Our smartphone supported approach
leverages two different possibilities to interact with these kinds of interfaces.
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Figure 8.2: Interaction concept for object manipulation with a smartphone.
From left to right, top to bottom: 1) single tap + swipe: translation along xand z-axes (left/right, back/forth) 2) double tap + swipe: translation along
y-axis (up/down) 3) two finger rotation: rotation 4) pinch: scale.
First, by implementing a simple remote-like controller similar to the object
manipulation. Users can swipe and tap to interact with the in AR display space
presented user interface elements like buttons, slides, or checkboxes. In the
second approach, the entire user interface is transferred on demand onto the
smartphones’ display and allows seamless and direct touch and swipe interaction
with the represented elements.

8.3

Implementation

To investigate the unique features of using a smartphone as ubiquitous input and
output controller in AR environments, we implemented our apparatus incorporating a Microsoft HoloLens and a Google Pixel 2 XL Smartphone.
To provide seaminess in- and output, we developed a native Android application. Users touch input, swipes, and gestures are
Smartphone Application
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Figure 8.3: Default mid-air gesture interaction concept for object manipulation. From top to bottom: 1) Air tap and hold + move hand along the corresponding axis: translation along with hand movement (left/right, back/forth,
up/down) 2) two hand air tap and hold + counter hand movement: rotation 3)
two hand air tap and hold + move apart: scale.
sensed and directly sent to the AR HMD. User interface elements can be displayed
on request of the AR HMD. Any GUI input is forwarded to the HMD accordingly.
For bidirectional communication between both devices, a Bluetooth radio frequency communication channel is established, since it does not require additional
infrastructure. Touches, swipes, and gestures are transferred via this channel to
manipulate objects. Besides, bidirectional status messages are transferred for
UI input, states of the application, or haptic feedback control commands. For
fast and platform-neutral serialization of the structured data, we used Google’s
Protocol Buffer.
The HoloLens displays the AR environment and processes
any incoming interaction commands from the Smartphone application. For a
smooth and enhanced user experience, any continuum user-input is low pass
HMD Application
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Figure 8.4: The first experiment includes manipulation of the position, rotation, and size of colored cubes. Arrows and lines help to compensate for
the limited field of view and enhance orientation in space. The first condition
includes manipulation via mid-air gestures (left). The second condition of
the first experiment involves multi-touch as an input modality. Participants
can manipulate colored cubes by swiping and multi-touch gestures on the
smartphone.
filtered to remove any jitter. If selected virtual objects contain context menus, the
presentation of these user interfaces is triggered on the connected smartphone.
Both, the HoloLens application and the AR environment are implemented using
the Unity game engine 2018.4.7 and the Mixed Reality Toolkit v2.

8.4

Method

Our approach enables immersed users to manipulate virtual objects in AR environments with a smartphone. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect of a
touch screen as input and output modality in contrast to state-of-the-art mid-air
gestures on object manipulation performance. We further investigate the effect of
task complexity on overall task completion time and workload.
Two different tasks were elaborated to understand the qualities of a touchscreen as
an in- and output controller regarding performance, user experience, and cognitive
load. First, participants rearranged virtual objects in 3D space, followed by a set
of modification tasks requiring to interact with a free-floating context menu.
We used a repeated-measures within-subject design with a within-subject IV
INPUT. In the first experiment, INPUT has two levels: mid-air gesture as baseline
and multi-touch since we focus only on the input capabilities of the smartphone.
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In the second experiment, the IV has the additional level multi-touch display since
we are also using the screen of the smartphone as output.

8.4.1

Subjects

We recruited 24 participants (12 female, 12 male) via our universities’ mailing
lists. Participants received either 10 EUR or course credits as compensation for
their participation. Four had previous AR experience, one of them used AR
glasses for professional purposes. The study received ethics clearance according
to the ethics and privacy regulations of our institution.

8.4.2

Apparatus

The apparatus for this study comprised a Microsoft HoloLens and the Google
Pixel 2 XL running Android 9. The smartphone has a bright, high-resolution
display (538 PPI) with a presentation and interaction area of 136x68 mm. Both
devices are connected via Bluetooth and run our developed applications presenting
the different stimuli and logging the data. The developed smartphone application
serves as an input controller as well as a secondary display. For the baseline,
only the HoloLens with the build-in mid-air hand gesture support was facilitated.
Our experiment was conducted in a room with controlled light conditions for
consistent visibility of holograms and a free interaction area of approximate
3x3 m.

8.4.3

Procedure

After welcoming the participants, we asked them to sign the consent form. We
explained the course of the study, all devices, and the interaction concepts to the
participants. Afterward, we adjusted the AR glasses to the participant’s head and
ensured that the participant can comfortably perceive the entire display area. In
the last preparation step, we ask the participants to start our application which
guides the participant through the study. The application starts with a tutorial and
aids the participant in getting used to the different interaction concepts. During
the tutorial, participants could freely practice the first input modality until they
understand them and feel comfortable. Specific questions regarding the input
and study were answers, and the main task was explained. Participants were
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requested to finish the tasks as fast and as accurate as possible. Then participants
started with the object manipulation task. After manipulating all 12 objects (three
sets of four objects), they had to fill out the NASA-TLX [95] questionnaire on
a dedicated laptop. To minimize fatigue, participants could take a break at this
point since all tasks were performed in a standing position. Eventually, they
continued with the second task using the same input modality. Again, a tutorial
was presented introducing the new task and allow the participant to practice and
familiarize themselves with the different function. Subsequent to accomplishing
the new tasks, participants filled out the NASA-TLX questionnaire. Finally, they
repeated both of the experiments with the other input modality.
The input modality and the tasks were presented in a counterbalanced order using
a full Latin square to prevent any sequence or learning effects. Throughout the
study, we logged all interactions with the system for subsequent offline analyses.
After successfully finishing both experiments, we asked for comments about the
user experience and which input modality they ultimately prefer. Participants
completed the study including the debriefing within 40 to 55 minutes.

8.4.4

Experiment 1: Object manipulation

For the first experiment, we designed an object manipulation task in which
participants had to select, translate, rotate, and scale different colored cubes.
Four cubes with a side length of 50 cm were placed in front of the participant.
After the selection of a cube, a white line guides the participant to the ghost
representation of the cube representing the target. Participants were asked to
perform the manipulations using the given input modality as precise and fast
as possible. Both conditions are visualized in Figure 8.4. Task complexity was
increased through three sets of four cubes. The first set only includes translation
to achieve the target transformation. The second set of four cubes additionally
includes rotation. Lastly, participants had to translate, rotate, and scale each of
the cubes respectively. We measured the accumulated TCT starting from the first
modification till the last modification of each cube since we were only interested
in the object manipulation performance. Further, we recorded the accuracy
measured by the euclidean distance, absolute rotation, and scale offset. Finally,
we assessed the cognitive workload through the RTLX. In the first experiment,
we recorded a total of 578 object manipulations.
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Results 1: Object Manipulation
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We analysed the TCT, and the accuracy with respect to position, rotation and
scale deviation. We further assessed an analysed the cognitive workload using
the RTLX questionnaire. For statistical comparison we used a repeated measures
t-test. All significance levels of both experiments are at a = .05. The results of
the first experiment are graphically depicted in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: Mean values for TCT, relative error, and RTLX Score for each
condition of the first experiment. Error bars show standard error of the
mean (SE). Asterisk indicate statistically significant differences between
conditions.

Task Completion Time
The aggregated TCT for all manipulations of mid-air gesture input (M =
453.47, SE = 34.84) was significantly higher than multi-touch input (M =
393.53, SE = 25.01), t(23) = 2.341, p = .028, r = 0.438. The effect size estimate
indicates that the difference in TCT created by the input modality was a medium
effect. To understand the strength of the smartphone input we subsequently analysed each of the three task complexities individually using t-tests. We found significant differences between mid-air gesture input (M = 173.47, SE = 15.74) and
smartphone input (M = 135.42, SE = 10.52), t(23) = 2.799, p = .010, r = 0.571.
for the medium complex task including translation and rotation but no significant
differences for the others tasks (all p > .05).

Accuracy
For statistical analysis we split the accuracy measure into translation, rotation,
and scaling error. The differences between the conditions of all metrics were
not normally distributed, as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test (all p < .001),
therefore, we analyzed the data using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. The accuracy
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Figure 8.6: The conditions of the second experiment. Participants are either
controlling the GUI via mid-air gestures (left), touch gestures on the smartphone or the GUI is displayed on the smartphone itself (center/right) while
the task and elements are displayed in AR.
using multi-touch input was significantly improved compared to mid-air gesture
input in all subcategories (all p < .001). We measured the largest effect size for
the scaling factor (Z = 3.848662, r = 0.467), followed by the translation error
(Z = 5.32343, r = 0.365) and rotation error (Z = 4.114372, r = 0.350).

Cognitive Workload
We used the RTLX as subjective, multidimensional assessment tool to rate the
perceived workload of each input condition. The RTLX scores were not normally
distributed (p = .010). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that using mid-ari
gesture input (M = 59.46, SE = 3.77) elicit a statistically significant change in
the perceived workload in comparison to our multi-touch input (M = 37.00, SE =
3.68), Z = 4.273, p < 0.001). Indeed, the effect size r = 0.617 suggests a large
practical significance.
We summarize that the utilized input modality has a significant effect on the
object manipulation performance measured using the relative error concerning
translation, rotation, and scale. Further, the task completion time can, dependent
on object manipulation complexity, significantly be reduced. The RTLX score
was the lowest when using the multi-touch display of the smartphone.

8.4.6

Experiment 2: GUI Interaction

For the second experiment, we designed a menu with a list of modification options
for a virtual 3D object. The participant had to interact with the menu and change
the settings according to the presented information. Therefore, the target state
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was textual shown next to the object to modify. The menu comprises drop-down
items, radio-buttons, slider, and regular buttons.
In this experiment, INPUT has three levels. Additional to mid-air gesture and
multi-touch we introduce multi-touch display. In that condition, the menu was
directly presented on the smartphones’ display, and the participant could directly
interact via touch. In the other conditions, the menu was anchored in space,
facing the user and had to be operated via mid-air or multi-touch gestures. Both
visualizations are represented in Figure 8.6. In total, participants had to complete
36 tasks, 12 in each condition.
Again, we measured TCT and RTLX. Since the correct input for all parameters
was required to complete the task, we did not measure an error rate. TCT was
measured from first to last input for each sub-task individually. In total, we
recorded 864 menu interaction.

8.4.7

Results 2: GUI Interaction
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We statistically compared the TCT, and the RTLX, using a one-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results of the second experiment
are displayed in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Mean values for the TCT and RTLX Score for all three conditions
of the second experiment. Error bars show standard error of the mean (SE).
Asterisk indicate statistically significant differences between conditions.

Task Completion Time
We analysed the average time the participants needed to adjust the 3D model
according to the specifications without any error. We measured the highest TCT
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in the mid-air gesture condition (M = 16.93, SD = 8.43). Time decreased in
the multi-touch input condition (M = 15.48, SD = 4.81), and was lowest in the
multi-touch display condition (M = 7.57, SD = 2.85).
A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a statistically significant difference between TCT measurements,
F(1.51, 428.06) = 240.25, p < .001, partial h 2 = .46. Bonferroni-adjusted posthoc analysis revealed a significant difference (p < .001) in completion times of
mid-air gesture input and multi-touch display input (9.38, 95%-CI[8.17,10.59])
and multi-touch display input and multi-touch input (7.89, 95%-CI[7.16,8.24]).

Cognitive Load
We conducted further analyses to assess how the participants subjectively perceived the workload while interacting in AR. Using the smartphones’ display
for input led to a lower perceived workload (M = 24.58, SD = 17.75) compared
to the multi-touch input (M = 27.54, SD = 16.92) and mid-air gesture input
(M = 47.08, SD = 21.00).
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the input
modalities for the GUI interaction task, F(2, 46) = 60.56, p < .001 with a large
estimated effect size (partial h 2 = .73). Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc analysis
revealed a significant difference in perceived workload between mid-air gesture
input (both p < .001) and multi-touch (19.54, 95% CI[13.43, 25.66]) as well as
multi-touch display input (22.50, 95% CI[16.43, 28.56]).
We encapsulate that using the smartphone as a controller significantly reduced the
perceived workload independent of the utilized input method. However, only the
utilization of both capabilities, the multi-touch screen as input, and the display as
output is significantly reducing the required interaction time.

Overall Preference
In the overall ranking, 16 out of 24 participants preferred the multi-touch input
for object manipulation. Participants clarify that interactions felt more accurate
and less frustrating, especially during rotation and scaling of objects. Only one
participant was in favor of mid-air gesture input, while seven participants had
no explicit preference. For the GUI interaction experiment overwhelming 22
participants preferred the multi-touch display interaction. Exact modifications of
the GUI slider subjectively result in the most exasperation using mid-air gestures.
Hence, none preferred this input modality for GUI interactions.

8.5 Discussion
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Discussion

Our results show that with the smartphone as a tangible multi-touch input controller, immersed users can modify the virtual environment significantly faster
compared to state-of-the-art mid-air gesture input. Due to tangible direct multitouch interaction, the perceived cognitive workload is significantly reduced. Our
approach benefits in particular from using multi-touch interactions that are not
overloaded. Results indicate that using the two-finger movement for rotation in
parallel to two-finger pinching ads level of complexity that slowed down the overall interaction speed. Following, we examine several factors that are potentially
responsible for the overall advances in interaction.
In all conditions, the systems provide visual and auditive feedback. However,
only in the smartphone-based conditions, direct kinesthetic and tactile feedback
is given. Users benefit in general from the well-known device and can perform
gestures with ease. Contrary, there is no haptic feedback while performing mid-air
gestures and users are less trained. Added physical fatigue during long-lasting
interaction further impairs interaction. This gorilla arm effect is also confirmed
by several works evaluating mid-air interaction [29, 106].
Interestingly we could not observe any adverse effects for the multi-touch display
condition. Usually switching attention to a secondary display causes overhead
for the user [204]. Participants mentioned that switching and focusing between
the AR display and the smartphone display feel unnatural in the first place but
became quickly intuitive. Data supports this through the lowest perceived demand.
We assume that the potential overhead is minimized since virtual information
was approximately displayed at an optical distance of 2.0 m away from the user.
Thus, perceptual conflicts, as space misperception, or in particular the vergenceaccommodation conflict was minimized.
Setting users’ performance, workload, and accuracy into contrast, our results
suggest to deploy controller-based multi-touch interaction for simple and complex
modifications and interaction in AR environments. We assume that users benefit
through a relaxed body posture in particular during extended interaction sessions.
For future AR systems that require modification of the virtual elements, our
findings implicate that the support of a smartphone comprising a multi-touch
screen offers the best results.
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Limitations

Currently, our smartphone controller approach supports only a subset of interaction necessary to fully interact in generic AR applications. However, we
demonstrated the feasibility and potential of multi-touch and a secondary touch
display in AR environments. Extending our approach with already existing positional tracking solutions [34, 178] would enable fluent, precise, and convenient
input in mobile or spontaneous interaction scenarios. To further increase the
interaction space, additional sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, or proximity
could be incorporated.
Our approach uses a well developed high precision touch interface for interaction.
In contrast, mobile mid-air gesture tracking is more complex and less accurate
through different factors as spacial and temporal camera resolution. Our participants are used to smartphone interaction and gestures on multi-touch displays. In
everyday interaction with computing systems, mid-air gestures are less common.
Hence, our results may not be generalizable for users with extensive hand gesture
experience that may be less prone to fatigue.
In our study scenario, the relationship between the secondary handheld display
and augmented space is evident. In more complex scenarios, methods need to be
implemented to keep it comprehensible to the user, when and how information is
displayed on the secondary screen.

8.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown the potential of transforming unmodified smartphones into ubiquitous controllers and extensions for mobile MREs. Our approach comprises a smartphone paired with an MR headset. Thus users can
effortlessly interact with the virtual content via multi-touch gestures, and we can
further extend the interaction space through a handheld high-resolution touchscreen.
With two experiments, we investigated how to interact with a digital artifact in
mobile mixed reality environments. We researched the interaction performance
with the smartphone as a controller in contrast to mid-air gestures as a baseline.
In both experiments, we found significant differences in task completion time,
accuracy, and workload. Users benefited from using the smartphone as an input
controller for fine-grained manipulations, the haptic feedback, and, ultimately,
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the tangible display. Our work contributes to an empirical study showcasing the
viability of smartphones as a multimodal and ubiquitous input device in mobile
AR experiences.
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Chapter

9

A Taxonomy for Mixed
Reality Experiences
Since the very beginning of human-computer interaction, the possibilities of input
and output modalities have expanded tremendously. The continually increasing
capabilities of sensing technologies and output modalities for AR and VR systems
create numerous new viable use-cases in which these systems could augment the
environment and entertain, train, or support users.
A new taxonomy is required to overcome this separation of AR and VR experiences and group them under the overarching theme of MR experiences. Our
taxonomic space is a semantic structure to analyze and classify current and future
MR experiences. The overall goal of this taxonomy is to provide a framework
for classification that is generic enough to structure new emerging systems and
experiences in the domain of MR, yet simple enough to apply. We propose the following by adapting from the technical taxonomy of MR visual displays [175] and
Buxton’s taxonomy for input devices [36], and incorporate results and knowledge
gained from the development of the presented MR research-probes.
In this chapter, we first discuss related taxonomies that inform our design. We
then present the scheme of the taxonomy we have developed for classifying
Mixed Reality experiences. Finally, we show how to classify MR experiences in
the visualization of our taxonomy.
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Related Taxonomies

Researchers have proposed several taxonomies to classify augmented, virtual, and
mixed reality systems. They also include envisioned and developed interaction
techniques [191]. The currently existing taxonomies for augmented or virtual
reality experiences can be divided into technical and conceptual taxonomies.
With a conceptual taxonomy, Jacob et al. [118] proposed a unifying concept to
classify emerging interaction methods beyond the notion of desktop computing. With their descriptive framework, interaction designs can be analyzed and
compared based on themes as physical, human body, environment, and social
setting. Dubois et al. [54] followed an interaction-centered approach to classify
AR and VR systems. This generic framework models the interaction between
object, person, or adapter and the system, and allows the classification of existing
AR systems. Later Dubois extended this taxonomy and presented a notation
to describe mobile systems that combine physical and digital entities and the
physical relationship [53]. In contrast, Mackay [163] used a simplified approach
purely based on the design of the augmentation, with the user, the physical object
itself, or the environment instrumented to provide augmentations. Nevertheless,
this taxonomy cannot be used to discriminate between different input and output
modalities. Focusing on the human sensory system, Lindeman and Noma [153]
proposed a classification framework based on where the fusion of real and digital
stimuli happens. They presented the pathways for stimuli and three possible
locations for fusion: the environment, the sensory subsystem, or the computer.
Each system can be classified by the human sense it is stimulating and the location
of mixing. The proposed taxonomy allows a detailed classification based on the
delivered output to the human sensory system. However, any input modalities are
not represented by this taxonomy. Addressing the changes in input modalities,
Benford et al. [23] described a design framework that allows the classification
based on the movement of the user. The framework distinguishes between captured, desired, and expected movements of the users, yet is not specialized for
MR systems.
Based on a literature review and interviews, Speicher et al. [232] proposed a conceptual framework comprising seven dimensions to distinguish MR experiences
unambiguously. The dimensions are the number of environments, number of
users, level of immersion, level of virtuality, degree of interaction, and the two
lower-level dimensions input and output. Each dimension has flexible characteristics allowing for precise specification of each dimension.
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Milgram et al. [175] proposed a technical taxonomy known as the RealityVirtuality (RV) continuum, which describes a dynamic transition from the real
environment to the virtual one. However, one-dimensional taxonomies are not
suited to emphasize the different factors of MR systems. Hence, Milgram presents
a three-dimensional taxonomic framework based on the RV continuum [176],
where mixed reality systems are structured depending on display and technology
performance rank. The three-dimensional taxonomic framework comprises the
extent of world knowledge, reproduction fidelity, and extent of presence metaphor
describing the system’s knowledge about the environment, the quality of the
stimuli presented to the user, and the users’ sense of being present in the augmented or virtual world. Also, Newman et al. [188] used the RV continuum as
the foundation for their taxonomy. The authors combined it with Weiser’s vision
of ubiquitous computing and created another one-dimensional continuum ranging
from ubiquitous to monolithic computing. Placing both at right angles creates the
two-dimensional Milgram-Weiser continuum and allows for the classification of
mixed reality and ubiquitous computing applications. Even more precise accuracy
of discrimination is realized by the new topology of Normand et al. [191]. They
describe four-axis as a base to classify AR applications. These axes include the
DOF of the supported tracking technology, the augmentation type that discerns
optical-see-through and video-see-through displays, and the temporal base that
includes, past, current, or future content. The last axis incorporates the rendering
modalities based on the human senses.
Currently, there is no universal definition of mixed reality [232]. The same holds
for taxonomies trying to classify different MR experiences. Many of the existing
taxonomies distinguish between VR and AR and do not allow them to categorize
hybrid systems. Besides, it is complex to visualize three or more dimensions
graphically [191]. Hence, we aim for a two-dimensional grid-based representation
of our taxonomy.

9.2

Scheme

The leading factor for our taxonomy for the classification of MR experiences is
the individual human. We formulate our two-dimensional taxonomy based on the
human sensory system and human capabilities of articulation. The first dimension
is ground on the observed input events of the sensors of the experience. The
second dimension emanates from the output stimuli the experience is presenting
to the user. Both dimensions have their specific characterizations. Together they
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represent the capabilities and features of the MR experience on a conceptual
level. In the following, we discuss each of our taxonomies’ dimensions that
classify existing and future MR experiences. In Figure 9.1, we visualize the
matrix representation of our taxonomy.

9.2.1

Output

The first and fundamental dimension for our classification of MR experiences is
the presented stimuli. Even though current MR experiences are mostly visual, we
discriminate MREs based on the full human sensory system. We can split this
dimension into five categories: visual, auditory, haptic, gustatory, and olfactory (cf.
Section 2.4). Each of these categories is classified according to which degree of
virtuality the MRE is stimulating the human sensory system based on the Milgram
RV continuum [175]. Unlike the Milgram RV continuum, the degree of virtuality
does describe the origin of the stimulus rather than the environment. Original
stimuli from the real world are represented at one end of the spectrum and virtual,
synthetically generated stimuli at the opposite side. Our taxonomy can map the
degree of virtuality for each stimulus received by the human sensory system and
is not limited to visual stimuli transmitted via conventional video displays. Hence,
this dimension alone offers already a high discriminative power. To distinguish
between real and virtual stimuli, we consider the following: A simulation always
synthesizes the experience of a virtual stimulus. In our taxonomy, we consider
real stimuli as a natural sensation without artificial modifications. The original
object always emits a real stimulus. In this sense, oppressing a signal is also
considered as modification, e.g. noise cancellation.

9.2.2

Input

Even though the output dimension alone already offers a high discriminative
power, it does not differentiate experiences regarding the input opportunities. The
interaction modalities of an MRE are a fundamental aspect to consider. Hence,
the second core dimension is any input sensed by the MRE. The first level of
discrimination is the kind of input performed by the user. In our taxonomy, we
split users’ interaction into embodied input and interaction performed with a
physical item (controller). Any input involving the human body to interact with
the MR experience is considered as embodied. To further separate embodied
input, we present the six subclasses: head pose, body pose, location, gesture, gaze,
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and voice. We include these six classes as they cover what humans are capable
of articulating consciously. Each of the different embodied input modalities for
MR systems is described in detail in Section 2.4.2. All other input that requires
a physical item acting as a controller is classified in the remaining group of
physical controller input. To further categorize the different potential of the input
modalities, we divide them according to the supported degree of freedom similar
to Buxton’s tableau of continuous input devices [36]. For simplicity, we extract
the division into position, motion, and pressure, but we increase the degrees
of freedom. Hence, the sum of any combination of input is registered in the
corresponding group. We abstract here and consider the degrees of freedom as an
open-ended scale, starting from one degree for simple slides to two degrees, e.g.
gaze on a display or location on a map to full body pose or flexible voice input.
As a final class to distinguish the kind of input, we split system input into
explicit and implicit interaction. Implicit interaction comprises the user’s natural
interaction with the computing systems that autonomously react to context and
activity. In contrast, explicit input embraces all active and conscious input or task
solving efforts into the computing system.

9.3

Taxonomy Visualization

In- and output technology for MR systems is changing rapidly. However, the
human sensory system is a constant parameter in this dynamic field. Through
the course of the thesis, we present six different MR research probes that are
discussed in detail in the corresponding chapters (cf. Table 1.2 for an overview).
To put them retrospectively in the broader field of MR research, we classify the
probes in the visual representation of the previously outlined taxonomy that is
presented in Figure 9.1.
Two probes extend the perception of reality. The quadcopter mounted projector
visually augments the environment with navigational cues. Based on the users’
location, different spatial information is displayed in the environment. The
augmented physics lab experiment combines real physical probes with real-time
data visualization on a smartphone screen. Implicit and explicit input is sensed
through the smartphones’ orientation and touch input.
With the two virtuality enhancing probes, we foster visual, auditory, and haptic
output. Two probes enable typing in (mobile) VR. Both output virtual visual
output, while the auditory and haptic output are still delivered from a physical
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Figure 9.1: Visual representation of the taxonomy of MREs including the six
research probes (color-coded) presented throughout this thesis. Enhancing
Reality: projected in-situ navigation cues (red cross) and thermal experiment
(blue hexagon). Enhancing Virtuality: Typing in (mobile) VR (yellow triangle) and TactileDrone (green square). Interaction in MR: SmARtphone
Controller (violet rhombus).
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keyboard. In contrast, the TactileDrone research probe outputs augmented and
virtual visual, haptic, and auditory stimuli. Last, the SmARtphone Controller
fuses different visual displays while utilizing a known tangible controller. Input
is exclusively provided through the repurposed smartphone.

9.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a new taxonomy for classifying MREs. We derived
the taxonomy by adapting and fusing Milgram’s taxonomy for the RV continuum [175] and Buxton’s relevant characteristics for input devices [36]. The main
objective of our taxonomy is to overcome the separation of AR and VR experiences and group MR experiences with their unique properties and importance.
Our taxonomy can help classify new trends in the evolution of MR experiences or
identifying novel and underexposed combinations of input and output modalities,
thus enhancing the interaction opportunities in MR experiences.
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Chapter

10

Design Recommendations
In this thesis’s broader context, we developed numerous prototypes and research
probes, conducted studies, executed focus groups, and held various workshops
to examine different scenarios and user groups. All concepts, applications, prototypes, and research probes are informing the design of Mixed Reality Experiences (MREs). In this chapter, we provide overarching design recommendations
that tackle the input, output, and technological challenges that arose during the
development of MREs. Although we draw the recommendations from contentspecific applications, we seek generalisability and urge their consideration when
developing future MR systems. We present design recommendations regarding
input and output modalities as well as technology-centered design recommendations.

10.1

User-Centered Design Recommendations

The latest advances in research and technology allow for novel ways to interact and present digital content. Established guidelines targeting conventional
computing interfaces [227] cannot cover the flexibility and unique features of
MRE. However, MR best-practice-guides are not sufficiently evolved to lead
developers [208]. On a conceptual level, it is essential that regardless of the
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utilized output modalities, the simulated stimulus blends seamlessly into the real
environment. Visuals, sounds, or odors need to integrate as believable unified
components of the experience. In this section, we extend these universally applicable guidelines and highlight specific design recommendations regarding the
input and output modalities of MR systems.

Consider the Entire Environment
When designing for MR, it is essential to understand and respect the entire
environment and the immediate surrounding of the user with all characterizing
aspects. In its essence, the MR application’s environment has a significant impact
on the practicality of explicit and implicit interaction concepts and all output
modalities.
Social acceptability and the practicalities of operation of the different modalities
in shared spaces are issues still to be resolved. For example, voice input may
not reliably work in environments with plenty of ambient noise. Further, social
acceptability is a crucial criterion when designing input modalities used in public
environments. Direct mid-air gestures may work reliably and intuitively, but
could be socially inappropriate or create a feeling of indisposition. On the other
hand, presenting digital information in MRE could cause information overload
(cf. Chapter 3). In particular, visual clutter and highly immersive experiences
could potentially create dangers to the user by overlaying hazards in the physical
world, so it is crucial that virtual information should always be presented in
context. Lastly, the environment has a significant influence on the feasibility of
the technology (cf. Chapter 4), for example, projectors do not perform well in
bright environments.
We recommend considering the entire environment in each design decision. The
flexibility and possibilities of MR systems can be overwhelming, but experiences
that take the context into account can significantly increase user engagement and
satisfaction.

Prevent Interaction Causing Fatigue
When analyzing the developed taxonomy for MRE several explicit and implicit
input possibilities were identified. In each category, a large variety of input
concepts can be implemented, so it is essential to recognize the ergonomics and
design interaction concepts accordingly. To sustain high throughput text input for
prolonged periods, physical keyboards (cf. Chapter 6), as a known interface, will
outperform other modes of input.

10.1 User-Centered Design Recommendations
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Unfamiliar or varying actions can cause fatigue. Mid-air gestures, for example,
are prone to causing fatigue if performed repeatedly. Pushing several buttons
simultaneously on handheld controllers can be challenging for users with small
hands. The same applies to holding MR devices or wearing heavy and unconformable HMDs. We recommend preventing or at least reducing actions that can
create user fatigue.

Support Natural Interaction
Interacting with new computing systems like MR requires the user to learn
different ways to interact with the interface. This change could cause frustration or
risk of cognitive overload. To develop successful MREs, designers and developers
should take advantage of the human sensory and ergonomic potential. If the
physical environment and utilized hardware allow, MREs should be explored
by implicit natural movement. For excellent usability and a seamless blend of
virtual and physical interaction, we recommend integrating familiar concepts and
supporting natural interaction known from the physical world. This includes but
is not limited to interaction with interfaces we already know very well, like the
keyboard (cf. Chapter 6) or smartphone (cf. Chapter 8), but also natural touch
exploration.

Synchronicity before Modalities
It is still challenging to create a sense of presence in MR. However, carefully
designed MR experiences that follow the notion of plausibility can create this
sensation. Through specified technology, each of the human senses can be
presented with synthesized information. When increasing the immersion by
blending these different output modalities, a coherent and consistent stimulus is
fundamental. Only when stimuli are presented synchronously, and no mismatches
occur, will the sense of presence increase rather than disrupt (cf. Chapter 7).
When designing prototypes, technical limitations can cause different output
modalities to be out of synchronization. These temporal or spatial offsets can be
observed by the user and potentially destroy the sense of presence. In these cases,
working with less, but synchronized stimulating outputs modalities can create a
more compelling experience. However, the additional complexity when integrating additional outputs with potential offsets is more likely to be disorienting to
the user. When designing MREs, synchronicity is preferable to the number of
output modalities; Following the less is more approach can help to create MREs
inducing a strong sense of presence.
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Involve the User
Interactive Systems, and in particular MR systems, require developers and experienced designers to consider the users. Only in this way can pleasant usability,
a high sensation of presence, and a plausible experience be created. On the
one hand, this holds for the interaction concept: Dependent on a user’s body
shape, the interaction volume changes. On the other hand, users’ attitudes can
influence the representation of their avatars, which could own unique personal
characteristics within the MRE. Knowing the users’ preference allows designing
highly customized MREs. However, if this detailed information is unavailable,
we recommend designing for a flexible and gender-neutral avatar representation.

10.2

Technology-Centered Design Recommendations

The developed research probes also allowed us to supplement technology-centered
design recommendations in addition to the user-centered design recommendations.
Although technology is currently evolving rapidly and MR devices are becoming
more powerful, capable, and comfortable, we emphasize the following technologycentered recommendations.

Instrument the Environment
Today, MR systems can, depending on the environmental limitation, be implemented and installed either as stationary setups in the environment or as wearable
devices in a mobile context. The prototypes and research probes are based on
different platforms realizing stationary [144], mobile [137], and hybrid [132]
approaches to present visual, auditory, or haptic feedback in mixed realities.
Based on the developed MREs and conducted studies, we currently recommend
to instrument the environment with technology as far as the scenario allows. In
a stationary setting, equipping the environment ensures excellent comfort and
flexibility for the user and greater reliability through minimizing the constraints
which are valid for mobile devices. Stationary tracking or projection systems still
outperform their mobile counterparts. Further, constraints like weight or power
consumption are in stationary setups less relevant. By today, projection-based
mixed reality has become the most mature technology that can create compelling
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stationary experiences. Also, it enables a more human-centric experience since
flexible multi-user support can easily be realized.
However, we are confident that with the next iteration of wearable MR devices,
these limitations will be tackled. Then, personalized and mobile MREs can be
realized and offer similar comfort and extended flexibility.

Overcome Hardware Limitations
When developing MR applications, the selected hardware components have a
significant impact on their quality, complexity, and feasibility. Each technology
comes with a specific set of limitations and constraints. Optical see-through
AR headsets have a limited FOV, VR headsets are often wired, vibrotactile
haptic feedback though controllers limits expressiveness, and mobile devices
have limited processing capabilities. It is essential to know and minimize certain
limitations according to the use-case when designing MREs, and to plan studies.
We recommend overcoming the limitations prevalent in the hardware by designing
around them. Specifically created shaders and geometries can compensate for
limited processing capabilities. Limitations in the FOV or quality of the output
modality can be counterbalanced by creative adaptations of the virtual content and
environment (cf. Chapter 7). For qualitative studies in VR, we emphasize again
to favor stationary setups that enable higher performance in all domains. Early
circumvention of limitations can reduce the futile feedback regarding already
known hardware limitations.

Preserve and Protect Privacy
Independent of the use-case, users, industry, and stakeholders are concerned about
the multitude of sensors embedded into mixed reality devices. Though individual
interviews (cf. Chapter 3) and field studies in classrooms (cf. Chapter 5) we
identified considerable concerns regarding personal privacy. Although more and
more context-understanding sensors like always-on microphones and cameras are
gradually becoming part of the users’ environment, there is still a pronounced
skepticism against ubiquitous monitoring.
The deployed sensors and processed recordings should always offer the best
trade-off between privacy and added value. Hence, decisions need to be made
responsibly. When designing mixed reality systems, we recommend relying on
a minimal viable selection of sensors and to precisely communicate sensing,
recording, and processing.
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Chapter

11

Conclusion
This thesis explores the impact of input and output modalities on Mixed Reality
Experiences (MREs). To examine the potential and to understand the requirements for extended Mixed Reality (MR), we developed several research probes
following a user-centered design process. The goal is to support researchers,
developers, and designers in creating excellent MREs by overcoming the current
challenges and providing guidance through the manifold design decisions on
input and output modalities.
In this final chapter, we summarize our research contributions and answer the
research questions that were addressed throughout the thesis. We close with a
perspective towards future research directions and a final statement about their
value for stakeholders of mixed realities.

11.1

Summary of Research Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are situated in the field of mixed reality. First, we
identified the potential of MREs in a user-centered design process and identified
existing challenges for the widespread use of this novel technology. Second, we
presented seven research probes developed to explain the impact of modalities
and interaction techniques on the user experience. Third, we derived design
recommendations based on these and developed new probes and contributed
insights to elevate the design of MREs. Lastly, we provided a new taxonomy for
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MREs, setting our research probes into perspective, showcasing the versatility of
MREs, and lay out a classification scheme for current and future MREs.

11.1.1

Research Probes

Throughout this thesis, we presented seven research probes to investigate the
impact of input and output modalities on MR systems. The diversity of the
presented research probes shows the tremendous possibilities of how to envision,
design, and implement MREs. We showcased the different approaches for realizing MREs based on varying conditions and environments, such as handheld and
wearable experiences in stationary or mobile settings. We highlighted informed
design decisions including whether to instrument the environment or the user, and
taking into account the underlying interaction concepts of implicit and explicit
inputs.
Besides being instrumental in answering the outlined research questions, the
provided research probes contribute to the following aspects: On a conceptual
level, we describe how to seamlessly superimpose visual information in-situ in
the physical world for mobile and stationary experiences. On a methodology
level, we created a system for offline AR annotations, and on a technological level,
we created prototypes of real-time presentation of information that amplify the
human sensory system. We present the architecture and facilitated frameworks to
realize MREs on a technology-independent abstraction level using the example
of wearable HMDs and smartphones.
With the developed probes, we enabled effective and dynamic interaction within
MREs. Two probes, for example, enabled users to efficiently type in Virtual
Reality (VR) (cf. Chapter 6). Here, we contribute two solutions for stationary and
mobile interaction in MR:an apparatus for text input on a traditional keyboard
while being immersed in MR, and a robust and high precision finger tracking solution for VR. With our second portable implementation, based on a smartphone,
we presented additional insights on the quality, strength, and shortcomings of low
fidelity solutions.
Finally, our research probes contribute a detailed elaboration on how to integrate
and blend tangibles within an MRE. The presented probes utilize tangibles and
physical objects to either enhance the interaction modality or, in more immersive
experiences, to increase the sense of presence through the additional haptic
component.

11.1 Summary of Research Contributions

11.1.2
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We presented eight design recommendations derived from the experience gained
through the design, development, and evaluation of the research probes. The
design recommendations reflect the current state of technology and support
the development of meaningful MREs. We grouped the recommendations into
technology-centered and user-centered recommendations to emphasize the human
factor when developing technology-driven MREs. The user-centered recommendations serve as a guide for choosing appropriate input and output modalities
for satisfactory interaction and presentation of stimuli. Further, the recommendations address social interests regarding privacy and social norms. With the
technology-centered design recommendations, we highlight the diversity and
entailing challenges of environments where users can explore MREs, and present
guidelines to choose the most suitable technology and implementation.

11.1.3

Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Experiences

We contributed with a new taxonomy for classifying MREs by adapting and fusing
Milgram’s taxonomy for the Reality-Virtuality (RV) continuum and Buxton’s
relevant characteristics for input devices. We avoid the separation of AR and
VR experiences and group MREs with their unique characterizing input and
output attributes into one unified space. The taxonomy can be implemented to
categorize MREs based on the human sensory system and human capabilities
of articulation. Thus, it can help identify new trends in the evolution of MREs
as well as recognize novel and underexposed combinations of input and output
modalities. To showcase the taxonomy’s principle and adaptability, we classified
the stated research probes within our new taxonomy.

11.1.4

Limitations

The area of MR is substantial, and contemporary technology offers high versatility
and diversity. It is essential to utilize this technology concisely and sensibly. Each
of the probes we realized and each study we carried out has a particular set of
limitations. These are considered in detail in each chapter.
Moreover, the research probes introduced in this thesis are composed of current
off-the-shelf components. Hence, the probes fundamentally differ from prospective products designed for the consumer market. During the studies, certain
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recurring hardware-related limitations like apparatus weight, Field of View (FOV)
or comfort became predominant. These could have a potential effect on the
results. Nevertheless, we expect many of these limitations to be solved soon
through ongoing development and advances in technology. We believe that the
obtained knowledge and the generalized outcomes of each study will be valid for
prospective MREs and remain valid through upcoming technological changes.

11.2

Research Questions

In the first chapter of this thesis we elaborated eight research questions assigned
to User-Centered, Mixed Reality Experience-Centered, or Interaction-Centered
focused research. During the research presented in this thesis, we acquired the
knowledge to answer these questions. In the following, we present the condensed
answers that are explored in more detail in the respective chapters.

11.2.1

User-Centered

With a user-centered approach, we first explored the potential of mixed reality experiences in domestic environments. Through an online survey and a technology
probe, we gained in-depth knowledge to answer the following research questions
(cf. Chapter 3).

What are the users’ attitudes towards the introduction of mixed
reality at home?
The workshops, interviews, and online surveys showed that users are generally
positive towards MREs as a supportive part of their everyday lives. Experiences
are expected to be an integral part and to be deployed comprehensively for a variety of basic tasks. Nevertheless there was some hesitation or underlying concern
expressed about security and about the social considerations to do with how it
would be perceived when being used in public. For a successful introduction of
MR in a domestic environment, designers, developers, and stakeholders must
take the users’ concerns regarding privacy and social context into account.

11.2 Research Questions
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What are the usage scenarios that are most promising for domestic
mixed reality applications?
We showed that users are eager to benefit from MREs across many locations at
home. We identified MR as a way to provide contextualized assistance as being
most promising. Further, users envisioned scenarios of a enhanced human sensory
system to perceive the world in a new and amplified way, and also highlighted
the potential for augmented remote presence to participate at social activities.
Lastly, the opportunity to enhance household artifacts with additional features
was considered favorably.

What are the constraints and opportunities for future systems?
During the development and evaluation of the research probes, we showed the
enormous potential of future MREs. With this work, we recognized the potential,
in particular in learning and domestic environments. However, before social
acceptance can rise and MR can become a success, today’s hardware limitations
need to be tackled, and existing privacy concerns need to be addressed. Thus,
MR devices will accompany smartphones before slowly replacing them.

11.2.2

Mixed Reality Experience-Centered

As a result of the envisioned, developed, and evaluated research probes, we were
able to derive the design guidelines and taxonomy presented earlier. Further, we
built the research probes to gain knowledge to answer the following research
questions.

How to enhance reality by blending information in the real world?
We built and evaluated research probes to analyze the effects of blending virtual
and synthesized information into the real world, thus extending different output
modalities including projection (cf. Chapter 4), handheld displays (cf. Chapter 5),
or MR Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) [135]. Our in-situ projection does not
require the user to wear or hold the device; however, it reduces at the same time the
user-control. In the studies, we showed that users value the natural availability of
information and the avoided attention shifts. Further, our experiments confirmed
that the in-situ presentation of information causes a significantly higher ability
to observe the real-world. Enhancing the real world’s perception by presenting
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additional real-time environmental information to the user and thus amplifying
the human senses and cognition is considered valuable in learning scenarios.

How to enhance virtual reality by adding tangibility?
We advanced conventional audiovisual VR environments by adding haptic feedback. Levitating tangibles remedy the lack of haptic sensation in the virtual
environment. Since the levitating tangibles are active and tracked, they can be
used as input and output modality. In the conducted studies, users showed an
increased sense of presence when tangibles facilitated haptic feedback. Further,
we obtained detailed insights into the integration of tangibles as an input modality.
With our research probe, we showed that tangibles utilized as input modalities
in the form of keyboards (cf. Chapter 6) and touchscreens (cf. Chapter 8) can
significantly improve the overall interaction performance.

How to provide flexible haptic input and output in mixed reality?
We presented a novel approach (cf. Chapter 7) by blending levitating tangibles,
more specifically miniature quadcopters, within the mixed reality environment.
This allowed us to introduce a haptic component into MRE and tackle the lack of
haptic feedback.Using these versatile tangibles as haptic input and output enabled
us to gain knowledge on the possibilities and drawbacks. Depending on the
visual stimulus, the provided force of the haptic output is not always adequate.
However, we presented generalizable approaches to circumvent occurring breaks
in presence through distinct adaptations of the virtual environment.

11.2.3

Interaction-Centered

The analysis of existing interaction concepts enabled us to build on top of this and
to envision novel interaction concepts for MR environments. Evaluating these
allowed us to answer the following research questions.

How to interact with digital artifacts in mobile mixed reality?
The possibilities to interact in MR environments are manifold and content-specific.
Based on two research projects, we studied the possibilities to enable intuitive
input in virtual and augmented reality. The results of the conducted studies show
that the efficient blending of well-established input modalities like the keyboard
with the virtual world can offer a high-throughput input channel. Interweaving a
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user’s smartphone as an input and output device into the MRE offers excellent
potential for improved input and exciting new hybrid arrangements of information
(cf. Chapter 8).

How to design a taxonomy for mixed reality experiences?
We created a taxonomy to chart existing and future MR experiences (cf. Chapter 9). The foundation of the taxonomy is the separation and categorization of
input and output modalities. We exploit Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality continuum [176] for classification of output on the one hand while adapting Buxton’s
taxonomy [36] of input devices for implicit and explicit input modalities in MR
environments on the other. To showcase the utility of the constructed taxonomy, all research probes developed throughout this thesis are representatively
incorporated into the taxonomic space.

11.3

Future Work

This thesis presents a substantial understanding of the impact of input and output
modalities and provides a common ground for future research in the domain of
MREs. During the development of the research probes and the elaboration of
the taxonomy, additional challenges and exciting research spaces were identified.
However, addressing these challenges is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the
following section, we envision several small and large research projects and
present future research directions.

11.3.1

The Mobile Virtual Office of the Future

With our research, we address the underlying challenge of text input while being
immersed in a mixed reality environment. After successfully addressing the
challenge of generic input into a computing system while the user is immersed
in a virtual environment, MR working environments could be realized.These
potentially lead to enhanced performance due to a controlled environment with
less audiovisual noise and distractions. Moreover, future virtual offices can
overcome the physical limitations of rectangular two-dimensional screen spaces.
Future workspace can be arranged freely in three-dimensional space for new
means of data visualization or collaboration.
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Several research challenges need to be addressed to accomplish the vision of
a VR office that sustains pleasant long-term working experiences. On the one
hand, challenges like the lack of visual fidelity of the HMD must be resolved.
Other technological challenges include weight, wearing comfort or portability,
and mobile runtime.
On the other hand, there are interesting questions from a human-computer interaction perspective. The computing paradigm of windows, icons, menus, and
pointers is still valid. It remains an open question how this translates to virtual
realities. The visualization of the working environment, potential distractions,
and threats existing in the physical world are still unclear. These questions unfold
an interacting design space that requires further investigation. Working in virtual
worlds using a HMD also creates a new paradigm for collaborating and communicating with coworkers. It is still actively being researched how communication
and collaboration can efficiently be recreated in VR.
In a future mobile setting, additional factors, including motion sickness, situational awareness, and the masking of the physical world, contribute to the user
experiences. Future research is required to determine the relevant answers and
potential solutions to create pleasant and productive working environments.

11.3.2

Amplification of Senses

Within the context of this thesis, several prototypes extend or amplify different
human senses. The sight was extended beyond the spectrum visible to the
human eye [6, 7]. In another prototype, we amplified the temporal resolution of
the human visual perception [139], and used in-situ projections to enhance the
memorability of points of interest in the physical world (cf. Chapter 4.
This line of research can be continued in two directions. First, various other
senses could be extended or amplified to support users in better understanding
of the environment. Referring back to the developed taxonomy, underexplored
senses can be identified at a glance. Second, amplified senses could be explored
in other application domains. We identified that amplified senses can support
students in the field of physics. This concept could be extended to either other
fields of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) as well
as entirely different areas to investigate real-world curiosities. In sightseeing
scenarios, a tourist could use a tailored MRE to explore the temporal course of
a monument. Jumping back in time while observing an interesting spot or area
could lead to new and engaging journeys.

11.4 Concluding Remarks
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Towards Mixed Reality in the Wild

The majority of studies presented in this thesis were conducted in a controlled lab
environment. This kind of evaluation offers high internal validity and allows for
generalization. However, the next step is to conduct evaluations in the wild. The
upcoming technological advances and the widespread availability of commercial
MR hardware will allow for this necessary step. In the research context of this
thesis, we already studied MR systems in less controlled classroom environments
and through field studies. Still, the border between the lab and the wild needs to
be shifted further towards evaluation in the real world.
We propose to deploy minimal viable MR systems in the wild for long-term evaluations. These evaluations will allow for novel insight into how users interact with
MR systems in an uncontrolled and realistic scenario. Moreover, these studies
further increase the ecologic validity and allow for new in-depth knowledge about
the ultimate benefits of mixed reality experiences.

11.4

Concluding Remarks

With this thesis, we investigated the impact of input and output modalities on
mixed reality experiences and discussed some of the fundamental challenges
that arise when designing and developing MR systems. The involved technology
is slowly leaving its infancy, and we are confident that upcoming generations
of devices and experiences will have a significant impact on how we interact
with, consume, and create digital information. This thesis makes a combined
contribution to the fields of Human-Computer Interaction and Mixed Reality,
thereby considering relevant aspects that advance MRE. As showcased in our
presented taxonomy and outlined future directions, additional research is needed
to draw a complete picture.
Today, technology companies are promoting commercial virtual reality headsets
and augmented reality applications for smartphones. However, technology and
developments have not yet progressed far enough to become truly ubiquitous.
Ultimately, being ubiquitous, understanding the characteristics of input and output
modalities regarding advanced mixed reality systems is crucial to create novel
and engaging experiences.
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